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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM
Hundreds of novels have been written about life on
Arizona ranches and, for many years, the cowboy has been a
popular character in fiction.

The general opinion has been

that the authors have portrayed these people to suit their
reading public rather than in their true light.

No thorough

survey of the problem has been made in Arizona.
It is the purpose of this study to make that survey:
(1) to criticize all ranch novels as to authenticity; (2) to
classify them as to plot; and (3) to prepare an annotated
bibliography of them.
Because of the widespread popularity of the fiction of
Arizona ranches it is important that the worthwhile and
authentic be segregated from that which is worthless and
misleading.

In many sections of the United States reliable

regional novels have been presented, but so far in Arizona
there have been no authors of ranch novels who have won the
stamp of approval from literary critics.

If there are any

books or parts of books which do accurately portray this
particular phase of Arizona life, they should be given
recognition.
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The age about which much has been written has
passed, many of the more prolific writers are not now liv
ing and, if the ranch folklore of Arizona is to he pre
served, it is imperative that something be done soon.

The

first logical step is to collect the best that has been
written into some available and organized form.

With such

a goal in mind it is necessary to divide the novels as to
plot and, for the convenience of any who might carry bn the
work, compile a bibliography with suitable notations.
Some of the terms and expressions used must be de
fined.

A ranch is a large tract of land used for the breed

ing and raising of cattle, horses, or sheep.

A cow ranch

is one for cattle, both male and female, since in Arizona
the word "cow" refers to both and is used in place of the
correct term "cattle."

Cowboys are never "cattle boys,”

and only newcomers in the state designate cow ranches as
cattle ranches.

The expressions outfits and spreads are

used to indicate all the holdings of one man or company.
rustler is a common cow thief.

A

Hester refers to a cowboy

who has taken up a small tract of land to start a ranch of
his own.

It was usually done when the cowboy decided to

marry' and settle down.

Squatter was the uncomplimentary

term applied to farmers who came West to homestead land
for farming.

Often the expressions are used interchange

ably, but originally there was a distinction.

Other char

acteristic words of the cowboy will be defined as they are
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used.

A good authority on them is Ramon F. Adams in
1
Cowboy Lingo, a useful book.
To explain:
If Professor Throckmorton Q. Abercrombie, Ph. D . ,
of Harvard and Oxford happened to be around an Arizona
chuck-wagon at supper time, he might in a moment of
sociability remark that "the transcendentalism of Kant
tends to affirm the existence of *a priori* principles
of cognition."
•
"Yes, suh, thet’s a fack,” the cowboy on his left
would acknowledge, politely, but.he wouldn’t know what
the hell the professor was talking about.
"It was a Hashknife paint and two mavericks got in
the Forked S remuda today," the cowboy would say pre
sently - and then the professor wouldn’t know what the
hell.
In short there is a nomenclature of the range, es
pecially a brand alphabet and language, which is as in
triguing as Sanskrit and almost as hard to learn unless
you are brought up with it. The cowboy can be forgiven,
because he hadn’t had the opportunity to study philoso
phy; but the broadly literate Dr. Abercrombies have
persistently ignored the Americana of cowboyland.2
Brands are important in the cow country, and many
ranches are better known by the brand than by the name of
the owner.

There have been brands used symbolic of the

rancher’s names. Miss Katie Barr used K T Bar; James
3
■
Flake, J I M; and Lawrence O ’Keefe branded 0 K on his
stock.

Old-timers in Cochise County say that it was from

O ’Keefe’s brand, established there in the early eighties,
that the national expression OK comes.

The story is that

iRamon F . Adams. Cowboy Lingo (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1936), p. 2lT7
20ren Arnold and John P. Hale. Hot irons (New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1942), p. 30.
3oren Arnold and John P. Hale, "How to Read a
Brand," Arizona Highways. March, 1942, p. 32.
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the OK’s were good cattle.

If a steer was all right, in top

shape, it looked like an 0 K, and from that evolved the mean
ing as it is understood now.

Cowboys refer to stock by the

brands; for example, "that old Z Slash M horse and a Flying
H heifer." A philologist could ever convince a cowpuncher
that OK came from either the Cherokee "okeh” or the Choctaw
"oke.”

In the West it was the cow man who started the ex

pression and not an Indian.

The following are a couple of

’’working" brands in Arizona at the present:

BROKEN DIAMOND K
Clarence Buddington Kelland
Phoenix

BAR BOOT
Shattuck, Lutley,
and Meadows
Bisbee

In the days when cattle on the range were stolen
simply by changing the brand, the rustlers would choose a
brand similar to that of some large neighboring ranch which
could easily be worked over; for example:

0 - )
CROSS ANCHOR
(original ranch)

PICK AND RING
(outlaw ranch)

Work of the
"Rewrite man"

There is nothing else on a ranch so useful or so
romantic as the brand, and it is never considered a show of
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conceit to display it.

Roadsigns, embroidered linens, the

baby’s blocks, designs for a flowerbed, stationery, and
jewelry all may carry the rancher’s identifying mark.
In order to verify the statement that the cowboy is
an ever-popular character, one needs pause for only a few
minutes to consider him. From 1902 when Owen Wister pub4
5
lished The Virginian straight through to the present,
there has been an increasing number of ’’Westerns" appearing
on the bookstands and Arizona has been for these decades a
favorite setting.

The late English author, John Galsworthy,

said he spent his entire childhood here, not in England.
That was because he "sneaked out of bounds" from his English
school to buy "penny bloods" (western thrillers) and re
turned to his rooms to read in excited delight about gun-

6
men and Indians on the Arizona frontier.
Just a casual glance at public library shelves will
reveal large numbers of well-worn western novels which li
brarians, from observation, believe to be read by all
classes of people from the "tired businessman" who seeks
40wen Wister, The Virginian (Hew York: The Macmillan
Co., 1902), 506 pp.
^Nelson C . Nye. Wild Horse Shorty (New York: Macmillan
and Co., 1944), 251 pp.
^Feature column, "The Literary Lantern," Arizona
Daily Star. December 18, 1942.

6
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relaxation to the thrill-loving adolescent.

The Joseph

A. Munk Library of Arizona in the Southwest Museum, Los
Angeles, has more than sixteen thousand volumes or printed
, 8
'
items dealing wholly with Arizona.
It is said that the sale of western novels is ex
tensive in the New England states.

This can be understood

because it is perfectly natural for people to enjoy reading
about thrilling adventures in strange lands; but the amaz
ing thing is that the Westerners themselves peruse every
thing they can find which tells about their way of living.
On the whole they are highly scornful of it all and yet
appear to be intrigued, not only by the fiction, but by the
motion pictures and radio programs which portray ranch life.
Because of his popularity in fiction, the Arizona
cowboy has been presented to the public in many other ways.
Dozens of western magazines have printed short stories,
novelettes, and novels about him.

The editors themselves

have wondered at the vast demand for them.

One made this

comment in an editorial:
We have always been-a little puzzled by the popular
ity of western s.tories among people of other lands. The
West is so wholly American that it seems almost incom
prehensible that there should be a demand for its
7conversation with librarians in Carnegie Public
Library, Tucson, September, 1943.
®Frank •C. Lockwood. Pioneer Days in Arizona (New
York: The Macmillan Co., 1932 J, p. 361.
.
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fiction in translations into dozens of foreign lan
guages, including Scandinavian. We were guilty of one
major oversight in reaching that conclusion and the
events of the war have opened our eyes to it. That is
that the stirring tales of common men fighting against
odds for their rights and ideals have a universal ap
peal. Deeds of courage are great in any man’s lan
guage. 9
In addition to the fiction there are volumes of cow
boy poems, biographies, occasional autobiographies, plays,
and books of photographic studies.

In the newspapers there

are old-timer cowpuncher tales, cartoons, and comic strips.
The interest has led many in the field of amusement to ex- '
tol the cowboy, too.

Motion pictures have been filmed;

radio programs are on the air daily; rodeos are held through
out the country; and in many places crooning range songs
are heard and popular dance melodies have words suggesting
the joys of a ranch.

Hotels have cowboy entertainers, and

guests are lured to many out-of-the-way places by the mere
■
,
suggestion that they may take part in the life on a real
.

.

.

10
cow ranch.
All of this is legitimate enough use of a popular
idea, but very often the cowboy appears in the most
9 Editorial, "The Straw Boss," New Western
Magazine, March 10, 1943.
lOExamples:
Poem - Badger Clark - Sun and Saddle Leather.
Biography - Frank C. Lockwood - Arizona Characters.
Autobiography - Jesse James Benton - Cow by the tfail.
Play - Augustus Thomas - .Arizona.
Photographic studies - Max kegley - Log of a Desert Hat.
Old-timer tales - "Tales in Western Style," Arizona Daily

8

irrelevant fashion.

He may adorn the cover of The Saturday

Evening Post, which is far from being a western magazine;
he may be cited on the final page of a serious novel by a
noted author as stimulating the imagination of a French
prostitute in Paris; or he may be the theme for a jingle

11
advertising a breakfast food on a morning radio program..
10(Cont.) Star.
Cartoons - J.H. Williams - "Skull Talley.M
Comic strips - Fred Harmon - "Red Ryder,"
Motion pictures - "Cowboy Canteen," State Theater, Tucson.
Radio programs - "Chuck Wagon Charlie," - KTOA, Tucson.
Rodeos - Madison Square Garden, New York City.
Range songs - Jules Verne Allen - Cowboy Lore.
Dance melodies - Gordon Jenkins - tfSan Fernando Valley,"
and the more recent "Don*t Fence Me'In.”
Hotels - "Larry’s Sunset Riders," - Santa Rita Hotel, Tucson.
Guest ranches - Circle Z - Patagonia, Arizona.
l^Cover design, a copy of a painting by Fred
Ludikins, The Saturday Evening Post, August 19, 1944.
Supposed conversation between the story teller and
Suzanne, a prostitute, in Paris:
"I must be going," I said.
"A propos, is that poor Larry still among the
Redskins?”
For that was the disrespectful way in which she was
accustomed to refer to the inhabitants of God’s Own Coun
try.
"So far as I know."
"It must be hard for someone like him who is so
sweet and gentle. If one can believe the movies, life is
terrible over there with all those gangasters and cowboys
and Mexicans. Not that those cowboys haven’t a physical
attraction which says something to you. Oh, la, la."
Somerset Maughan, The Razor’s Edge (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 19 4 4 ) , p. 341.
A program advertising Wheaties over KTTJC in which
the rhyme tells of outlaw cowboys who refuse to leave
their prison cells because they so enjoy the cereal they
are given for breakfast.
•
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The natural supposition follows that the cowboy’s popularity
is sufficiently extensive to make him a definite lead in
attracting attention.

It can almost be assumed that in for

eign countries the people know more about the American cow
boy than they do about the great financiers or diplomats.
A quick glance into the realm of art shows that the
cowboy frequently wins approval for himself by painting or
drawing.

Some good examples are Peter Hurd of New Mexico

and Ross Santee, Lon Megaree, and Jack Van Ryder of Arizona.
Ross Santee uses his artistic ability to illustrate
many of the books which he writes, and the pictures often
tell the story more eloquently than do the written words.
Santee, a native of Iowa, spent many years in the saddle in

12
Arizona before he became known as an artist and writer.
Lon Megaree came to Arizona to be a cowboy thirty
years ago when he was a mere stripling.

He loved ranch life,

and before he was old enough to vote owned a small cow out
fit.

The drought ended his ranch career for a time, and

when he returned to Arizona it was as an artist and not as
a cowboy.

He operates a ranch again, the Casa Hermosa in
13
the Camelback district near Phoenix.

12 "Arizona Sketch Book - Ross Santee, Artist,
Writer,” Arizona Highways. January, 1939, p. 14.
13,,Arizona Sketch Book - Lon Megaree," Arizona
Highways. March, 1939, p. 14.
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Jack Van Ryder was born at Continental where the
road from Tucson to Nogales now swings left to avoid a cot
ton patch.
Tucson.

Today he lives on the desert not far from

Between his first address and his present one he

has punched cows, driven freight wagons, chased wild
horses, and ridden bucking broncosi

Somewhere along the

line he learned to draw and paint, and some of his things
are as fine as anything ever turned out of the West.

He

has illustrated books, done covers for magazines, and pro
duced paintings, water colors, and etchings of the West as
it is and as he remembers it.

You can't fool Jack Van Ryder

about his country.

His whole life has been tied up with the
14
cow country and the people of the West.
At one time Van

Ryder was awarded the coveted Corcoran prize, and various
15
art associations hang his paintings at their exhibits.
One other former cowboy but now the owner and active
manager of the K-4 Ranch on Walnut Creek near Prescott draws
cartoons about the cow country.
creator of "Skull Valley.”

He is J.R. Williams,

In his own locality Williams is

considered a smart rancher with plenty of cow "savey", and
Jack Van Ryder - Son of the West,” Arizona
Highways. July. 1942, p. 26.
^■5jack Weadock, Dust of the Desert (New York: D.
Appleton-Century Co., 19)6), p. xvii.
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he very skillfully shows his understanding of the cattle

16
business in his drawings.

-

Not only the character of the cowboy and his style
of art have attracted national interest, but even his
clothes and the tools with which he works have been copied
in many ways.

Boots, spurs, chaps, and gay shirts are made

to fit all sizes of men, women, and children.

All sorts

of novelties have been manufactured from the ideas of lar
iats, saddles, and branding irons.

The brands which the

cow man uses to identify his stock have been converted into
17
designs on print material for milady's dresses,
and
replicas of many things found on ranches have been made for
lapel pins and charm bracelets.

Unquestionably it must be

admitted that ever since the first blossoming of Buffalo
7

Bill the cowboy has been pictured more and more the hero.
The popularity of the heroic cowboy led to a tre
mendous amount of writing about him, and scores of novels
have rolled off the presses with Arizona a favorite set
ting.

This fiction is classed as "Western," but that is a

term that has ceased to mean the part of the map on the
left-hand side of the page and does not apply to the Pacific
16Hyours Sincerely and Sincerely to You." Arizona
Highways. May. 1939. p. 40.
Originated by Barry Goldwater, Phoenix.
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Northwest or California.

It refers to the territory between

the Pacific coastal ranges and the general north-and-south
line established by the Missouri River.

It includes the

whole of the great arid interior basin, the deserts, the
plains, the brush country, the plateaus, and the mountains.
Pretty well it defines the original habitat of the buffalo,
of the prairie dog, of the coyote, of the antelope, and of

18
the lobo wolf.
So far there has been no novel about this particu
lar section of the United States that has been accepted by
critics as good regional literature.

Mary E. Wilkins

Freeman wrote grim pictures of rustic New England; George
W. Cable told of the life in New Orleans; Edward Eggles
ton’s The Hoosier Schoolmaster was a crude but sincere pic
ture of early life in Indiana; and Bret Harte, Hamlin
Garldn4 and Jack London are given credit for discovering
the West as literary material.

But Harte’s, Garland's, and
19
London's "West" was not the West as it is now interpreted.
Without attempting to give any explanation. Dr.
Frank Lockwood of the University of Arizona and Bernice
Cosulich of the Arizona Daily Star have voiced the general
:
'
IGpaul I. Wellman, The Trampling Herd (New York:
Garrick.and Evans, Inc., 1939), p. 9»
19lbid., p . ‘8..
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sentiments of educated people about the general character
of western fiction.

Dr. Lockwood, in referring to the

Arizona books in the Munk Library, says that there are few
volumes in the whole collection that will survive as pure
20
literature.
Mrs. Cosullch's comments are:
-

'

' '

:

The pattern of the early thrillers has changed
somewhat, but the accent remains on the over-dramatic
and the highly picturesque. There has been an enor
mous volume of fictional material on Arizona, but its
quality has been negligible. The gunman, cowboy,
light lady, gambler and grizzled prospector still haunt
the pages of stories laid in boom mining camps and cow
towns. There are a few exceptions, but they would
hardly fill a five-foot shelf.21
Oren Arnold and John P. Hale in their book. Hot
Irons, are a little more extensive in their opinions.

They

write that:
A great deal of fiction has centered around cattle
rustling. Some of it has been written with classic
skill but most of it has been the cheapest sort of
mass-production, published in the cheapest sort of books
and magazines. As a result, conscientious modern
scholars (who unfortunately have never been far beyond
the doors of the university library) have written theses
and delivered addresses decrying the Wild West fiction
. as lamentable exaggeration and nothing else. Rustling
and brand changing and all the drama incident thereto,
these scholars contend, simply did not happen in
reality. Narratives by bewhiskered old-timers are
called grandfather romanticisms, and even the histories
20Lookwood. op. cit.. p. 361.
ZlBernice Cosulich, "The Literary lantern,"
Arizona Daily Star. December 18, 1942.
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are believed tainted by what we should like to imagine
was true.22
No one will question the statement by the authors
of Hot Irons that modern scholars are disdainful of western
fiction, but the reasons given are doubtful.

The "modern

scholars" and critics can hardly be said to be too ignorant
of actual conditions, or too greatly swayed by cheap mass
production, in order to see the picture clearly.

There is

a false note in the majority of western novels which they
recognize and refuse to accept.
There are five specific reasons for the fantastic
and picaresque aspects of the writing of the West which ac
count for this false note.

The first one is that the pub

lic has not only been satisfied with, but has practically
demanded that a certain bizarre pattern be followed.

The

second reason is that the authors have seldom known Tvery
„much3 about the people or section of the country of which
they wrote.

The third cause for inaccuracy is the persist

ent clinging to the traits of a former period in Arizona
regardless of the time of the story.

The fourth reason is

that Arizonans have shown very little interest either in
condemning or commending the authors who have chosen to
22Arnold and Hale, op. cit., p. 101.
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write about their state.

And the last one is that for some

peculiar reason literary men and women seem.utterly unable
to write well about the cowboy, particularly if he be of
the outlaw type.
There is the occasional author who becomes so im
bued with some social problem that he feels compelled to
write a novel about it, regardless of whether or not the
book will be popular; but the average writer does his work
with financial gain the uppermost thought.

The novelists

writing of Arizona ranches have known that their public is
not discriminating, and that almost any swift-moving tale
with plenty of gun play will sell.
A check of the readers of "thrillers" and their rea
sons for doing so is quite revealing.
into several classes.

They can be divided

There are the uneducated who don’t

know anything about good literature, and not much about
Arizona; they find satisfaction in reading the range
stories because they are within their level of comprehension.
The adolescents are looking for thrills and they, too, find
in the western fiction something easily read, so many of
them are ardent devotees of the cowboy stories.

The third

class is women who find their work monotonous and time
hanging heavily on their hands.

Usually these housewives

are a little ashamed and apologetic about their habit of
reading such books, and quite often will try to pretend

16

that it is the son or husband in the household who really
. 23
brings them home.
Then there are the Westerners who find the novels
about themselves highly amusing and entertaining.

This is

especially true of the cow punchers, and in practically,
^

.

'

.

-

"

.

'•

■

-

.

every bunkhouse on the ranches there will be a collection
of books and magazines featuring life on the range.

The

..

fifth group of readers is composed of men, usually well
educated, prosperous, and weighed down with responsibility.
They frankly admit that the wild western novel is a good
tonic for their tired nerves and some will argue that, at
their worst, such novels are better than many of the socalled "good* books. Perhaps the story of General
Eisenhower is the best example of a man of affairs turning
to the action story of the West for relief from anxiety and
worry.

The story as told by Allan A. Michie, roving editor

of The Reader’s Digest, is:
This was the moment the peoples of the Allied na
tions had sweated and toiled for. Looking down the
table at his commanders, his face more serious than it
ever has been or ever will be again, General Eisenhower
said quietly, "Okay, let *er rip."
Those around the table rose quickly and hurried
from the room to set the operation in motion. Ike
called after them, "Good luck!"
He was the last to emerge from the room. He was
walking heavily...as if the eight stars on his
23This conclusion is the result of casual ques
tioning of women over a three-year period. It was done in
rather deceitful fashion under the guise of a plea for help
in getting honest opinions for this work.
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shoulders weighed a ton. He drove quickly back to his
"circus wagon" and turned in. ... It had been a long
day during which he had visited his troops wisecracking
with them partly to relieve their tension, partly his
own. He had been noticeably affected...taking a risk
that was sending men to certain death.
The first phone call on D Day came to Eisenhower’s
office about 7 a.m. Commander Harry Butcher stepped
across to Ike’s "circus wagon" expecting to find the
General asleep, but he was in bed propped up behind
a Wild West novel. 24
Had the people in these five classes of readers of
western fiction demanded something better, no doubt the
authors would have been forced to do their writing more
conscientiously if they were to maintain any kind of
sales record.

t

::

Most of the ranch men and cowboys didn’t write.
They had neither time nor ability.

Others capitalized on

the cow country, featherweights who had no knowledge or
conception of the life of which they wrote.
25
business declined, the fiction increased.

As the cattle
The majority

of this particular class of authors had no deep-seated
desire to present any sociological problems to the world;
they had no intense interest in the history of Arizona, and
no intention of writing realistically about the cowboy so
long as the sentimental and romantic sold better.

These

24Allan A. Michie, "The Great Decision," The
Reader’s Digest. August. 1944.
^Edward Everett Dale, Cow Country (Norman: Uni
versity of Oklahoma Press, 1942), p. 52.
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authors were business people who found no need to spend
time, money, and energy in research so long as their stuff
would sell without it.

Consequently more and more weird

tales of Arizona ranch life have been published with far
more imagination than fact incorporated in them.

: ,

Another reason for the low quality of the fiction
of this ranch area is that the writers have continued to
glorify the deeds of the outlaw cowboys who were to be
found in Arizona in early days.

From the close of the

Civil War until the beginning of the twentieth century was
a lawless period in the history of the territory.

It was a

time when every man was his own law, and it would scarcely
be possible to write a story more fantastic than the actual
truth.

The error has been that many novelists have at

tempted to make it appear that conditions have not changed.
? Failure of authors to setireliabljr the time of their stor
ies has been one of the most serious faults.

Some other

reasons are given in Southwest Heritage;
From a literary point of view.nine-tenths of these
range romances are negligible because of their stere
otyped style, unconvincing characters, and exaggerated
plots; but it is a mistake to think that all adventure
stories of the region are poor literature. Good fic
tional treatments of life in the cattle country, with
complicated plots and an emphasis on thrilling exper
iences, are fairly numerous, although it must be
added that they are best when they are tied close to
realism with a short stake-rope.2o
S^Mabel Major, Rebecca
Smith, T.M. Pearce,
Southwest Heritage - A Literary History (Albuquerque: The
University of New Mexico Press, i$38),p. 82.
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The blame for the inferior writing about Arizona can
not all be placed on the authors and the class of readers.
Arizonans themselves are responsible for some of it.

In

the first place, the ranchers and cowboys of the old school
have not been indignant at the reputation they have been
given; they have been simply amused.

Most of the old-

timers loved to tell tall tales, and only a very clever
writer would have been able to segregate the facts.

On

the whole, typical Westerners are not very auspicious char
acters for an outsider to learn much about.

Only their

friends can portray them accurately.
Since it would hardly be expected that the men of
the West should take issue with authors, it does appear
that some educational organization in Arizona might advan.

.

.

tageously sponsor a program for better writing about the
most colorful and interesting citizens within the state.
On first thought some might say it would be a better idea
to interest well-known writers so that they would tell the
cowboy's stories.

Such a program would be excellent if

the more famous novelists could write with conviction about
the men of the range.

But they can't.

Famous musicians

never get the syncopated swing of dance music, and it seems
doubtful if a Maugham or Hemingway could catch the spirit
of ranch life.

J.B. Priestley while a guest on a ranch

near Wickenburg wrote Midnight on the Desert, in which he

20

shows admiration for the cowboy and suggests that he is
worthy of greater literary recognition.

He says:

It was here in Arizona that I first met cowboys.
Many of these cowboys now spend more time taking parties
of ranch guests out for a morning ride than they do in
rounding up cattle. Never-the-less they are genuine
cowboys. As a rule they have known nothing but ranch
life, and they have all the accomplishments of the
legendary cowboy, except perhaps that famous marksman
ship with a Colt. When not at work, they practice for
forth-coming rodeos or entertain themselves, or you,
with that melancholy music, those long lugubrious
strains, for which all men who lead an outdoor life
seem to have a strange passion. ... The cowboy, who is
a man of tradition, keeps the traditional note in his
song, an odd and rather nasal little tone which would
drive any singing-master mad but somehow pleases the
rest of us.
And like all healthy primitive males, the cowboy is
a dressy fellow. Most of his pay still goes, as it al
ways did, in tremendous hats and high-heeled boots, in
saddles and belts and gaudy shirts. He is a peacock of
a chap, unimpressed by any defeatist urban nonsense
about quiet, respectable, drab clothes. The male in
his natural state likes to show off, to blind the coy
female, to stun her into admiration: that is the cowboy.
He has the luck to live in a simple world. There
are certain things he must be able to do well, or it is
up with him, and they cannot be faked. He cannot pre
tend to ride and rope and get away with it. He has to
be able to do those things well and a few other things,
too; but once he has acquired the necessary skill and
the courage and endurance that match it, all is well
with him.
He does not go to bed to worry himself sick about
what the public, the debenture-holders, the board of
directors, the departmental boss, will say. He does not
feel like a piece of straw in a whirlpool. He does not
grow fat and apoplectic or thin and cancerous, at a
desk wondering what exactly it is that has wasted his
manhood. He has not much money, but then neither has
he any faxes, mortgages, insurance policies, and doc
tor’s bills. If he has a wife, she does not regard him
as a sagging fraud of a moody fellow, whose mysterious
and probable contemptible activities during the day
have robbed him of all bright masculine virtue; but she
knows exactly what he has to do, and respects him for
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;

the obvious skill and courage he brings to his tasks.
If he has young children, he shines in their sight as
a wise hero, and is therefore a perfect father. His
life may be infinitely narrower than that of a saint or
a philosopher, an artist or a scientist, but can it be
said;to be any narrower than the existences of all
those pale-faced millions who go day after day to fac
tories, warehouses, offices and shops, the victims of
all the cunningly deployed forces of publicity and
salesmanship, of rubber-stamp opinions and artificially
stimulated wants?
He is at peace with himself because his work allows
free play to the strongest instincts of man. Unlike so
many other men, he has not to pretend to be a short
sighted, deaf cripple all day to earn his living, and
then try to catch up with himself as a vital human be
ing during the short hours of leisure allotted to him.
His work is not without danger, and he is sustained by
a sense of this, knowing that he has a certain funda
mental dignity. This is true of other kinds of men,
such as the miner, the sailor, men who are shabbily
treated by the community which they serve, but often
inwardly sustained by their sense of being engaged in
an heroic calling. This is joined in the cowboy to an
outward picturesqueness and a magnificent stage set
ting.
There is still a good book to be written about the
legend of the heroic West and the cowboy. The author
would have to be a social philosopher as well as his
torian. The West has not been with us long. The West
had a very short history. It did not begin until the
'sixties', and its Homeric age was over before the
century ended. It was created by a passing set of cir
cumstances, by cheap open grazing-land in the Southwest
and good prices on the hoof in Kansas City. It could
not survive the invention of barbed wire. Yet what a
legend it createdJ2?
Sentiment and not realism predominates in

Priestley's evaluation of the cowboy.

It is obvious that

the author intensely feels there are stories to be told
2?J,B; Priestley, Midnight on the Desert (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1937/, pp. 94-9V.
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about the western characters, but he doesn’t attempt it.
There are critics who say, "J. B. Priestley’s wisdom, humor,
and broad observation of life make him universally recog28
nized as one of the outstanding authors of our day."
Here is an example of ah accepted author living in Arizona,
interested in cowboys, and yet unable to portray them.
Since it appears that the writing of western novels is a
singular art, more honor to those who succeed!
And so the satisfaction of the public, the care
lessness of authors, the transposing of historical periods,
the indifference of Arizonans, and the peculiar inability
of notable writers have all influenced the western fiction.
As a result nothing has been written which has passed the
critic’s censorship.

However, that doesn’t mean there is

nothing worthwhile in the mass of writing that has been
done about Arizona ranches.

It is possible some few hovels,

and portions of others, may deserve favorable comments.
If the term "West" is to be interpreted as synony
mous with the expression "outlaw," Mr. Priestley is correct
in his statement that it ended at the beginning of the
century.

But for at least twenty years following that time

there were large ranches in Arizona with plenty of the
28%ntroduction to "Angel Pavement" by J.B. Priestley
in World’s Createst Books (New York: William H. Wise and
Co., 1943), P. 719.
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old-time cowboys who worked, sought recreation, and thought
much as had their predecessors.

The first World War made a

few changes; state and federal laws caused different methods
of cattle raising; eastern capitalists became interested in
ranches, instituting improved systems of operation; and
World War II took the boys from the West to all corners of
foreign lands.

Never again in Arizona will there be cow

boys of the type which inspired the popular western fic
tion.

'
One of the first to predict these changes was

Theodore Roosevelt.

Over twenty-five years ago he wrote:

Ranch life is ephemeral; I, for one, shall be
sorry to see it go, for when the cowboy disappears,
one of the best and healthiest phases of western life
will disappear with him. “
;
There are still a few of the early-day cowboys liv
ing.

They know they are the last of their kind, that civ

ilization and progress have caught up with the frontier.
■
'
• x
There is something pathetic about the comments of these old
fellows with their sun-tanned, wrinkled faces, wind-burned
eyes, and bowed legs.

John A. Rockfellow in his Log of an

Arizona Trail Blazer says:
I am not especially at outs with modernism, but 1
just the same I have a little of the thankfulness of
the old cattleman who was glad he wasn't born any later
29
(New York:
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than he was. It is pleasant to think hack and remem
ber the stirring days of the seventies and eighties,
when Arizona was in the making, and to know I had a
small part in founding a new state of the Union. ...
Most of the old boys have crossed the "Big Divide” so many, in fact, that I begin to feel really lonesome,
and when I run against any of the living ones, my
tongue seems tied in the middle. ... I rode the range
and went through the roundups. The.ranchmen and cow
boys of that period were a dandy lot of men. ... Of
the hundreds I worked with during those years from
1883 to 1890, those living in Arizona can almost be
counted on the fingers of my two hands.30
In Cow by the Tail Jesse James Benton plainly shows
regret that the old days have gone.

He writes:

The changes and advances in civilization in Texas
and Arizona is almost unbelievable to an old-timer like
myself. You can’t realize how much, unless you were
there, has happened in the space of a few years. ...
Almost all of the towns of Southern Arizona was built
on the ashes of our old campfires or in the roundup
territory of the old cowboys.
Most of the old-timers had no education at all as
most of them was raised in the wild places and had no
chance to attend school. They begun their life’s work
by the time they were ten or twelve years old, all fine
riders and totin’ pistols, and they all knew their du-~
ties drivin’ the herds or on their ranches.
Everything considered, give me the squall of a moun
tain lion, the howl of a wolf or the bawl of an old cow,
and the pounding hoofs and the rattling horns of a big
herd of steers and the cowboys singing their sweetheart
songs.31
Dane Coolidge in Arizona Cowboys quoted the old
cowpuncher, Johnny Jones:
30John A. Rockfellow, Log of an Arizona Trail
Blazer (Tucson: Acme Printing tio7, 1933), P* 197.
'
31jesse James Benton, Cow by the Tail (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1943), p." 225.
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"Those were brave old days when a cowboy could throw
his hat in the air and follow it whichever way it
sailed, sure of getting a job! They are still just as
good men and just as good riders, but the droughts
have destroyed the open range, and the methods of work
ing cattle have changed. How a couple of cowboys will
put their horses in a trailer, hook it onto a truck and
drive forty miles along a fence. Then they will round
up some pasture, brand the calves and get back to the
ranch before dark.
"I can remember one morning not so long ago, when
as the Cherry Cowboys rode out on the circle we cut the
track of an automobile and the wagon-boss said:
•William Riggs has been here". •
•How do you know it was Riggs?• I asked.
•Because," he answered, •he owns the only Ford car
in the Sulphur Springs Valley.•
"It was only twenty-six years ago and yet, where
there were then 25,000 head of cattle on that range,
there are less than 3,000 now and lots of Fords."32
While the last of the old-time oowpunchers lamented
the revolutionizing of.ranch life, there were a few writers
who warned the public that the opportunities to know the
"heroic" cowboy were fast slipping by.

Emerson Hough wrote

The Story of the Cowboy in which he said:
Of all the babes of the primeval mother, the West,
the cowboy was her dearest because he was her last. ...
At the strictly modern roundup of today one will see
few leather "chaps," few heavy hats with wide leather
bands, few real bucking horses, and no guns. If we
would study the cowpuncher, we must do so soon, if we
wish ever to see him at his best; and if we would see
a roundup on the range we should not tarry too long,
for yearly it becomes more restricted, modified, and
confined, less and less a wild gathering of the plains
and more and more a mere barnyard fixture. The days
of the commonplace have come, and well may we mourn the
32Dane Coolidge, Arizona Cowboys (New York: E.P.
Dutton and Co., Inc., 193#), p. 159.
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past that has gone by. ... The West before the influx
of the so-called better classes was a great and lovable
country.33
Hough wrote this in 1921 and, if he accurately stated condi
tions as they were then, it is evident thaf at this late
date the chances of knowing a genuine cowboy are rather re
mote
Twenty some years later Edward Dale discussed the
same subject in Cow Country.

He gave as his opinion that:

Millions of people in vicarious fashion share the
life of the former cow country. The period of the
range industry constitutes the heroic age in the his
tory of the West and like every other heroic age it
has deep interest for the later generations. A dis
tinct type of literature, which does not seem to have
reached its full flowering even though the life which
produced it has come and gone forever, has come. The
romantic figure of the cowboy will continue for genera
tions to gallop across the countless pages to thrill
the hearts of a great multitude of people who never
knew him in the flesh. Society in the West is entirely
unlike that produced by the crude pastoral economy of
earlier years. Only in a few regions too rough or arid
for successful crop growing may still be found some
thing reminiscent of the old-time order. Even here,
however, there are many marked differences and the life
is only a faded and imperfect copy of that which exists
in the memories of the few remaining range riders of
long ago.34
It is generally accepted that the real cowboy is
rare now, and it is the exceptional individual or author
the Cowboy (New York:
# 8 , 237.
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35
who insists that there have been no changes.
. Apparently most of the old-timers and the majority
of the students of ranch lore believe that the romantic age
of the heroic cowboy has come and gone.

Certainly many of

the more prolific writers of western fiction have gone on
their way.

Owen Wister, Zane Grey, Dane Coolidge, Gene

Rhodes, Charles Alden Seltzer, and Harold Bell Wright are
not living now, and many of the others who write the best
36
ranch tales are reaching an advanced age.
Obviously
35Ray Strang in "Painter of the West," Arizona
Highways. May, 1944, p. 17, says that the young men in
Levi's, big hats, and fancy boots that we see on the
streets every day are just what they appear to be, cowboys.
And that the cowboy of today is very little different from
he was either twenty-five, fifty, or seventy-five years ago
His job hasn't changed a bit. ... he still makes his living
on a horse.
Arnold and Hale, op. cit., p. 110, say that so long
as more beef than ever is being eaten, cowboys can hardly
be said to be vanishing.
^^Dates of death:
Owen Wister - 1938.
Zane Grey - 1941.
Dane Coolidge - 1940.
Charles Alden Seltzer - 1942.
Harold Bell Wright -1944.
Eugene Manlove Rhodes - 1934. Since his death in 1934
recognition of Eugene Manlove Rhodes has been 'increasing.
Such critics as Bernard De Voto and such writers of western
fiction as Knibbs agree in declaring his novels "the finest
ever written about that strange and violent and beautiful
era in American life, the years of the cattle trade.” See
also Eddy Orcutt, "Passed by Here - A Memorial to Gene
Rhodes," Saturday Evening Post, August 20, 1938.
Major, Smith, and fearcel op. cit.. p. 84.
William MacLeod Raine was born in 1871. Jackson
Gregory’s birth date is 1882.
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some of these authors wrote primarily for money, hut it is
inconsistent to say they filled one book right after the
other with nothing but falsehoods.

In such a bulk of

ranch literature there must be a few novels, and a great
many parts of novels, which give authentic pictures of
Arizona ranches.
Because of the reputation of western fiction among
critics and scholars it has been ignored, considered as just
so much trash, and consequently given no serious study.
Recently it has been discovered in Arizona that other west
ern states are eagerly collecting tales of their frontier
days, and that the same must be done here if the past life
on the ranches is to be preserved for the future.

Since

there has been such mass production of Arizona stories, it
is desirable that the best be segregated and reasons for
its choice given.

Such procedure may give proof to the

erstwhile critics and scholars that some of the fiction
about the ranchers and cowboys of Arizona is worth being
classed as regional literature.

CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND FOR ARIZONA
RANCH LITERATURE
In 1931 James Truslow Adams wrote in his book, The
Epic of America, that the typically American concept has
always been for "bigger and better" business with a great
dream of a richer and happier life for all citizens of every
rank.

He believed that from the time we became an indepen

dent nation, each generation has seen an uprising of the
ordinary Americans to save that dream from the forces which
1
appeared to be overwhelming and dispelling it.
In Arizona
a great deal of that vision was centered in the ranch busi
ness, but it took three generations instead of only one to
conquer the natural and man-made obstacles which interfered.
The struggle for success in the ranch business in
the state is a long, highly dramatic story of many con
flicts and it is on these that most of the plots of fiction
are based.

The majority of the authors do not place the

^James Truslow Adams. The Epic of America (Boston:
Little, Brown, and Co., 1931), p. vlii.
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time of their novels before the Civil War period, but in
order to understand conditions at that time it is necessary
to know something about the country prior to that date.
The intrepid Spanish colonizers brought cattle
into southern Arizona nearly a hundred years before our
forefathers landed at Plymouth Rock, but the first real
cow man of the state seems to have been Father Kino who
stocked ranches and trained cowboys while doing missionary
work with the Pima Indians.

From 1700 until 1815 there

were many large ranches built up on the Spanish land
grants in Arizona.

These were happy centers of an ideal

civilization which might have changed the ranch history if

2
they had not been completely wiped out by Apache raids.
One good example is the old San Bernadino Rancho
which was found deserted in 1846 when the Mormon Battalion
camped there on its march to the Pacific.

The hacienda

was enclosed by a wall with two regular bastions, and there
was a spring fifteen feet in diameter.

The depredating

Apaches had raided it and driven away the 80,000 cattle
which had ranged from Mexico on the south to the Gila on the
north.

These raids continued until they reached their
3
height during 1867-68.
2james E. Kintner, "Arizona's Cattle Industry,"
Arizona Highways.. August.1939. n. 4.
3james H. McClintock, Mormon Settlement in Arizona
(Phoenix: Privately printed, 1921), p. 81.
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Just when the first pioneer American rancher lo
cated in Arizona is somewhat of a question, but it is
estimated that by 1851 more than sixty thousand persons had
passed through the territory and that many of them had
4
stopped to establish ranches.
These cowmen brought with
them herds from their native states which in time became
mixed with the wild cattle that had escaped from the
Spaniards, with the slightly better Mexican breed, and with
the longhorns from Texas.
Following the close of the Civil War the cattle
business in Arizona increased very rapidly due to three
reasons:

(1) the government sent many soldiers into the

newly-organized territory to end Indian troubles; (2) econ
omic conditions and the fencing of the open range in Texas;
and (3) the opportunities offered on the last frontier.
In 1863 Arizona was taken from New Mexico and
formed into a separate territory by the. Federal Congress.
With this added importance, by 1868 the government had
-heeded the plea for soldiers to cope with the Indian situa
tion and army forts had been established in more than
twenty different" localities.

The imperative need for beef

4Arizona - A State Guide, compiled by Workers of the
Writer’s Program of the Work Projects Administration in the
state of Arizona, sponsored by The Arizona State Teachers
College, Flagstaff, Arizona (New York: Hastings House,
1941), p. 47.
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for the men stationed at the forts was the incentive for
the establishment of some large ranches.

One notable ex

ample was the Sierra Bonita owned.by Henry C. Hooker and
covering over 800 square miles of range land.

In addition

to the cattle furnished the army from this vast acreage,
Hooker also moved in trail herds from Texas and Mexico
sometimes numbering as many as 4,000 at a time.

Credit is

also given to this enterprising Californian for being the

’

first men to introduce the well-bred shorthorns' and later
5 ,
the Herefords.
(For a moment one might wonder what
Longhorns and Herefords have to do with the fiction of
ranches, but there is a relation.

The Longhorns were wild,

vicious animals, and it took daring, reckless men to handle
them.

The Herefords are a more gentle, far easier breed

to raise and can be confined behind fences, which Longhorns
could not.

Almost any person who can ride a horse might

manage a herd of Herefords.

Authors who want to keep their

cowboys in character need to temper their dispositions to
correspond to the characteristics of the cattle they were
supposed to work.)
Hooker was not the only rancher who was trailing
cattle into Arizona at that time.

Following the Civil Tfar

conditions in Texas changed and the great open ranges
^Kintner, op. cit., p. 5.
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began to be fenced in.

This led to large herds being

driven to other parts of the country, and it is estimated
by Saunders in his Old Trail Drivers that in twenty-eight
years beginning with 1866 an average of 350,000 head a year

6
went over the trails.

The main trail, known as the

Chisholm, went north from Texas to Kansas, and the one lead
ing into Arizona was merely a prong of it.

The use of

these trails initiated the greatest, the most extraordinary,
the most stupendous, the most fantastic and fabulous migra
tion of animals controlled by man that the world has ever
7
known.
Arizona Territory received its share of this great
exodus of cattle, cowpunchers, and ranchers.

In one

Frank Dobie, The Longhorns (Boston: Little,
Brown and Co., 1941), p. xvi.
7ibid., p. 2. To J. Frank Dobie should go a great
deal of credit for making all the western states more con
scious of the need to preserve the traditions of the range.
Dobie holds the unique position of being a cowboy professor.
He has no Ph. D . , and thinks the thesis for one is merely
the transferring of bones from one graveyard to another.
When at home Dobie teaches English in the University of
^ Texas where he delights the students in the course Life and
Literature of the Southwest by telling tall tales and sing
ing cowboy songs. At present the professor is teaching in
Cambridge. The conservative English university is said to
have invited him to their institution because they believed
him to be a typical American, a son of pioneers.
See Jeanne Douglas and Liz Wharton, "Maverick Professor,"
The Saturday Evening Post, September 11, 1943.
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decade the population jumped from 9,000 to 40,000 and the
number of cattle Increased from 4,000 to better than

8
126,000.

Many of the men who came to Arizona at that

time, the 1870*s , were the heroes or villains of the fiction
which followed.
By the early *80*s Arizona had become the mecca for
all men who had a yearning to try their fortune in the
last frontier.

Word of valuable mineral deposits and vast

free lands was spread through the entire United States and
relayed to European countries.

The Territory began to fill

up with citizens of all classes and nationalities, many of
9
whom were eager to develop cattle ranches.
Some of these
men were rugged individualists who wished to make the West
their home, were willing to work and fight for that privi
lege.

Others of these newcomers were the hirelings of

eastern cattle companies or of European syndicates organ
ized to make profits by fair means or foul.

There was

another ranch group composed chiefly of outlaws who used
the cattle business as a cloak to cover their nefarious
activities.

.

i

• ■

During the last decade of the nineteenth century
the cattle business in Arizona reached its heyday with
^Arizona - A State Guide, op. ci t ., p. 162.

^Kintner, op. cit., p. 5.
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800,000 head roaming on the open range.

The big outfits,

such as the Hashknife which is so popular in fiction, were
running thousands of cows, rustlers were busy, roundups
were held twice a year, chuck wagons rattled over the

10
malapai mesas, and cattle barons were Arizona kings.
With the turn of the century many changes began to
take place:

railroads took up some of the grass range;

forest reserves were designated and grazing permit required
on them; homestead laws were passed; and in 1934 came the
Taylor Grazing Act, which ended the open range in Arizona.
Civilization, progress, march of time - call it what you
may - had caught up with the once-turbulent child of the
nation.

Ranching is now a well organized, dignified busi

ness whether done by the grandson of the old-timer or the
wealthy eastern dude who has chosen the West for his home.
The fiction of the cattle ranches has not accurate
ly followed their history.

It has completely skipped the

tragic days of the Indian atrocities, and begun in the
boom days of the early *80'a, following beyond that time
in rather half-hearted fashion with only a few scattered
plots.

The emphasis has been placed on the era of the most

gun play, which is understandable only if one knows the
general trend of events before and after that period.
l°Kintner, op. c i t .. p. 29.
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Up until 1880 there was nothing so very unusual
about Arizona.

The Indians were raiding and burning ranch

es in much the same fashion that other tribes had followed
in most of the area west of the Mississippi.

There were

few people in the Territory, and none to merit any particu
lar interest until the boom years.

During that period,

which lasted until at least 1900, there was a great deal of
ranch activity and large numbers of riotous young cowboys.
Following the turn of the century, life in Arizona became
quieter, and nothing that was done could be so sensational
as the events which had gone before.

Consequently the

novelists seeking material for wild, daring characters have
used repeatedly the tales of the range which history shows
actually were enacted for only about twenty years.
No doubt the history of any long-established ranch
in Arizona would reveal ample material for the plot of a
good novel.

Anyone reading the following•sketch of the

Lazy B with a little imagination can find places for gun
play, suggestions of tragedy, a mingling of the wealthy
and educated with the poor and ignorant, a father worried
about his boy who has "gone wrong" in the West, anxiety
about the water supply, plenty of conflict, and two or
three possibilities for a love story.

It is easy to

understand why there is such an abundance of Arizona ranch
fiction when one stops to consider that there are hundreds
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of similar Outfits in the state.
Your letter has stirred up quite a train of thought
and made me wish that I had just a little talent for writ
ing. There is such a wealth of material at my disposal.
Harry and I have lived on this particular ranch some
fourteen years and have seen just in this length of time
many changes take place both in our way of living and
in the management of the ranch. The biggest change in
ranch management was brought about by the Taylor Graz
ing Act in 1934. This stopped homesteading and the
free use of the public domain.
In so far as we know, the Lazy B ranch was started
about 1880 when Harry’s father, Mr. Day, put up the
money for Lane Fisher of Kansas to go to Old Mexico and
buy cattle and select a suitable ranch in the Southwest.
We think the cattle, already branded Lazy B on the
left hip, were driven from the state of Chihuahua and
were located on the G-ila River near Duncan because of
the water facilities.- Other than the L C ranch on the
upper Gila, there were no other large ranch holdings
in this vicinity at that time. We do not know how
many cattle were in that original herd or when the
brand was registered in either Arizona or New Mexico
but we do know that one change was made in the brand,
which was the addition of breeching under the tail.
Several years passed; Mr. Day and his family were
in Europe for an indefinite stay when they had word
from Lane Fisher's father in Kansas that things were
not going as they should out here. Mr. Day returned
from Europe and came to Arizona for the first time to
see about his investment here. Considerable trouble
with Lane Fisher developed and Mr. Day's life was
threatened. There wasn't much recourse in law in those
days, although Mr. Day did take his troubles to the
first lawyer who had arrived in the country and located
in Lordsburg, New Mexico. At any rate the trouble
ended; Mr. Day remained, Mr. Fisher left the country.
In the following years some fifteen or sixteen thousand
Lazy B cattle ranged in every direction from the Gila,
down through the' Animas Valley to the border of Mexico.
Most of the country was public domain, there were no
fences and it would be difficult to say how many square
miles the cattle fed on. A Lazy B chuck wagon was
kept going at all times and Lazy B cowboys were sent to
all the neighboring chuck wagons.
In 1908 the Foster brothers, who had been working
on the ranch, were taken into partnership in order that
the Days might move to Pasadena, California, so that
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their children could have better school facilities.
During this partnership more and more homesteaders set
tled in this district, many small ranches were started
and more definite holdings had to be started in order
to keep the range. The herds dwindled to about ten
thousand head. To cope with the situation, some sec
tions of state land were leased and patented land
bought. The outside boundaries were not fenced and
many cattle owned by other people were placed on the
so-called Lazy B ranch, and control of the available
water became the most important thing. Wells were dug
or drilled, in spite of the fact that water is very
deep in this country. It had to be done because from
time to time the droughts are to be contended with and
it isn’t uncommon to lose several thousand head of cat
tle during very dry seasons.
At this place in Mrs. Day’s letter there are several
paragraphs explaining the present system of ranching under
the Taylor Grazing Act, but it is impossible for her to
stay from the water problem.

She returns to it to say:

Our old dirt tanks at the windmills have been re
placed with steel-rimmed tanks to eliminate the extra
pumping; old windmills have been replaced with selfoiling ones and the saying that "a cowman is always an
optimist” certainly applies to us because we keep look
ing for the rains that never come.
As one reads novels filled with gun play over the watering
of cattle, it isn’t too fantastic to believe since water is
the most precious possession of an Arizona rancher.
In telling about the cowboys, Mrs. Day writes:
The real old-time cowpuncher is almost a thing of
the. past. He was always an individualist with a phil
osophy all his own, and no education to bother him.
He got a great deal of enjoyment out of just sitting
around the campfire, or the bunk-house on a rainy day,
talking about horses, mostly, and experiences on
other ranches. Most of these cowpunchers were old
bachelors. We have three of them here at the present,
two of which can neither read nor.write but are ex
ceptionally fine cowboys. The third may have finished
Grammar School.
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The younger boys we hired before the war were bet
ter educated but they didn’t know much about oowpuneh, er’s work. Frequently they were married and their
wives were a problem here on the ranch. We had one
wife who was the exception; she was a far better "cow
boy” than was her husband.
Most of the sons of the ranchers leave for several
reasons; the average ranch is not a suitable economic
. unit for two families.if the boy has married, city jobs
offer more pay, professions sound more interesting and
more worthwhile as a place to use an education, and to
start a ranch on a small scale with little capital
takes a long hard pull before* any measure of success
can be gained. In spite of this, however, many of our
friends are of the younger generation carrying on the
ranch business. The Boice brothers are an outstanding
example of sons keeping a business which their father
began, but not on the original ranch because it hap
pened to be on the Indian Reservation and was lost.
Concerning the horses on the ranch, Harry thinks
that the thoroughbreds are hopeless as cowponies. They
do not have the stamina or intelligence of the Steel
Dust strain which is the preferred type - short and
stocky, natural ”oow sense,” and able to stand hard
work. We use a double cinch on our saddles and Manila
Yacht Line ropes.
This is a rather lengthy letter and I wonder if I
have said anything that will help you in knowing what
is authentic about ranches and cowboys. We don't think
most of the so-called "western” fiction rings very
true. I hope some of this will help you in preparing
your thesis.11
This sketch of the history of the Lazy B Ranch is
characteristic of those ranches retained by the original
owners.

However, during the past ten years many places

have been sold and innumerable changes made.

James Kintner

in an article about the cattle business in Arizona says:
llLetter from Mrs. Harry Day of the Lazy B Ranch,
located along the Arizona and New.Mexico line in the Gila
River Valley.
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During the last ten years, hundreds of old outfits
have been bought with Eastern capital. This modern
pioneer seems to follow the trail of the early fron
tiersman. He first stopped in Cochise County and
fanned north from there. The dudes are stocking the
ranges with fine cattle and horses, building beautiful
homes and running their ranches as businesses.12
There are three classes of eastern ranch owners.
The first are those who make their investment, hire the
old ranch personnel to run things, and come West them
selves only during vacation periods.

The second class

consists of wealthy men and women seeking a pleasant place
to live after retirement from active business.

Usually

they build luxurious homes and set about to learn some
thing practical concerning the cow business.

One typical

example is the story of "Wilshaw."
One of the show places of Southern Arizona is the
Wilshaw ranch home of Mr. and Mrs. Dowlishaw. It lies
north of Nogales on the Patagonia highway and the
35,000 acres in the ranch sweep away from the house and
stables to include part of the Patagonia mountains to
the east, nine miles of the Santa Cruz river, and all
of the old Mexican grant, San Jose de Sonoita, which
was sold in 1825 for §105 to one Herones. ...
In 1931 the Cowlishav/s visited the Circle Z ranch
. and say:
"We weren’t even sure Arizona was in the United
States," they laughingly recall. We were 47 years old
and had never been on a horse, but there we were on a
dude ranch. At the end of three weeks we not only had
bought a cattle ranch, but had hired Joe Kane as our
foreman. Imagine! We didn’t know a heifer from a
"Kintner, o p . ci t .. p. $.
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steer and had not the faintest notion how to operate
a cattle ranch. ,f13
The third group of Eastern buyers of the old ranches
are combination ranchers and hotel men.

Aware of the thou

sands of people who want to vacation in the West, the new
owners build modern resorts with the cattle nothing more
than a sideline to give the proper atmosphere.

In describ

ing life on this type of ranch it is said:
Most of the dude ranches will include several thou
sand acres of rolling grassland on which herds of
registered cattle graze. Noted for their ability to
restore health, the ranchers afford a varied program.
Some guests rise early; breakfast on steak, fried
potatoes, and coffee; sling their.gear on a bronc and
are out in the hills by sunrise. Although the true
cowboy seldom bothers with a noon meal when he is far
from camp, dudes usually carry lunches in their saddle
bags. Less strenuous visitors sleep till noon; enjoy
their breakfast, morning mail, and newspaper in bed
before taking a hot shower in. a bathroom that resembles
a DeMille movie set; play bridge or poker with other
guests while acquiring their sun tan; charter a stream
lined plane for an afternoon view of the surrounding
hills and return in time to don formal clothes for an
evening dance. Some of the dude ranches have their own
swimming pools, polo fields, and target ranges; many
give elaborate rodeos on holidays; and others maintain
cabin stations in the hills for those guests who pre
fer solitude.
... To satisfy the guests* demand for novelty, the
managers of these spreads stress the local customs and
traditions, dramatize all the pioneer history they can
unearth, and fabricate whatever they feel will add
interest or romance to the setting. 14
l^Bernice Cosulich, "Wilshaw,** Arizona Highways.
November, 1942, p. 12.
14 Arizona - A State G u i d e , on. c i t .. p. 393.
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The life on modern ranches has little that is
typical or significant of the West and, probably, accounts
for the fact that most of the novelists do hot choose to
write about it.
The history of the state from an author’s standpoint
is divided into several periods.

The earliest days were

under the Spanish, Mexican, and Indian influence; then came
the army and its activities, followed by the mining boom
and the general building-up of cattle ranches.

The rush

of population at that time brought into Arizona characters
of every kind, particularly of the outlaw type.

These men

posed as ranchers and cowboys and settled first in Cochise
County, attracted there by the activity in Tombstone and, by
the Mexican border, so useful in their work.

The Rangers,

organized law, and finally statehood in 1912 curbed the
outlaws,and their reign was practically over by the time of
the first World War.
Since 1920 there has been less of the unusual in
Arizona ranch.life, except in the more isolated sections.
Automobiles made it possible for people from all over the
United States to become better acquainted with the West, and
many of.the old-time mining camps and cow towns are now just
about like any midwestern village.

Many who first came as

tourists returned to make permanent homes.

The ranches
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have undergone changes and a new kind of history is being
made.
Few of the authors of Arizona ranch fiction have
written about the earliest days or the last period.

The

greatest interest of both the novelists and the public has
been centered around the time when there was no dependable
court system.

Other plots, not so popular, have been woven

about the Mormons, Rangers, homesteaders, the "tenderfoot,"
and the strife over sheep.
The history of sheep ranching in Arizona is told
best by McClintock in his chronicles of the state.

He says:

The first sheep raising within Arizona was by
Navajo and Hop! Indians. In 1874 Felix Scott brought
New Mexican sheep into the Little Colorado River Valley,
and in the following year some Navajo sheep were taken
by Frank Hunt into Yavapai County. In 187b, according
to a rather uncertain item, one Robinson drove 2,000
sheep into the Tonto Basin and in 1878 Wm. H. Hardy
had 3>000 Angora goats on his Mojave County range.
Really the pioneer sheep raiser of Arizona, however,
was John Clark who located his bands in what is now
Coconino County near Bill Williams Mountain. Soon
thereafter he had a neighbor, William Ashurst (father
of the Arizona senator), who brought a large sheep band
from Nevada.
In the early days of the sheep industry there was
incessant war with the cattlemen. Wandering sheep
bands from New Mexico, herded in to consume the summer
grasses of Arizona, were turned by force at the crossing
of Canyon Diablo. There was the same opposition when
Northern Arizona sheep were started southward into the
Tonto Basin and the valleys of Central Arizona. When
the forest reserves were established, with their regula
tions and limitations, there was general protest from
both ends of the live-stock industry. In practice the
reserves have proved a blessing. Overstocking is.
prohibited, prior rights are protected, and, best of all,
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definite zones of occupancy have been established, as
well as legal driveways, over which sheep may be sent
southward in the fall through the cattle country, to
winter and lamb and to be sheared on the warmer plains. ^5
Here, as in all other phases of ranch life, is the
evidence of bitter struggles.

From the beginning, the busi

ness of raising stock in Arizona was a fight against nature
and man.

There were always the serious problems of water

and feed augmented from time to time by Indian raids,
rustlers, squatters, nesters, dishonest peace officers, and
unwelcome laws.

Only men with courage survived.

History shows that the resolute cattlemen tamed first
the country and then the cattle.

During the past fifty

years there has been a slow but steady trend toward serene
and peaceful ranches with thoroughbred Herefords quietly
grazing in pastures.
the evolution.

Women have played a certain part in

In the record of brands for 1908 in Arizona

there are well over a hundred recorded in the names of inde
pendent ranch operators; women were succeeding in a man’s

16
world.

Today there are still girls who actually work,

ride, and rope on their ranches.

These girls are in the

business to make money, they are out to improve their herds,
^^Jameg H. McOlintock, Arizona (Chicago: The S.J.
Clarke Publishing Co., 1916), VoITTT,' p. 448.
■^Live Stock Sanitary Board, Arizona Brands and
Marks (Phoenix: The McNeil Co., 1908), p. 399.
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and are keen competitors at the stock shows.
The extensive Spanish ranches rose and fell, the
trail herds with their riotous cowboys came and went, the
shrewd Westerner joined hands with the dude and.his Herefords, and history had been made.

In each period there has

been drama and romance which might fill volumes but, never
theless, it has been the second period, so filled with
action, which has continued with the greatest appeal to
authors.
Adequate records of the progress of the cattle
business in Arizona have been kept along with court reports
and pioneer tales.

It is from these historical accounts

that some writers of fiction have gleaned their material.
Even they, however, have made one serious mistake:

they,

too, have often completely ignored the time element.
The historical background for the ranch novels is
the basis for judging authenticity.

If the time, setting,

and characterization of the book coincide with the recorded
facts, the book should be accepted.

If the author has suc

cessfully portrayed one character, aptly woven a plot, or
vividly described an Arizona scene, that part of his work
must be recognized.

A conscientious check of the ranch

3-7An example is Peggy Geer who bought the heifer,
Lady Dhu, for $735 at the auction, Tucson Stock Show,
1945.
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novels of Arizona should show which are stupid fabrications,
and which are worth being classed as regional literature.

CHAPTER III
LEADING CHARACTERS OF ARIZONA RANCHES
The leading characters in most of-the fiction of
Arizona ranches are men, ranch owners and their cowboys.
Ranking next to the men, the stress is placed on the lives
and performances of horses.

Women are introduced as a side

line in the plots, probably because no novel is supposed to
be at its best without a love theme of some sort.

The

majority of the women in this class of fiction are por
trayed so weakly that after reading a hundred of the novels
one probably would not remember more than half a dozen of
the feminine characters.
The most dominant character is the cowboy, whose
daring deeds fill the pages and make him a hero in the minds
of thousands of people.

Whether he is worthy of being so

lauded is a-moot question in spite of the fact that his pop
ularity continues to grow by leaps and bounds.

Authors

keep handing him out to the public, and in Arizona the
squabble goes on as to whether he ever was so dashing and
courageous or whether he is merely being exploited.
Arizona is forging ahead rapidly to a more prominent
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place in the Union, and probably nothing gives her more
publicity than the cowboy stories.

V

Many of the cities and

towns in the state, recognizing the popular appeal of ranch
life, dishonestly emphasize their "open range," leading
people to suppose that Arizona is still the land they.know
from fiction.

It would be much more straightforward, and

much more characteristic of the old-time Arizonans, for
someone to assemble the best of ranch fiction and label it
so the public might know what is considered authentic might know that times have changed.
Since the novels are chiefly about cowboys, the
history of their behavior is of interest.

Beginning with

the type which was known in Arizona during the latter part
of the nineteenth century, there are some general charac
teristics that can be summed up.
Originally the cowboy was a hard-working man who
dressed in a fashion best suited to the kind of work he had
to do.

There was a reason for every item he wore or used,

even if it does seem a trifle bizarre to the uninitiated.
His wide-brimmed ten-gallon hat was to protect his eyes from
sun and wind, flying sand and gravel, and brush.in a brush
country; but he might use it for anything from a fly swat
ter to a water trough for his horse or a receptacle for
washing his feet.

The silk neckerchief was to pull over

his nose on roundups to keep from inhaling so much dust.
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His leather cuffs were to protect his hands and. forearms
when he flanked calves and threw steers.

The "chaps,"

(short for the Mexican word chaparejos), protected the
rider’s legs from brush, cactus, weather, kicks, and falls.
The boots were high heeled to keep his foot from slipping
through the stirrup, and were stitched at the top to prevent
their wrinkling down.

Spurs helped the cowpuncher stay

aboard the pitching mustangs; the long-legged fellows used
spurs with the shank turned up, while the shorter men chose
spurs with the shank turned down or straight out.

Cowboy

spurs do not have the strap under the foot like the army
type because of danger of entanglement, and so they have to
be heavy to hold down.

In the early days cowboys made their

own saddles, cinches, and bridles according to individual
ideas.

As to the bright colors, there was no reason for

them.

The cowpuncher was just an independent sort of soul
■ 1
who liked bright plumage and wore it.
The present-day working cowboy has laid away all of
the extras which he doesn’t need, and it is only among the
dudes or at rodeos that a cowboy is ever seen in full re
galia.

Commercial institutions advertise all sorts of

•^Lawrence Cardwell, "Cowboy Trappings," Arizona
Highways. October, 1942, p. 28.
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paraphernalia, but the honest-to-goodness cowhand buys only
what is useful to him.
The work on a ranch in the days of great acres of
open range meant long hours and hard riding.

There were

miles of rough country to be covered and all sorts of emer
gencies to be met.

The good cowboy was a combination

herder, veterinarian, botanist, and "Wild West" performer,
along with such minor accomplishments as shooting, cooking,
roping, and singing.

He guarded and cared for the herds of

cattle; he branded and ear-marked, which is actually cutting
out pieces of the cattle’s ears and throwing them away;
he castrated, doctored for screw worms, wolf worms, scabies,
^

ticks, lumpy jaw, tuberculosis, anthrax, or teat fever which doesn’t leave him far behind the modern "vet.”

He

was also pretty good in the maternity wards on his range,
and it was only in the setting of bones that he completely
failed.

The old story of how the cowpuneher had to shoot

his wife when she broke a leg was the humorous admission of
this failing.

As a botanist he learned to know the "loco"

weed not by its name "astragalus," but by its effect on the
cattle, making them thin, crazy, and long haired.

He knew

when he caught up with a nervous horse with long hoofs that
it had been foraging in a dangerous area.
performer he was really the original.

As a "Wild West"

He rode skillfully,

roped gracefully, had excellently trained ponies, and with
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it all spun a line of dry humor.

Added to this he might be

an exhibitionist with a gun; however, all cowboys are not
good shots any more than are all university professors
absent-minded.

Probably he could make a pan of excellent

biscuits and, if he had ever ridden the trail, could croon
in a voice soothing to frightened cattle.

On the whole,

the old-time cowpuncher was a man of accomplishments even
if he didn't have any education.
In the early days there were no organized rodeos.
They have grown out of the custom of the ranch women visit
ing the roundup, and from the practicing the cowboys did in
spare time.

Usually twice a year ranch owners would send

their cowboys out together to gather the steers to be sold,
and to brand all of the young stuff to be left on the
range.

The chuck wagon followed along; and as the crew of

workers drew near to a large ranch, the women and whatever
guests they had would go out to spend a day with the boys.
The cowpunchers would put on a good show of riding and rop
ing, the cook would fill up his Dutch ovens and hand out
excellent food from them, and in the evening everyone would
gather around the camp fire to tell stories and sing.
events were happy combinations of work and fun.

Such

When the

days of the open range ended there were no more big roundups,
leisure hours were spent in town, and the present rodeo
system sprang into popularity in place of the former cus
toms.
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Now practically every ranch, hamlet, and city in
Arizona holds some kind of an annual celebration where rop-

2
ing and riding are featured.

There are many who believe

these rodeos have come to stay as a national sport, and
that eventually they will be classed along with baseball
and football.

It may be, for the rodeos are popular now

iri all sections of the United States and particularly in
New York City.

The participants are not always cowboys

even in Arizona; the winners may be truck drivers or liquor
salesmen throughout the rest of the year.

During their

spare time these men practice rodeo tricks just as a golfer
works to improve his game before a tournament.
It isn’t possible to determine what sort of code

v

the present cowboy has, because he may be in most any kind
of environment when not playing at the ranch business.

But

the real cowpunchers of the past had similar notions about
matters because they all lived similar lives.

Very gener

ally they could be said to have a keen sense of humor,
limited book learning, and not much ambition beyond the de
sire for a small outfit of their own.

This they seldom got

because they gambled away their wages as soon as they were
paid.

«•*

*

,

•

.

^ D i g ’n and Dogie Days," Kingman; "Junior Parada,"
Florence; "La Fiesta de los Vaqueros," Tucson; "World’s
Champion Rodeo," Phoenix.
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Most of them drank moderately, rolled their own
smokes,using Bull Durham tobacco and wheat straw papers.
Among themselves and their friends they were great talkers,
but prone to be close-mouthed when strangers were around
unless those strangers were pompous and inquisitive; then
the cowboys were apt to open up with all sorts of fabulous
tales.

When it was possible they kept themselves clean,

but if they had been working where there were no bathing
facilities they showed no embarrassment about their per
sonal appearance.
As a class the cowboys were sentimental as their
songs show.

They held nice girls in great esteem, but were

reluctant to marry, usually feeling they had too little to
offer.

Horses were very dear to the cowboys’ hearts; they

resented having others ride their favorites, and they trained
them carefully.

Pampered women and spoiled horses had no

place in these men’s lives.
Most of the range riders wore guns, but not solely
to use on other men as the fiction suggests.

The guns were

needed to kill predatory animals or to humanely shoot
wounded stock.

It is true that the majority of cowpunchers

were fast, accurate shots because they practiced, often for
the lack of something better to do.
Walt Coburn is a combination cowboy and author.

He

wrote an article for the Century Magazine one time in which
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he gave some Impressions about the cowpunehers as he had
known them.

He wrote:

There’s been a lot written about the chivalry of
cowboys. A lot of it.is pretty mushy stuff. But
through all of it there is a strain of truth. Mostly •
cowpunehers are a bashful lot, drunk or sober. And
while they might get a trifle careless about their
language, their cussing is clean cussing. They
wouldn’t tell a suggestive story in the presence of
a decent girl for the biggest price you could name.
And I ’d trust my wife or my sister, or my daughter, if
I had one, with a bunch of cowpunehers anywhere. I ’m
speaking of your real cowpuncher, not the mail-order
kind that think that any man who wears a ten-gallon
hat and a pair of boots is a cowboy. I ’m talking about
the kind that’s growed up in the business that their
daddies started back in the early days.-V
Very rarely did Arizona cowboys become authors.
Jack Van Ryder is the exception.

He not only paints, but

he has written stories and one short autobiography. The
...
i .
following sketch of his life and opinions gives further in
sight into the temperament of the cowboy.
Jack Van Ryder left his home in Arizona at the age
of eleven (in 1900), shipping to Montana with a train
load of steers. He unloaded with them almost dead from
hunger. He got his first job up there with a Crow
Indian rancher. After two years working he had his own
horse and a bed roll. He roamed all over the West
working for different outfits and at one place stayed
long enough to learn to read and write. He served in
the first World War, came home and took up rodeo rid
ing but carrying his paint box wherever he went. Soon
^Mary Gr. Boyer quotes in Arizona in Literature
(Glendale, California: The Arthur k. Clark Co., 1934),
P. 175.
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M s fame as a painter exceeded his renown as a brone.
rider.
Of himself, Van Ryder says:
... I began my career at making a living in the cow
country and I still believe in all the principles that
this life has taught me.
My friends are all classes. ... They are rich and
poor, and some are in the so-called middle class. Some
are in the, penitentiary, and some ought to be there that
aren’t. ... I have never yet found a man or woman who
wasn’t right sometimes, and it has always been my policy
to listen to anything. There are times when I gath
ered wisdom out of people who were never suspected
of having anything but talk.
There are many things that I have done but there
are also a few things that I wouldn’t do. For one
thing, the lowest sort of a human being is a stoolpigeon. ... The country I was raised in made good story
tellers. Reading was scarce and gossip scarcer, so
we had to make up tales of our own. ...
I have never done anything halfway and this includes
my acquaintance with John Barleycorn. ... I have been a
wild young man but the years sort of simmered me down.
I have had some fights and lost a few. ... I have yet to
laugh at other people’s tears or misfortunes.
To sum it all up I haven’t led a secure life and my
faults are many; however, when I go to bed at night with
all these things on my conscience, I am able to sleep,
because I have never yet tried to harm my fellow man, no
matter what I thought of him.4
In studies of the cow country almost every writer
sums up the real cowboy just about as he is shown here, and
there are certain distinctive characteristics; but, added to
these, there seems to be an intangible something that is
difficult for novelists to grasp.

Only a few of the authors

^"Jack Van Ryder - Son of the West," op. cit..
p. 11
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of Arizona ranch fiction have caught successfully the spirit
of the old-time cowpuncher.

Will C. Barnes says in his

Apaches and Longhorns that the old-style cowboy was more
picturesque, but that his successor accomplishes more and
is a better citizen, has a bank account, and buys cows or
a bit of land with his surplus.
The "old-style cowboy" was more picturesque because
he was different.

He lived in outlying districts, seldom

got into town, had few books, no radio, and was thrown on
his own resources most of the time.

The cowboy of today is

living under entirely changed circumstances.

With automo

biles there are very few isolated areas, and a man on a
ranch can get into town as often as he likes.

The compul

sory school laws of Arizona have forced all boys to get
some education, and the radio and motion pictures have been
aids in promoting more knowledge about the world elsewhere.
The time when each man was his own law has passed, and the
present cowpuncher makes decisions regulated by officers and
courts.

The changes in ranch management and the new way of

living have made the hired help on cattle ranches very much
like the hired help in any other business.

As such, the cow

boy is not so romantic and appealing and is not often char
acterized in fiction.
^Will C. Barnes, Apaches and Lo
Angeles: Ward Ritchie Press, 1942), p.

horns (Los
1.
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A tour of Arizona ranches will show that the cowboy
so beloved in fiction has gone.

The few remaining ones

either are too old to work or, if prosperous, are now
ranch owners rather than actual cowpunchers.

The new

types of cowboys are ordinary hired hands on horses, Mexi
cans, or the singing dude variety who learned about the

6
ranch business from pulp magazines and western pictures.
The pioneer ranchers for whom the cowboys worked
were almost as colorful as their employees.

In the stories

the rancher is usually referred to as the "boss" or the
"old man."

He is always a very strong character, whether

for the right or the wrong.

His living conditions range

all the way from a slovenly, untidy shack to a pretentious
home.

Usually he is a bachelor, or a widower with a pam

pered daughter - only occasionally a widower with a son who
has gone wrong.
The practice of novelists in showing the ranch men
as bachelors or widowers is not without some foundation.
Arizona has been classed in magazine surveys as having more
&A news article in the Arizona Daily Star. Septem
ber 19, 1943, stated that the cattlemen were negotiating
for the importation of Mexican cowboys. .
Mary Kidder Eak in her book Mountain Cattle
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1936), says:
"The cowboys on our ranch are ignorant Mexicans and
the few Eastern visitors or dudes we’ve had soon found the
place uninteresting." p. 75.
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men eligible for marriage than any other state according
to population.

This seems to have been the continuous

state of affairs from the beginning.
Delving more deeply into the intimate affairs of
these pioneers shows that many of them, had Mexican wives,
that frequently the first wife died and the ranchers mar
ried a second time, and that the infant mortality on the
ranches was high.

The men who owned the ranches had more

education than did the cowboys, which doesn’t exactly mean
the ranchers were scholars.

Most of them started on their

own around the age of seventeen or eighteen, and it was un
usual to find a college graduate among the early-day
Westerners.
Since there are so few traits which can be said to
apply to ranch owners as a class, the only recourse is to
turn to the Individual men themselves.

They have been suf

ficiently important in Arizona to have over thirty per cent
of the place names in the state called after them.

In a

University of Arizona bulletin. Arizona Place Names. Will
C. Barnes gives many interesting facts about the pioneer
ranchers.

The little stories which Barnes tells about the

cattlemen show why they were not generally alike, how dif
ferent their backgrounds had been, and something of their
behavior.

A few examples follow:
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Buckskin Wash - After well known settler and cattle
man who built a cabin in this wash in the early eighties.
He always dressed in buckskins. A tall picturesque man
known as "Old Bucksin.”
Colter - Named for James G.E. Colter, who was born
in Novia Scotia. He was a farmer, freighter, stockraiser, Apache and desperado fighter.
Ellison - Named for a stockman who came to Arizona,
1886, with a herd of cattle which he shipped by rail
from Texas to Bowie Station, where he unloaded and drove
across to Tonto Basin. One of his daughters married
Governor G.W.P. Hunt.
Fort Valley - Called after Fort Moroni, which was
named for a character in the Book of Mormon. Built 1881
by John W. Young, son of Brigham and was headquarters
for the Moroni Cattle Co., a Mormon church outfit.
Gibson - This was Jack Gibson's ranch. He was a
well known cattleman and race-horse owner around Phoenix
in the early nineties.
King's Ranch - A noted horse ranch established
about 1883 by Thomas R. King of California, who after
ward brought his three nephews to Arizona.
Mingville - Named for "Big" Dan Ming, prominent
politician and cattleman. His cow ranch was in the
Aravaipa Canyon. Summer of 1885 and the preceding win
ter had been very dry all over southern Arizona. The
cattlemen held a meeting at Wilcox. Some wag suggested
Ming be invited to open with prayer. Nothing daunted,
Ming accepted.
He said: "Oh Lord, I ’m about to round you up for a
good plain talk. Now Lord, I ain’t like these fellers
who come bothering you every day. This is the first
time I ever tackled you for anything and if you will
only grant this I'll promise you I won't ever bother you
again. We want rain, good Lord, and we want it bad, and
we ask you to send us some. But if you can't or don't
want to send us any, for Christ's sake don't make it
rain up around Hooker's or Leitch's ranges, but treat
us all alike. Amen."
A 1 (A One) Mountain - Named for the brand of cat
tle of the Arizona Cattle Company in the early nine
ties. Capt. Bulwinkle, former chief of the Insurance
Fire Patrol of Chicago, was its manager at one time
and ran it like a fire department. His wild rides on
blooded race horses from Flagstaff to the head
quarter 's ranch near this mountain were the talk of the
ranges. Nine miles in about as many minutes was his
aim. He was killed by his horse falling on him on a
dark night in 1896.
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Ochoas - Named for Don Esteban Ochoa of Tucson who
had large livestock holdings. He was born In New
Mexico, educated In Kansas City. Driven out of Tucson
by Confederates on refusing to swear allegiance to the
Confederacy, his property was confiscated except one
horse which he rode to the Rio Grande 200 miles alone
through Apache-Infested country. When Union troops
retook Tucson, Ochoa returned and resumed business.
Redington - Named after two brothers, Henry and
Lem Redfield, who located a ranch there in 1875. Lem
was hung by a mob at Florence, 1883, for alleged part
in a stage robbery and killing.
Sutherland Peak - Named for old Jim Sutherland,
cattleman. Bought a ranch in Bayfield Canyon on San
Rafael grant, where he lived for many years. His
death was from falling in a well which he was digging
on his place. Called the homliest man in Arizona, of
which he was quite proud. He was also called "Idaho
Bill" because he came from that state.
.
Sullivan - Headquarters for Hon. Jerry Sullivan's
cattle ranch in Upper Chino Valley. He was born in
Canada, went to Prescott in 1868, was a stock raiser,
banker, and member of Third State Legislature.
Venezia - In Big Bug Mountains. So called by F.
Scopel, local rancher, an Italian, for his native
Venice.
Mount Wainwright - Known about 1884 after Ellis
Wainwright, St. Louis brewer, interested in the old A 1
Cattle Company and for several years its general man
ager.
Woolsey Trail - Named for King Woolsey who owned
the Agua Fria and also the Agua Caliente ranches. Was
Colonel of the 1st Arizona Volunteers and member of
first, second, seventh, eighth, and ninth Territorial
Councils. Born in Alabama.
Showlow - This was at first, about 1875, G. E.
Cooley's ranch, where he lived with his wife, Mollie,
daughter of old Chief Pedro of the White Mountain
Apache Indians. Cooley and Clark made the settlement
together, but decided later that there was room for
only one location. They agreed to play a game of SevenUp to decide who should move. When the last hand was
dealt Cooley needed but one point to win. Clark ran
his cards over and said, "If you can show low you win."
Cooley threw down his hand and said, "Showlow it is."
The place has been called Showlow ever since.7
^Will C. Barnes, Arizona Place Names (University of
Arizona Bulletin: Tucson, 1935), 5 6 3 pp.
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At various times volumes of biographical data have
been published about men and women of Arizona.

These

sketches show that dozens of the best known ranchers found
their way. into ..the Territory between 1880 and 1900.

They

came from all over the United States, from the British
Isles, from Canada, from Australia, or from France and Ger
many.

In the earliest days these men tried their luck at

freighting, trading, and mining along with their ranching. As time went on, many of the ranch owners served as deputy
sheriffs and in later years the banker-rancher combination
was very frequent.

In fiction there frequently are found

all these phases of the cattleman's lives.
The novelist when characterizing the cowboy is con
fined within certain limits, but so far as the ranch owner
is concerned he can let his imagination run wild.

Regard

less of the time set for the story, it is quite all right
for the author to introduce peculiar ranchers as long as
he shows that they were shrewd men with plenty of courage.
The present-day ranchers live differently from
those of the past, but dozens of them have come from var
ious parts of the world just as they did in the eighties
and nineties.

It is quite probable now that the "boss" on

the ranch is a man of culture and refinement who doesn't
have any need or desire to be a fighter.

He doesn’t have
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to fight - some pioneer won all the battles so that now
"Mr. Jones of Tucson and Boston" can carry on in civilized
fashion.
Only a few of the novelists have made use of this
character in the West.

If the writer chooses to portray

the new type of rancher, he may show him as a man with a
luxurious home flanked with landing field, swimming pool,
putting green, tennis court, and many other m o d e m innova
tions.

The story will show that the actual work on the

ranch is done by cowboys who learned the hard way, but
that the new owner is apt and will learn quickly.

The

Easterner will be pleased with himself when he completes
his course as a dude, and anxious to get along in the real
business of raising cattle.
Arizona has been more greatly shaken by the influx
of Eastern capitalists in the ranch business than she was
when the prospectors lost their claims to the big companies.
Practical citizens of the state have welcomed the additional
capital and the improved methods of ranching, but the more
sentimental and romantic Arizonans have burned with deep
resentment.

'There is excellent material for contemporary

ranch novels, and it may be that the contrasts, conflicts,
humor, and pathos can be written so entertainingly that a
new kind of western fiction will become popular.
However, authentic contemporary novels will never
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supplant the "thrillers.n

Too many people everywhere live

In grooves and get their yearning for excitement satisfied
from books or magazines.

Just who first decided that it

is "Out West" that "Men are Men” doesn’t matter, but it Is
the behavior of these fellows in western fiction which attracts attention.
. . .

Authors have been able to credit the
-

.....

-

-

'

-

-

-■

cowboy and cattleman with superior qualities which have a
psychological appeal to those who lead lives lacking in
physical action.

Obviously.the women characters would be

secondary in this style of literature.
Definitely, the masculine characters in western
stories are of first importance to author, reader, or
critic, but every man connected with the cow business has
to have a horse.

Without horses there would be neither

ranches nor cowboys.

Since most of the oowpuncher’s work

is done with the aid of his horse, there has grown up a
lot of sentiment which has inspired many horse stories.
In novels most of the heroic deeds would have failed if the
trusty cow pony had not come through at the right moment.
These animals were usually geldings, for the average cow
boy disdains fillies and mares.
In early days there was a distinction made between
a bronco and a mustang.

The bronco was a Texas horse and

the mustang was from California but both were found in
Arizona.

McClintock describes each kind by saying:

The California mustang comes of proud lineage, and,
really, it would be difficult to find elsewhere,
grander saddle horses for rough usage. A matured ani
mal is often put to the strain of a 1 0 0 miles* travel in
a day, without injury. The mustangs are commonly
tall, "rangy" animals, "buckskin,” gray or "pinto” in
color. They are broken.when several years old and well
experienced must be the vaquero who mounts them on this
interesting occasion. 'The exhibition of bucking, rear
ing, and general cussedness given at the debut of a
mustang is truly phenomenal; but through it all he
comes unscratched, tough, willing, and speedy. ... The
California style of equipment for the horse, is a high
saddle with a broad "tree," and the stirrups so long
that the rider sits upon his animal in true clothespin
fashion. Tapaderos are deemed a necessity and are
often so long as to nearly sweep the ground. A single
broad cinch is used, the girth strap being dexterously
. fastened by a slip knot. The headstall is usually an
elaborate affair and the bit a heavy one, of the
"ring" or "half-breed" patterns. The "lariat" as it is
called, is made of rawhide or calfskin and is the
pride of the possessor.
The Texas pony or "bronco" is somewhat undersized,
fairly docile in temperament, and is of Mexican origin.
He is thick-legged, strong, and hardy, and if not as
available as the mustang, has the doubtful advantage of
being held at only half the price. In Arizona the Texas
pony predominates.
There are characteristics of the Texas "rig" for the
bronco. The saddle is long, low-cantled, broad-horned,
loosely strapped to the pony by a double cinch, with
buckles on the "latigo" straps. The bit will be a light
concern, possibly reinforced by a "hackamore," and the
rope will probably be either hemp or Mexican grass.
The tapaderos are never seen. The stirrups are hitched
up until the knees of the rider are slightly bent.®
Novelists make use of this distinction, and one
reads where the strange cowboy in town was identified as a
Texan by his horse and its rigging.

There are tales of the

dangers of breaking the horses, and many sentimental
®McClintock, op. oit.. p.

445.
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paragraphs about the.loyal little pony which carries his
master until he drops from exhaustion.

Sharing honors with

the well-trained horses in Arizona fiction are the wild
stallions.
There have always been, and still are, bands of
wild horses in the canyons of the more rugged mountains of
Arizona. The animals are led by stallions that do very
cleverly outwit the men who hope to catch them, and probably
there is less exaggeration in the wild horse stories than
in any of the others.
From time to time there are organized campaigns to
eliminate the free horses from the range.
spread disease, and in

1910

Frequently they

hundreds of them were rounded

up in Gila County in Wild Horse Valley to help eradicate
9
dourine among the Indian ponies.
A few years ago over a
hundred wild mares were killed on the range of one ranch
10
alone in order to save grass and water.
In 1942 it was
estimated by the United States Grazing Service that there
were

90,000

head of surplus horses roaming on western

ranges and in

1943

50,000

of this number were rounded up

9Barnes.- op. olt., p. 48?.
l°Letter from Mrs. Harry Day, op. cit.
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by using planes.

The horses were marketed, many being used

for dbg food because of the shortage of beef for that purpose.

11
For such large numbers of wild horses to survive

and multiply, even during drought seasons when cowmen lose
thousands of head of cattle, rather proves that the stal
lions leading the bands have some kind of unusual instinct
or intelligence.

The spirit of these horses has always

been a challenge to cowboys, and the cowpuncher who suc
ceeded in trapping one and breaking it was greatly envied.
Novelists have found something dramatic about the matching
of men’s wits against the cunning of wild animals, and have
written a good bit about the struggles.
To judge what is authentic about the characteriza
tion of the men in novels of Arizona ranches requires sev
eral steps.

The first one is to learn the history of

ranching,then from interviews, diaries, and biographies
find out about individual cowboys and ranchers.

It is then

necessary to read the novels and check to see if the theme,
characters, setting, and plot coincide with the actual
facts.

If the novel is an honest presentation of the life

of the people on a given ranch at the specified time, it
can be denoted as reliable regional literature.
llRobert Z. Geiger, "Wild Horse Round-up,"
Bisbee Daily Review.
1943.

CHAPTER IT
OUTLAWS, RUSTLERS, AND RENEGADES
Away back in 1885, Buckey O ’Neill had an idea that
the cowboy’s dark deeds might lead to a new phase of lit
erature.

As editor of the Hoof and Horn, a first-class

Arizona journal which was well in advance of the contem
porary publications and devoted to the stock-growing inter
ests, O ’Neill wrote:
The Cowboy in Literature
Already the literary quill drivers of the nation
are devoting their talents and attention towards de
veloping about the only remaining typical character of
life in the West which has not been worked to bedrock the cowboy. The migratory miner of the Mark Twain
lead, the ready handed gambler of the Bret Harte
school, the voyageur of the Jesuit mission days, and
the score of other types of mankind which the peculiar
requirements of life in the West called into existence,
have been, with this single exception, worn thread
bare. What the role will be in which the cowboy wins
a lasting identity and place in American literature re
mains to be seen. To predict with any certainty what
that role will be is now impossible, as the true char
acter of the subject has not been caught by any who
have essayed to portray it. That it abounds in
material fit for epic and romance no one will gainsay
who has read the masterly delineations of moss-trooper
life in Scotland penned by the authors of Waverly and
kindred novels. Were William of Delorlaine an actual
entity of the nineteenth century, his constant effort
would not be devoted so much to baffling "Percy’s best
bloodhounds" as dodging sheriff’s posses on charges of
"cattle lifting." It is but the lapse of time that
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throws enchantment around such characters, and who .
knows but what the future may deal as kindly in this
respect with the "rustler” of the present day. To the
imagination of the future poet and novelist the present
life of the cowboys can not but appeal forcibly. Take
it whether it be on the bleak steppe-like plains of the
north or the sun-burnt mesas of the south, it is an
existence filled with adventure and danger .1
Almost sixty years have passed and there has been
plenty of western writing which has now worked the cowboy
to bedrock, too, but apparently it is going to take forty
more years before any of the novels will be recognized as
literature.

Many writers of the past who were scorned by

their contemporaries are now highly regarded, and it is
quite possible such may be the case with some few of the
more recent authors in the western class.
Buckey O'Neill hit the keynote when he said it
would be the rustling which would appeal to writers, and it
is this theme that is stressed in the bulk of the ranch fic
tion.

Because there was such close association between the

cattle thieves and other kinds of law breakers the novels
are oddly formalized mixtures of outlaws, renegades, and
rustlers.

In many cases there is a switching of characters

from the bandit side to the law, or vice versa.

That such

a mixing of men outside the pale of.the law in Arizona fic
tion might be permissible is best ascertained by making a
iRalph Keithley, "The Saga of Buckey O ’Neill,"
Arizona Highways, January, 1943, p. 23.
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check of the reliable stories of what actually happened.
Since the outlaw’s time began during the pioneer
days. Dr. Lockwood of the University of Arizona has this to
say about it:
It is easy to see why crime was rampant in Arizona
at that time. For one thing men had grown habituated
to violence. Every man had in his heart a burning de
sire to kill an Apache wherever he could find him; and
the killing instinct was constantly kept alive by the
necessity of protecting one’s own life from the on
slaught of bandits and murderers. What men held dear
they had to secure and protect by their own prowess.
It was the custom to act outside the law because there
was no law to which anyone could be held accountable.
Again, notorious outlaws who had been expelled from
more settled communities tended to rally and rendezvous
here in this more remote outskirt of society. ... And,
finally, the Border naturally harbored and developed
criminals. Smuggling and cattle stealing was an almost
daily occurrence. ... It should not be overlooked,
either, that officers of the law were often so little
distinguishable from gunmen - so given to drinking,
gambling, and shooting - that in an atmosphere where
all was gray it was hard to tell black from white. It
was not uncommon for a man to be an officer today and
a criminal tomorrow, or vice versa. Instances, Tom
Horn, Milton B. Duffield, Doc Holliday, the Earps,
Justice Jim Burnett, Burt Alvord, and even Ringo and
Curly Bill.2
Arno B. Cammerer, Director of the National Park Ser
vice, tells of the Southwest:
It is not so many years ago - fifty or sixty - that
the tide of population in its westward movement swept
into the Southwest. Miners, trappers and hunters,
cattlemen - a rough and tough breed - left their
2 lockwood,

op. cit.. p.

262.
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3
history in such towns as Tombstone.
From a page of reminiscences of an old-timer comes:
/ late in 1903, i was awakened one morning by Del
Lewis who was then sheriff of Cochise County. Burt
Alyord and Billy Stiles had broken jail in Tombstone
and Lewis was hot on their trail. ... These two men had
been deputy-sheriffs for years. While still deputies
they had organized a gang of train robbers, horse
thieves, murderers, and cattle rustlers around Pearce
and Wilcox.^ .
An entry in the diary of a resident in Tombstone in 1882
tells:
Calky times, very. Fourteen murders and assassina
tions in ten days. More than one a day. A hanging bee
anticipated tonight but not carried out. Cowboy raid
on town feared. Two cowboys shot - Hunt and Grounds they were taken first to the undertakers but not dying
quick enough, they were taken to the hospital. No
time to waste now, first come first served. A regular
epidemic of murder is upon us. What and when the end
will be, God only knows.5
While reading in fiction of murders from such triv
ial motives it doesn't seem possible that they might really
have happened, but from the pen of an author who made every
effort to be accurate in his book, Tombstone, comes this
recording:
Bradshaw and McIntyre were not only ranch partners
but old pals. Bradshaw goes shopping and buys a gor
geous shirt with black, green, and red stripes. When
3Arno B. Cammerer, Southwestern National Monuments
(Washington: U.S. Dept.of interior booklet, 192?), p. 1 4 .
^James G. Wolf, "When the West Was Young*M Arizona
Highways. April. 1940, p. 26.
$Hal L. Hayhurst, "A Two-fisted Pastor Arrives in
Tombstone," Arizona Highways. March. 1941, p. 24.
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he saunters through Allen Street in this portentous
garment, he achieves instant prestige; it is an event
of great public moment. There is a current song called
"Where Did You Get That Hat?" .This song, slightly
altered, seems to fit the occasion and as he strolls
along, Bradshaw is saluted on all sides by facetious
citizens who shout with boisterous guffaws, "Where did
you get that shirt?" Bradshaw is vexed by such ribald
ry, but his show of displeasure only incites his tor
mentors to new derision. He flies into furious anger
at last and declares flatly, "I'll kill the next man
who makes fun of my shirt." The next man is
McIntyre. The shirt strikes McIntyre as excruciatingly
ridiculous. He laughs so that for a time he can't
speak. He bends double in unholy glee, he twists, he
squirms, all the while pointing a finger at Bradshaw
but unable to articulate a syllable. Finally between
gurgling outbursts, he manages to ejaculate the fate
ful words, ."Where did you get that shirt?" Whereupon
Bradshaw, beside himself with rage, draws a six-shooter
and kills him, the bullet entering McIntyre's mouth,
which is wide open with merriment. Tombstone takes
this murder lightly, holding McIntyre fortunate in that
death comes to him as a sort of joke, and that he goes
out into the other world holding his sides with
laughter.6
•
McClintock in writing the history of Arizona made a
few comments about the "bad men" of earlier days.

In his

first volume he quotes from Cremony who had written about
the days when Arizona and New Mexico were one territory.
At that time, around I860, the country was
cursed by the presence of two or three hundred of the
most infamous scoundrels it is possible to conceive.
Innocent and unoffending men were shot down or bowieknifed merely for the pleasure of witnessing their death
agonies. Men walked the streets and public squares
hunting each other as sportsmen hunt for game. In the
^Walter Noble Burns, Tombstone (Garden City:
Doubleday, Page and Co., 1927), p. 134.
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graveyard at Tucson there were forty-seven graves of
white men in I 8 6 0 and of that number only two had died
natural deaths, all of the rest having been murdered
in broils and bar-room quarrels. 7
In Volume II the state historian gave his own opin
ion of the "foolish traits of the bad men" in the follow
ing lengthy paragraph:

.

Some of the "bad men" of early Arizona.were decent
fellows down at the bottom, men who would divide their
last cent with a friend and in whose hands a trust
would be inviolate. As was commonly said at that time,
such fellows merely had a "streak of the devil in
them," and a disposition towards violence that seemed
to b e .encouraged by local conditions. In Arizona, as
in many other states, the carrying of firearms was
traceable to the necessity for protection from Indians.
The habit generally was discontinued when danger from
Indians passed in the"middle eighties. Some of the
desperadoes of early days really had childish charac
teristics. They liked to shoot much for the same rea
son that a child likes to shoot firecrackers. Very
often they were full of childish vanity, which they
considered assertion of a sense of personal honor, sup
porting their reputation for bravery and truthfulness.
There rarely was malice in the action of a band of cow
boys riding through a settlement, at full speed, in a
joyous pastime of "shooting up the town." It was only
one way of relieving over-exuberant spirits. Naturally,
individuals such as described would have enemies,
usually men of their own inclinations. Bitter feuds
started from merely the casual comparison of the rela
tive pluck.of a couple of cowboys, and on such a trif
ling basis two men would often fight to the death.
However, in many communities there were spirits who
seemed to take pleasure in evil doing, who robbed
stages and trains and who murdered in sheer blood lust.
The fate of some of these is told in this work, for
nearly every one eventually had disastrous contacts
with the courts of justice or with public tribunals.
7McClintock, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 134.
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To handle these rough characters seemed to demand men
with much the same reckless spirit, and of such men,
drafted into the service of law and order, the condi
tions developed many .8
Just idly turning through the pages,of a more re
cent book, Arizona - A State Guide, shows that violent
death was not unusual from the early days to as late as
1916.

A few of the following notations give interesting

proof:
There was no lack of live news for the ambitious
editor of early days, for every man was a law unto
himself, and the leading citizen was frequently the
one whose "trigger finger was nimble and whose knife
was sure." But, contrary to present-day ideas of news
value, the more prosaic occurrences took precedence
usually.over the almost daily deeds of violence.
Death was familiar, and a new shipment of supplies for
the general store was more interesting and unusual
news.9
Early-day citizens of the little cattle raising
community of Geronimo fraternized with the outlaws who
frequently visited the town. On hot nights it was the
custom to sleep on the flat-roofed houses; places where
outlaws slept were easily identified because their
ladders were hauled up. ^
Old furnishings in the Irions Remch House, now
known as Pinal Ranch, still show the marks of bullets.
For half a century this house, now remodeled, was a
haven for all manner of travelers.H
At the Double Circle Ranch are the Train Robber’s
Graves which hold four of a band of Texas bandits who
took jobs at the Double Circle, which was established*
0
1
^McClintock, op, cit., Vol. II, p.

466.

^Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit.. p. 123.
10

ibid., p.

344.

H l b i d .. p. 348.
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in 1880. When finally trailed to the ranch by a posse
and two Texas rangers, the outlaw punchers fought a
desperate battle. These four were buried where they
fell .1 2
South of Safford are grazing lands and mountainous
desert where in early days the thick grass grew stirruphigh to attract cattlemen. Its inaccessibility made it
a haven for rustlers and smugglers. Honky-tonks flour
ished and, though gunplay was frequent, residents pre
ferred to settle their quarrels without the aid of --.
peace officers.13
This last item shows why the coming of law and or
der was delayed in many places in Arizona.

Frequently the

residents in outlying districts felt it was belittling their
own ability to resort to calling in officers to settle their
troubles.

Consequently the killings didn’t all.end in the
•

-V

eighties, as is sometimes supposed, but continued to take
place in a modified degree until well along in the next
century, as indicated by the following items:
It was on the day before Thanksgiving in 1906 that
I reached Benson from Boston on my way to Mazatlan,
Sinaloa. All the railroad trains to Mexico were held
up due to a strike so I joined the crowds at Jesse
Fisher’s place where there was heavy play at the games
and much drinking. One of the Fisher employees grew
quarrelsome over his pay. The fellow was known as Jack*
-^Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit., p. 432.
(In 1938 the Eagle Creek school teacher, Mrs. Ingie Redpath,
directed the ranch children in making scrap books showing
the history, romance, and actual work of the cattle business
in that part of the state. The work of young Phil Hunt
shows kodak pictures of the old original Double Circle ranch
house, built of rock, and still standing at that time.
This scrap book also includes a letter from John P. Hale,
co-author of Hot Irons, which mentions that the best known
ranches historically in that region are the Double Circle,<§)
and the Lazy B, ocz, )
'
13lbid.. p.

434.
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the Ripper and in those days no one asked real names.
The quarrel grew worse and late in the night, the "zip"
of a Colt and the "zing" of a huger brought it to a
close. Jack was dead. The next morning Fisher was
freed and business in Benson went on as usual. 14
In 1910 Fred Kibbe and A.F. Hillpot were murdered
at the Cross S horse camp. After a chase that led into
the northern part of the.state, James Steel and William
Stewart, two ex-cavalrymen cowboys, were captured.
They were tried for the murders, convicted, and hanged.15
Gila County fattened countless head of cattle, and
much of the income from them was spent in Globe, In its
prime, Globe had fifty restaurants and saloons .that
never closed and many of them gay with dance hall music
and women. As late as 1916 a girl running a soft drink
stand on Broad Street witnessed three murders in one
week .1 6
The actual business of stealing cattle, called
rustling, has been the inspiration for a majority of the
plots of Arizona ranch fiction, and it is chiefly about the
characterization of rustlers and their captors that contro
versies have arisen.

Hale and Arnold say that both fiction-

eers and scholars are responsible for the fact that this fic
tion has gained no recognition as good literature.

They

give this explanation:
The scholars are as blameworthy as the fictioneers.
More so, because the fictioneers claimed only to be
writing fiction, worked under no banner.of profundity1
4
14 Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit.. pp. 58-62.
(Jess Fisher some years later while working for John
Slaughter at the San Bernadino Ranch was shot and killed
under cover of darkness when he stepped out of the back door
of the ranch house.)
15lbid. , p. 446.

I6 ibid., p.

198.
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and truth, admittedly were endeavoring to entertain.
The scholars were hoping to shape seriously the
thoughts of mankind,. but were themselves badly in error.
Actually, yesterday's cattle rustling was sensa
tional. Brand changing was a studied art. The brand
blotter or rewrite man really was a first class villain
with infinite bravado and ingenuity, and he performed
notoriously all over the western stage. If he gave
rise to many a story, so be it; we moderns might as
well deny the existence of savage Indians in history as
say that the cattle rustler was merely a creature of
imaginative minds.
It would be difficult indeed for us to exaggerate
in telling stories of cattle rustlers. ... Old docu
ments, old histories, and the minds of pioneer men and
women, now old, can give abundant proof that cattle
rustling episodes often caused prolonged "wars'* and
feuds in the wilder range country. Bands of criminals
could organize then as effectively as the gangs of
modern crime. Sometimes by sheer strength of men and
guns the rustlers forced recognition of the brand they
were using for a blot-over, daring their victimized
ranchers to offer any protests. More often, in such
show of strength, several decent ranch outfits would
combine to ride down the rustlers and be rid of them.
Either process was not only expensive, it was also
fraught with adventure and death.17
Another author, Dane Coolidge, wrote authentic tales
of the West part of the time, then switched to ranch novels
which included plenty of gun play.

Coolidge knew the West

and just what he thought about his own work isn't for the
reader to say, but evidently he was a little dubious about
how wild Arizona really was.

In one instance he observed:

Writers give us a bloody West. If this crime wave
of fiction continues, someone is liable to believe those
boys > they may get to believe it themselves. The net
result up to date, is a division among readers. Some
ITArnold and Hale, op. cit., p. 102.
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are game to swallow anything, even to the myth that In
those days, to kill a man was considered a huge joke.18
A couple of recorded facts make it appear that some
times a joke was made out of death.

Everyone in Tucson has

heard the oft-repeated tale of how Pete Kitchen got rid of
a rustler.

The usual version is about like this:

The prisoner, tied hand and foot, and with a rope
around his neck, was left on horseback under the limb
of a tree to which the other end of the rope was at
tached. In telling this story, Pete was wont to punch
his listener in the ribs with his thumb and say with
a chuckle,
"You know, while I was asleep that damned horse
walked off and left that fellow hanging there."19
Not so far from Tucson in Mammoth, a little village
so tranquil now that a baby's cry would disturb the whole of
it, there is a yarn about the inhabitants in the eighties
which relates that:
All up and down the San Pedro the people fought
among themselves when not fighting Indians. On one
occasion after a man had been killed, the body was left
on the street while the men amused themselves by plac
ing tin cans on it and shooting them off, the poorest
shot buying the drinks .2 0
(It is very probable that these men were renegade cowpunchers since the San Pedro Valley has long been the stamping
ground for large cattle outfits.)
18Dane Coolidge, Fighting Men of the West (New York:
E.P. Dutton and Co., 1932), p. 10.
l^Frank C. Lockwood. Life in Old Tucson (Los
Angeles: The Ward Ritchie Press, 1943), p. 30.
ZOArizona - A State Guide, op. cit.. p. 296.
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There definitely were outlaws, renegades, and rus
tlers among all classes of early-day citizens.

Even the

officers of the law and the politicians who headed tickets
were very clever at getting into the cattle business through
nefarious practice.
of Bad Men:

One short line comes from On the Trail

"The justice of the peace had a good way of

stealing cattle: he would fine every ’drunkf twenty head

21
of three-year-olds.”

In Tombstone politics old man

Clanton with his three hundred followers, all in the guise
of cowboys, were known as the "cowboy" party.
22
and the under-sheriff were their men.

The sheriff

Regardless of the general disdain of western litera
ture there were "bad men" in Arizona and they have been,
still are, the incentive for copious writing.

Let it be

granted that the writing has been poorly done, but just as
a child's crude drawing of a horse may show the action of
the animal, so may an author’s inadequate attempt at char
acterization show the spirit of the times.

It doesn’t

necessarily follow that every literary gem is authentic, or
that every inferior novel is totally preposterous.
^Arthur Train, On the Trail of Bad Men (New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1925), p. 26.
22gtuart N. Lake, Wyatt Earn. Frontier Marshall
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin and Co., 1 9 3 1 ), p. 7 5 .
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In order to judge what is authentic in the fiction
of Arizona ranches it is essential that cognizance be taken
of the following facts:

(1) that Arizona was a part of the

oldest and stubbornest of all American frontiers; (2) that
there were assembled here all classes of men from all over
the world; (3 ) that many of these men actively engaged in
cattle business did resort to lawlessness; (4 ) that exces
sive, inferior writing about Arizona has flooded the market;
and (5 ) that the exceeding popularity and highly controver
sial aspects of the question make it mandatory that anyone
attempting criticism be ready to defend his position.

-:

:

CHAPTER V

FICTITIOUS OUTLAWS 1928-1935
In the language of the baseball enthusiast we
might say that Zane Grey was the lead-off.man who kept up
a pretty good average in batting out western fiction.

One

of his earlier novels, entitled Nevada, he called a "Ro
mance of the West.w

The book reeks with the moral senti

mentality of the author - a practice which Grey continued
throughout his writing days.

A rather close analysis of

the characterization of the cowboy in this particular story
will suffice to show why Zane Grey has never been rated as
a top author.
"Nevada" was really Jim Lacy, who was a noted gun
man through the Southwest.

He had drifted into northern

California where he became friends with the Ides, Ben and
his sister Hettie; but another shooting scrape there sent
him drifting once more.

Some years later he and the Ides

met again in Arizona, where the Ides were rapidly having
their newly-acquired ranch cleaned out by rustlers.

Nevada

joined the outlaw band, got the necessary evidence against
them, and won for himself a happy position in the heart of
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the Ides and in the minds of local citizens.
The scenes, are laid in the vicinity of the Mogollon
Rim with the time placed just after the Lincoln County war
in New Mexico (1880-1881).

The geographical locations are

accurately made, and the references to the Hash Knife out
fit of those years very applicable.

The general theme of

the plot is good for certainly, at that time, no inexper
ienced, cultured, wealthy Californians could have coped
with the Mogollon outlaws without a friend who was handy
with a gun and knew the country.

All through the story the

dialogue is poor and the dialect worse, but Grey has ex
celled in showing the trend of thought and behavior of the
cowboy of that time in his characterization of Nevada.
To follow Nevada through the pages, with quotations
here and there, will give a fairly accurate picture of him
as a character.

The story opens:

As his goaded horse plunged into the road, Nevada
looked back over his shoulder. The lane he had plowed
through the crowd let him see back into the circle where
the three men lay prostrate. The blue smoke from his
gun was rising slowly, floating away. Ben Ide1s face
shone white and convulsed in the sunlight.
"So long, PardI"yelled Nevada, hoarsely, and stood
in his stirrups to wave his sombrero high.
Nevada, knowing that now his friends would have to
learn his real name and reputation, left rather than face
their disappointment and dismay.
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Off by himself and realizing his love for the Ide
girl, Nevada soliloquizes:
"Reckon now it is about time for me to declare my
self," he muttered. "I cain't lie to myself anymore.
I ’ve changed. I change every day. Shore I don’t know
myself. A n ’ this damned life I face staggers me. What
am I to do? I say find honest work somewhere far off.
Arizona, perhaps, where I ’d be less know. That’s what
Hettie would expect of me. She’d have faith I ’d do
it. ... An*i by Gawd! I will do it! ... But right now
for her sake and Ben's, never minding my own, I ’ve got
to hole up until that last gun-throwin* of mine is for
gotten, If I were found and recognized as Jim Lacy
it’d be bad. A n ’ if anyone did, it’d throw the light
on some things I ’d rather die than have Hettie Ide
know."
Nevada decides to "hole up” in a town, Lineville,
Nevada, where he had lived as an orphan child in the home of
kindly Mother Brown.

On his first visit to the Gold Mine,

the leading saloon, he saw signs of trouble ahead:
Whereupon when he got back to his room he deliber
ately set about ascertaining just how swift he still
was on the draw. Many hours in his past career had been
spent in practicing drawing his gun until he had worn
the skin of his hand to the quick, and then to callous
ness.
Nevada, making an honest effort to go straight,
would have preferred keeping away from the Gold Mine but he
had been recognized as the famous gun-throwing Jim Lacy and
to have failed to put in an appearance would have indicated
that he feared some of the taunts.

However, he held his

peace for a time when asked:
"Care to drink with me, Lacy?"
"No thanks," replied Nevada. "Reckon I ’m not fixed
to buy drinks so I ’m not acceptin’ any."
"Ain’t you grown awful particular?" queried Miller.
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"Wal, come to think about it, maybe I have,” drawled
Nevada with all his cool carelessness. "Particular
about not owin’ anybody favors and particular about who
I drink with."
Nevada, despite his calculations beforehand, could
not help giving that tart answer. If it was anything,
it was the instinct of his to resent such antagonism.
Miller blinked at Nevada. "Reckon that’s nice of
you, Lacy. Nobody wants to buy drinks for a fellow
that’s broke."
Rue, standing near, gave Nevada an inscrutable
look, more deceiving for the pleasant voice with which
he accompanied it.
"But you’re not particular about throwin’ a gun on
- anybody?"
Nevada’s cool bright stare was not deceptive. And
then he drawled: "Not at all - not at all, Mr. Rue.
I t ’s just a habit. I never mean anything uncivil."
On Nevada’s next visit to the Gold Mine he met Liz*
Teller who had once been a school-day sweetheart, but was
now one of the favorites of the establishment. . She comments
on his improved appearance and threatens to fall in love
with him again.

He evades her advances and pretends to

forget about any past interest.

She flares with:

"Jim, you forget too easily, but God knows there
is no reason for you to remember me now. It was natur
al for me to miss> you. •You were the only decent man
I ever knew. But you treated me like a brother and
that made me hate you."
"Lize, you didn’t hate me; that was just temper.
Maybe you got a little miffed because you couldn’t make
a fool of me like you did the others but you wouldn’t
be mean enough to hate me.”
"You just don’t know anything about women," she
replied bitterly. ■
•
Lize’s outlaw friend, Link Cawthorne, took this
moment to step up and show his jealousy, which Nevada
quietly assured him was unfounded.
out, "Jim Lacy, you’re a liar!"

In his anger Link burst
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•

All sounds from the gambling tables ceased and every

one waited transfixed for the inevitable catastrophe, but
Nevada answered with no. sign of stress, ”No, Link, I ’m not
a liar and you know it.

Reckon I can make allowances for

your feelin’s though*n
Not content with that, Link invites him out to set
tle the matter and when Nevada refuses, calls him yellow
through and through which Nevada calmly ignores, much to
the amazement of all the crowd.

That night he went to his

lodgings early and slept untroubled, pleased that he hadn’t
failed when put to the test.
The winter went by and Lize Teller continued to
grow more earnest in her mood toward Nevada; she lost all
restraint and began failing rapidly in health until Nevada
took her to task as if he were indeed a brother.

He re

ceived an impression that gave him concern.
"No decent man wants me and I ’m slated for hell,"
she told him, bitterly.
From this speech Nevada conceived the idea that
somehow he had failed the girl.

It could not have been

otherwise with him, yet the fact hurt.

Another thing was

the peril of her situation for jilting Link Cawthome, who
was smoldering in daily drunken rages.
That afternoon, Nevada entered the side door of
the Gold Mine.

All was in confusion, there was a whisper,
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a cough, a shuffling of feet.

Link v»aa banging on the bar

calling in a harah voice:
"Rum! Hand it out - er I'll bust your head iny
too!" Nevada strode to the neareat group of men.
"What happened?” he aaked.
"There *a been a hell of a meaa," replied one, wip
ing a moiat face.
^
:
"We waa playing our games, quiet as usual," spoke
up the gambler, Ace Black, "when we heard an awful row
in the hall there. Then a woman’s screams, quick
hushed, I ’ll tell you. A n ’ after that a heavy fall.
We all jumped up and rushed out to see what it was.
An* by Gawd - "
"Wal?” broke in Nevada, cool and grim, as Black
choked.
"Lize Teller! She was laying half naked, streaming
blood. Link Cawfchorne had beat her over the head with
his gun. She’s dying... and listen to him over there."
In three long strides Nevada reached and split the
beaded door curtain. His swift eyes swept all.
"Cawthorne!" he said in a piercing voice that
brought an instant breathless silence.
And so Jim Lacy was eligible for another notch on
his gun which, however, front-all evidence, was not in
reality a cowboy practice.

Grey has shown here how very

difficult it was for a nan to quit his "gun throwing" once
he had won a reputation.

There was always someone who

wished to contest the ability of the fast-shooting cowboy,
or there was some cause which to him seemed just for another
killing.

The word "murder" is rarely used among Westerners.

Cawthorne’s death meant that Nevada's journey to
Arizona was hastened, and it was not until two years later
that he again made use of his adeptness at shooting.
had brought both him and the Ides to the Mogollon Rim,

Fate
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where the expensive Ide ranch was fast being reduced to a
mere nothing from the raids of the rustlers.

Tom Day, one

of the few honest ranchers in that region, calls a meeting
of reliable men.

They see no way to prove their suspicions

and get justice done.

The bearded, taciturn, but excellent

cowpuncher known as Texas Jack speaks up:
"It's my job to fix these rustlers," he said delib
erately.
"You! Nonsense!" they declared. "You can't
tackle it alone."
"It's got to be done alone. Listen," he went on,
"to serve Arizona and you, my good friends, I've got
to become a rustler, too. I may have to go a long way
to find the leader of this heah Pine Tree outfit.
I'll have to drink, steal, and-kill. Sure, I may lose
my life finishing the job and I want my secret kept
until it is ended. Then if I come back alive I want my
name cleared."
"Who in hell are you?" asked Tom Day.
"It's a wild cowboy idea, but if you try it we'll
make you a deputy," said another.
"No, I ’ll never be an officer of the law but I do
want your word of honor that you will keep my secret
and clear my name if I come back."
"We'll give it to you in writing," declared the
Judge.
"Only your.word, Judge."
"There you have it and here's my hand."
"Gentlemen, I sure hate to give myself away,"
drawled Nevada, alias Texas Jack, "but reckon it's got
to be done." A queer smile outshone the strange steely
light in his eyes as he turned to Tom Day to say,
"The half-starved cowboy you took pity on and hired
happens to be Jim Lacy."
And so it was that Nevada found the Pine Tree out
fit, joined them and brought the leader, Dillon, in to
accuse him publicly of being Richardson of Billy the Kid's
gang, and then to beat him on the drawing of guns which
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followed the accusation.

The ranch business in the

Mogollons looked up and James Lacy became a good citizen.
Hettie Ide forgot about her horror of " k i l l e r s a n d the

1
book ends as all good romances should.
"Nevada* is a good example of the Arizona cowboy of
the eighties.

Those who were genuine working hands on the

ranches wore guns and practiced for hours so that they
might use them well.
sense of the word.

They were not outlaws in the correct
They didn’t gloat over their killing,

but never hesitated to shoot if they felt they were justi
fied.

The ranchers of that time did not consider them mur

derers, but men of courage who fought to make the West a
better place to live.

In those days in order to enjoy the

"four freedoms," to uphold personal principles, and win the
approval of society in Arizona the Westerner had to be
handy with his gun.

The fellow who justifiably killed a

man was looked upon with no more horror at that time than
is the present-day soldier who returns from the front cov
ered with the blood of the enemy.

The only difference is

that the cowboy made his own decisions, whereas the soldier
waits for orders.
Zane Grey wasn’t too far off when he created
IZane Grey, Nevada (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1928), p. 365.
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"Nevada," but in trying to show the temperament of his.char
acter he grew too sentimental himself .

The eowpunchers were

sentimentally inclined, but for the writer to fail to write
realistically about them falsifies the novel.
There is evidence to corroborate the favorable
criticism of Nevada.

Many a wild cowboy had to keep moving

on in his youth using aliases, and yet managed eventually
to do some good, gain respect, and become a good citizen.
Augustus Thomas, author of the play Arizona, spent some
time on the Sierra Bonita Ranch.

In an article in

The Sat

urday Evening Post Thomas quoted Henry Hooker, owner of
the ranch, as saying:
"We take a man here and ask no questions. We know
when he throws a saddle on a horse whether he under
stands his business or not. He may be a minister
backslidin’, or a banker savin' his last lung, or a
train robber on vacation - we don't care. A great many
of our most useful men have made mistakes. All we care
about is, will they stand the gaff? Will they sit
sixty hours in the saddle,.holdin' a herd that's tryin'
to stampede all the time?"'5
In an Arizona history there is a description of the
type of man who was chosen for the first assembly of Rang
ers:
Men were sought because of records as efficient
officers, good shots, and good frontiersmen, well ac
quainted with the country. In some cases, men were
enlisted whose previous records would not have entitled
them to distinguished consideration in a Sunday School,
^Arizona - A State Guide. op, cit., p. 436.
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but who had a reputation for courage and endurance.
Such men usually gave a good account of themselves. 3
Douglas Branch in his The Cowboy and His Interpret
ers makes the following statement:
Most of the Western stories are not western at all
but are love or crime with the West dragged in just
like the tattered backdrops for a fifth-rate vaude
ville. Much of the slang, Spanish words, and Western ,
names are primarily to promote sales. The stories of
Zane Grey set the fashion but he was not one of the
best writers. Better ones are Clem Yore, Max Brand,
McLeod Raine, Charles Alden Seltzer, Clarence Edward
Mulford, and Frank C. Robertson, who makes careful and
intelligent use of the Western scene. Harold Bell
Wright wrote only two cattle stories, When a Man's a
Man and The Son ef His Father. Wright admires the cow
boy and is wistful that he can’t be one himself.4
By 1928 Robertson was well launched as a writer of
western fiction, and that year published The Man Brandera
which doesn’tquite come up to the reputation given him by
Branch.

The name is indicative of the plot, which deals

with a western foreman branding the managers sent out by
the eastern syndicate.

A hot branding iron could mark the

flesh of a man just as it does the hide of a cow, but no
one has ever heard of it having actually been done on
Arizona ranches.

There has been human branding:

Greek let

ters have been burned on fraternitymembers, early Romans
burned the letter F on thieves, early Greeks branded their
slaves with a delta, and Europeans had identifying burns
3MoClintook. op. cit., p.
A-Branch, op. cit., p . 203•

488.
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for gypsies, vagrants, prostitutes, and adulterers.

In

America early colonists used fire branding for many misde
meanors , Southerners marked their slaves with hot irons,
and the Ku Klux Elan introduced fiery branding as a part of
its rituals.
On the whole, the Westerner has made only legitimate
use of the brand.

There are a few scattered stories of

freak instances:

a jealous cowboy branding his favorite

red-light girl, an irate Mormon burning his brand on a nag
ging woman, and a Mexican making his wife proud by scarring
her abdomen with his identifying^^)

.

Since there are no authentic accounts of any Arizona
rancher burning men to terrorize them, Robertson’s plot in
The Man Branders is very weak.

The characters in the story

are misleading and, with one exception, the descriptions are
poor.

There are a few short paragraphs describing what are

known in Arizona as "flash floods" which are good.

They

read:
Ezra Childs and Mattie scrambled madly to the top of
the knoll with no choice but to abandon the car. ... In
a long straight place back in the gorge they could see
the front wall of the flood - a dirty brown mass forty
feet high that seemed that sedond to be sucking greedily
the narrow road into its maw as it advanced, careening
across the canyon. In a second it pounded against the
bottom of the knoll.
^Arnold and Hale, op. oit.. pp. 184-191.
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They turned just in time to see the Gargantuan,
roily menace lick up the car. It struck, the car was
rolled over twice and then disappeared like a chicken
swallowed by a huge snake. They both shuddered.
An hour later there was only a small, reddish
stream of water trickling down the gorge. Everything
was swept as clean as a new floor except where here and
there something had caught and made a miniature dam
of debris so suddenly had the flood receded.
Some days after the flood Bilious, a roving cowpuncher, was returning from an extended trip to the home
of his old friend, Bullivant:
Bilious rode on down the river, and was surprised
at the condition of the road; never good, it was now
totally impassable for a vehicle. Great boulders, as
large as a wagon wheel lay in the road, and the sedi
ment had formed high around them.
Bilious grew more and more sober, and something
seemed to be constricting his throat as he got closer
to his destination. Then he rounded the bend in the
river and saw what should have been a sandy bar. ilhat
he did see was a barren waste covered with huge boul
ders. A few logs jammed against the cliff was all that
was left of old man Bullivant’s cabin; a few scraggly,
half-dead trees struggling through the rocks marked the
pitiful remainder of the little orchard.
Bilious understood perfectly what had happened. One
of those occasional cloudbursts had occurred in the
right place in the canyon to wipe the old man out. On
each side of the bar were perpendicular cliffs. There
was not one chance in a million that the people living
there could have escaped.
There is nothing fictitious about the way the water
rushes down the arroyos and canyons during the summer rainy
season.

The waterways of Arizona have a tremendous fall ,

coming down from the mountains, and heavy rain in the upper
country may send great walls of swift, debris-filled water
thundering along an innocent-looking dry wash.

Many deaths
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have resulted from unsuspecting people thinking themselves
safe in a canyon because'it was dry at the moment and the
sun was shining brightly overhead.

Authors publishing the

recent popular "river" books might eventually find some
thing of interest to say about the gullies in Arizona.
The tales of old cowpunchers reveal a great deal of the
dramatic up and down the San Pedro - outlaws hiding out,
cattle and horses mired in the quicksand, and floods sweep
ing away men and beasts.

There is even some sort of cow

boy superstition about the river because it is believed to
be one of only three on the North American continent that
flows north, and the sole one in the United States.
To Mr. Robertson and his novel, The Man Branders.
credit may be given only for the fleeting glimpse of the
' '
7
drama caused by water in a desert country.
Roarin' Rlnconada written by W.D. Hoffman is the
most perfect example of a western novel with all the senti
mental, sensational, and bizarre features which make them so
disgusting to a sensible reader.

One can feel only contempt

for a writer of Hoffman's calibre because of his dishonest
approach to the story proper.
'• - y

'

.■

\ ~

On the jacket is the
"

.

-

"Stan Adler, "The Sprightly San Pedro," Arizona
Highways, February, 1945, page 2.
TFrank C. Robertson, The Man Branders (New York:
Barse and Co., 1928), p. 319.
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announcement that the author was himself a cattleman and
knows well whereof he writes.

It continues to say that a

greater part of Hoffman’s life has been spent in Intimate
contact with the environment and characters portrayed in
his books.

.

The story begins with an introduction called, ’’The
Old Cattleman Speaks,” worth quoting because it does give
a good description of Cochise County, the mecca for cattle
business in early days and the setting in later years for
many western novels.
"Down where I originally was reared, Clay Allison,
Jim Courtright, Billy the Kid and their kind had a cer
tain code of honor even for killers. Geronimo and
Cochise must have taught some snaky ways to certain
folks out thisaway. What I ’m sayin1 is that there’s
been bad men like bad towns that had their good points.
I ’ve known men that held up the Fairbank-Tombstone
stage that was gentlemen when not on duty.”
Puffing his pipe gently, the Old Cattleman eyes his
noncommital audience with a wry smile. "John Ringo had
a plumb good connection, too, came from a fine family,
a man of education and breedin’, but ’Gentleman John’
didn’t exactly fit a killer like him; but more so, per
haps, than Johnny-Behind-the-Deuce, the rat Wyatt Earp
saved from the mob.”
"You were speaking of Rinconada, Jeff - Rinconada
and a guy named Travis.” Thus Ed strove for more of
the story.
”1 was at that." The Old Cattleman crossed his
legs.and eased his position on the high sidewalk. "Jin
gle Bob Travis was a gentleman, even if he did turn out
to be a shootin* fool. He had a lot of he-wolves to
rassle there in Rinconada, and no mistake. Some that
carried their guns trick-ways, in unexpected places,
some with side-split holsters - some even.fanners. I
misdoubted very much about the value of this so-called
fannin’ until a certain poisonous reptile in human
pants proved different. You see, the riffraff from
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Tombstone - and that was aplenty - had gathered around
Rinconada after the busting of the boom.”
"A good many wicked ones died with their boots on
in our illustrious county seat,” suggested Evans.
”They did. History proves it with the wooden mark
ers in Boot Hill graveyard. And down in Charleston
there was many another that was carried out on a plank,
countin1 Henry Schneider that was put under by the
little tin-horn I mentioned before, Johnny-Behind-theDeuce. I could go into the history of both camps if I
had the time -”
”Give us Rinconada, Jeff - and the chap named Jingle
Bob," coaxed Ed again.
"I’ll do that. Let me see. For the benefit of you
gentlemen that are new to Cochise county, I will state
that after Ed Schieffelin risked his scalp to discover
Tombstone there was one grand stampede of all ringtails
and longhorns from Dodge, Abilene, Lincoln county,
Santa Fe and all points west. Naturally some bad ones
drifted in, some law-and-order men and just plain short
horns, or as you would say, tenderfeet. Charleston
had water from the San-Pedro - Tombstone none. That
gave Charleston the reduction works for the mines.
Queer a bad town like that should live on water alone."
"It didn’t," disagreed the Judge.
"The Old Cattleman chuckled. "I was runnin’ cows
in the Sulphur Springs valley them days and dodgin’
Apaches and couldn’t say, except that water made
Charleston and busted her, too. A hundred and fifty
stamps pounded out gold and silver on the San Pedro till
some’un discovered there was a supply in Tombstone then Charleston turned up its toes like some of its
illustrious citizens and died. But it was water that
ruined Tombstone complete."
"Firewater?" asked Slim.
’Tire and water. The mines flooded and fire done
the finishin’ stroke when the pump works burned at the
Grand Central and Contention. Forty millions was taken
out in five years and the twelve thousand folks in the
mother camp went down to six hundred. Guns didn’t ac
count for the difference", altogether."
"You was saying about Rinconada," reminded the man
from Idaho.
"I was. Cornin’ to it pronto. Them was the days
when Wyatt Earp was dealin’ faro and actin’ deputy
marshal behind his trusty Colt. There was Virgil Earp
and Doc Holliday helpin’ to hold down the wild ones;
there was Frank Leslie in his buckskin fringes, Curly
Bill, Scar-face Charley and their kind - and the
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Clantons and the celebrated duel. There was Bob
Hatch’s saloon and the Bird Cage Opera House and gunfights in Tough Nut street. There was the girls in
their red French heels - ”
MRlnconada was a c o m town, mostly, wasn’t it,
Jeff?” queried Slim.
”It was and many’s the time I ’ve seed the waddles
ride plumb through the Navajo saloon. That town sure
was a roarer, and then there was that young feller by
the name of Jingle Bob Travis. Gather around and I'll
tell you a story.”
He did, and the man from Idaho took copious notes.
One may judge that the Old Cattleman took a long while
in the telling and that he jumped from one phase of
Rinconada's hectic history to another in somewhat dis
connected fashion. But the transcriber had the record
and the events, which arranged in sequence are told
here.
After this quite reliable introduction, it is nat
ural to suppose that here is going to be one really authen
tic Arizona story, but Hoffman immediately launches forth
with a most impossible plot cluttered with all sorts of
weird, unnatural characters.

The essence of it is the same

as that of many of the outlaw tales.

Jingle Bob Travis, a

"fanner,” arrives in the country just in time to break up
a gang of rustlers, prove the leader of the thieves to be
one of the town’s "best" citizens, and fall in love with
the rancher’s daughter.
There is a ’surplus of slang, and Spanish words fre'

'

quently used Incorrectly.

8
Cochise Stronghold is referred

^Spanish words used are: paisanos, sierra, sabe,
cantina, hombre, dinero, cerveza, oanoncita, muy pronto,
nada, jornado, pinto, bueno, rincon, barranca, vaquero,
ladrones, amigo, mesa, siesta, amansador, loma, senores,
conchas, chaparral, generalissimo, adobe, bosque, tornlllo,
pobre, cholos, arroyo, adios, tequila, rancho, pasear,
cienegas, plants called mescal agave and nolina, hasta
luego, and the title of the book itself, Rinconada.
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to as Cochise Wickyup; the locations of the Mule Mountains
and the Chiricahuas, the towns and the valleys are all
badly confused; and the inexplicable characters - the
Scorpion and "Hellion uh the Hills, Bisbee Bill" - completely
amaze a native Arizonan*

Some of the characters are given

similar names and occupations to present inhabitants in
Cochise County, but, unfortunately, are not given similar
9
good qualities.
On the whole there can be only regret
that Arizona should be so exploited by an author of so lit10
tie integrity.
In a novel entitled Maverick Makers. D a m Coolidge
has written a book the most of which is fairly authentic.
The cowboys are shown as working men, and the book gives
some good impressions of what the work actually is.

The

system of making mavericks is a trifle overdrawn, but such
9ln Rinconada the gambler and saloon man is Joe
Keehoe pictured as a renegade of the worst type. For many
years in Naco, a border town similar to Rinconada, there
was a Frank Keehoe who ran a drinking and gambling place.
He was not a renegade, but one of the few old-time straight
operators of that class of business.
Old man Pettus, a character shown as a toothless
bum, who hung around the saloon playing an accordion, turned
out to be a federal officer. Hoffman may have taken him
from the story of J.B. Ayers, a saloon man, and Fred Dodge,
a gambler, who ran a place in Charleston. They were under
cover men for Wells Fargo. Cowboy outlaws had been too
active in holding up stages and getting payrolls, so the
company adopted this-method of trying to catch them.
lOw.D. Hoffman, Roarin' Rinconada (Chicago: A.C.
McClurg, 1930), 342 pp.
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practices were sometimes followed with the more brutal cat
tle rustlers.

A maverick is an unbranded calf which has

become separated from its mother and, in the past, was con
sidered the rightful property.of the first person who found
it.

The term "maverick" came into use from the habit of

S.A. Maverick, a cattleman of Texas, who never branded his
calves.

It used to be the custom to sell only the two-year-

old steers and keep everything else.

When Maverick would

round up for his sales, he would cut out all the steers then
brand all of the "she-stuff" and turn it back on the range.
The system has changed now and all old or barren cows are
disposed of, too, making the present calf crops almost a
hundred per cent, and thus cutting down a great deal of
overhead expense.
To make a "maverick" obviously it was necessary to
get the calf away from its mother and, in some way, make
it impossible for the cow to show that she had lost her
offspring.

This was sometimes done by driving the calves

away and clipping the cows' feet or driving wedges into
them so that the cows couldn't follow.

There was also a

system of slashing throats which would keep the animals
from bawling mournfully and so giving away their distress.
These mutilations would not be lasting and, unless they
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11
were discovered rather soon, would never be found.
In this particular book Coolidge emphasizes the
mavericks.

He places the scenes around Dun cap. in the "horse

and buggy" days when Arizona was still a territory.

The

leading saloon is called the Bucket of Blood, which sounds
a bit fantastic but in times past there were two in the

12
state, Willcox and Holbrook.
usual pattern:

The story follows the

a big outfit, rustlers, a fast-shooting

young Texan, a final battle, and the only daughter of the
widower ranch manager becoming the wife of the heroic Texas
cowboy.
The tale is a fast-moving one with characters
drawn from all classes of Arizona at that time and in that
location.

There are Mormons and Mexicans, cultured East

erners and uncouth Westerners, reliable officers and
crooked officials all mingling in an atmosphere of drunk
enness and gun play.

There is a good summary of the average

cowboy*s opinion of decent women and the annual "Cowboy
Ball" is nicely handled, authentic as to setting and be
havior of those attending. It might very well all have
• ■
•
.; .
happened in Duncan at the supposed time. The State Guide
^•According to S.S. Shattuck of the Bar Boot, 0 K
and I V Bar ranches in Cochise County the practice of making
mavericks was possible, but probably has been used more in
fiction than in reality.
IZCoolidge, op. cit.. p. 124.
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describes this particular area thus:
Duncan, now a marketing center for an irrigated
district by the Gila River and a shipping point for
cattle and ore, was once a "tough town" in territorial
days. Its citizens were obliged to contend not only
with Apaches, but also with notorious bad men includ
ing "Black Jack" Ketchum, stage coach and express
robber as well as a cattle rustler, and his gang.
With a few exceptions Maverick Makers is acceptable
T5
as a story about Arizona in early days.
In 1932 Zane Grey wrote Arizona Ames in which he
declared Arizona Ames to be the typical cowboy of the per
iod, apparently around 1900.

There can be no doubt that

Grey tried here to create a character who would be symbolic
of his own interpretation of the young Westerners.

In the

narrative, The Last of the Plainsmen, many pages are de
voted to lauding the West, the cowboys, and even the Mormons
whom Grey later seemed to continue to find intriguing if not
admirable.

In relating his experiences, the author gives

his impressions by saying:
The cowboy was a product of Texas and an evolution
from the Mexican "vaquero." When cattle in great herds
began to be driven north over the old Chisholm Trail to
Abilene, to Dodge, and thence north, east, and west
the cowboy was introduced to the world. He multiplied
with the rapid growth of the country and cattle indus
try. He came from the four corners of the United
States and beyond. At most, he was a boy not yet out
•^Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit., p. 340.
■^Dane Coolidge, Maverick Makers (New York: E.P.
Dutton and Co., 1931), 27# pp.

169338
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of his teens; but the life of the range, the toll and
endurance demanded by cattle raising, the border saloon,
the gambling hell, the rustler, developed him into a
man at once, and one that made the West habitable.
Wild and free, untamable, a jolly and reckless
individual was the average cowboy. Naturally the times
developed the visious gun-throwing cowboy but he.was in
the minority. All of them, however, shared a singular
quality which must have been the result of their pic
turesque, strenuous, and perilous lives and this was
an unquenchable spirit. Cowboys, as a rule, were fireeaters. They were simple, natural, elemental, and
therefore heroic. They performed the most tremendous
tasks as a matter of a day’s work, without ever dream
ing they had essentials of greatness.
And here and there rode in one in whom there were
united all of these qualities except viciousness and
drunkenness, and to which was added the individual trait
that made him stand out from his fellows. Seen truly,
they were remarkable. But that one added trait seemed
to exaggerate the others; it was the magnification of
the spirit that made the lives of all cowboys signifi
cant,!?
It was some twenty years after Zane Grey wrote the
above that he produced Arizona Ames, a fictitious charac
ter in whom all of these special qualities are supposed to
be incorporated.

In both books there is a pitiful, senti

mental attempt to explain just how life in "great open
spaces” made superior men.
of the West were made.

In reality, of course, the men

They found their way to the frontier

from all parts of the world, from all varieties of environ
ment, and from all classes of society.
pended.on a number of things:

Their "making" de

courage to face financial

!5Zane Grey, The Last of the Plainsmen (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1$68), p. 314•
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and bodily hazards, ability to adjust to any sort of situa
tion, character enough not to succumb to temptations around
them, and a genuine love for the country.

The best "West

erner” in Arizona might have come from the state of Maine,
but it was not the geographical state that determined his
status; it was his state of mind.

Men with these qualities

who stayed in the West fought the necessary battles to
achieve their ambitions and set the standard that ever since
has been attributed to western men.

The pattern became set

because those who came in early days and didn’t fit into
the frontier picture were eliminated one way or another and
so, in a way, the typical Westerner, born of pioneer par
ents is just as much the result of "selective breeding" as
are the Herefords on the range.
It was the "bigness" of the western man that appealed
to Grey, and he tried desperately to get it down in some lit
erary form but with two grave handicaps.

He was too senti

mental, and lacked the psychological insight to show how a
killer could be a real hero.

Probably he often abandoned

good ideas for his novels to use ones which might sell bet
ter.
In spite of all handicaps, the former New York den
tist wrote sufficiently well to have been a factor in the
progress of Arizona.

More than one person began yearning

for this part of the country because he had read Zane Grey’s
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novels.

A young Canadian nurse recently was heard to say,

"I never would have been in Arizona if it hadn’t been for
Zane Grey's books.

I read them all."

When asked her

opinion of them after several years in the state, she re
plied, "I don't know yet whether they are true or not but

16
I like to think they are."

Current surveys of the read

ing tastes of the armed forces show that Grey.is a favor
ite author.

With fifty-five books to his credit, many

about Arizona, it just might be that he did as much to
publicize Arizona as have some of the "Sunshine Clubs."
To return to Arizona Ames, he is described as:
... usually quiet but could be gay. He would take
a drink but had never been known to be drunk. He would
lend his last dollar and then borrow from a comrade to
help some one who sought him. He always took the
hardest watch and the coldest one; and most of the jobs
hated by the other cowboys fell to him. His horseman
ship and skill with a lasso, and other tricks of the
• trade left no room for the ridicule and banter so com
mon to cowboys. Then his swift unerring use of the
Colt added the last notch to the admiration of whatever
outfit he rode with. Gunmen of the frontier were
usually avoided to a greater or lesser extent after they
bore the name of killers but seldom did they remain
regular cowboys. NeVer-the-less, there were many bad
cowboys who would shoot at the drop of a hat but who
often did not survive long.
With this rather pointless introduction of Ames, the
mm .

-

v
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^"Conversation with Jean Knapp, nurse at Dr. Bled
soe's clinic, Tucson, June, 1944.
^Publicity on cover of Zane Grey, Stairs of Sand
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1943), 3 2 1 pp. Published
posthumously.
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leading character, Grey launches into a greatly-involved
tale of the Tonto Basin.

There are rustlers and poisonous

larkspur on the range, two sets of twins and an errant son
in the Mormon rancher’s home and, once again, the rancher
is a widower .
The novel is not worthwhile except for a short
description of the Mormon’s farm.

The Mormons who first

came into Arizona were primarily agricultural people who
worked hard to develop their farms and provide for their
families.

Their love for growing things made their places

far more homelike than the barren ranch houses of the cattle
outfits.

This contrast of the living conditions of the

early-day families is about all that is worthy of favorable
18
comment in Arizona Ames.
In some ways Mustang Trail by Oliver King is above
the average novel about Arizona cowboys.

It tells rather

well about the wild horses roaming in the White Mountains,
shows how and why cattlemen were also influential in western
19
banking circles,
and keeps the cowboy hero, Ken Rogers,
in character to the very end of the book.
l^Zane Grey, Arizona Ames (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1932), 310 pp.
l^A check of Men and Women of Arizona (Phoenix:
Pioneer Publishing Co., 1940), pp. 62, 73, 71, shows many
examples of rancher-banker combinations: "Daddy" Packard,
Lem Shuttuck, John Cummings, etc.
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By skillfully handling the rancher Kramer and his
nephew, young Moore, who works in the bank, King shows how
futile it is for the younger generation to try to emulate
old-timers.

There is nothing heroic about Moore when he

shoots and steals - he is nothing but an ordinary despic
able crook when attempting to be a bad man of the West.
Since the days of Robin Hood there has been a ten
dency for the very young to admire the courage and daring
of outlaws, and the pioneer days in Arizona were excellent
stimuli for generating lawless schemes.

It took stamina

and stability for a young oowpuncher to stay atraight at
that time; only the discerning young man knew where to
draw the line between admiration and emulation.
A very stable business man in Bisbee tells how his
first ambition was to become a member of Billy the Kid's
gang in early days in New Mexico.

At one time when the out

law had been taken prisoner the youthful admirer sneaked
him a cigar, and to this day remembers the Kid very kindly
20
for his manner of acceptance.
King’s Mustang Trail shows the difference between
Ken Rogers, a gun man with a legitimate purpose, and the
weakling Moore.

The novel is one of the few examples

20C.W. Allen, owner of the Standard Furniture Com
pany in Bisbee, Arizona, is a man nearing his eighties. He
avidly reads all accounts of Billy the Kid, and one gets the
impression that his acquaintance wit|i the young outlaw high
lights all his years as an active and useful citizen.
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distinguishing between approved and censured outlawry.

21

In 1932 Dr. Lockwood wrote Pioneer Days In Arizona,
and In 1935 Charles Alden Seltzer’s West of Apache Pass
was published.

In the novel Seltzer simply extracted some

of the stories of the first book and wove them into a plot
to suit himself.

Southern Arizona is the setting, around

1858 is the time, and Pete Kitchen and Captain Jeffords
with fictitious names are the leading characters.
In the novel Pete Kitchen is called Dean Prichard,
who has an attractive daughter named Anne.

Their life on

the ranch corresponds closely with that of the Kitchens as
it is remembered on the old Calabasas hacienda.

Captain

T.J. Jeffords is portrayed as Tennessee Bob in part of the
book, then later the cowboy re-enacts the role of the
Tucsonan, Charles H. Mayer, serving as a judge.

It is the

-

old story of "Materia Medica and Fractured Bones" being
used as a statute book.

Another character, an army officer

named Cabot, is drawn from the historical George N. Bascom,
who dealt so carelessly with Cochise while stationed at
Fort Bowie.

The "Smoothfaces" are a composite picture of

all the early outlaws in southern Arizona.
21oiiver King, Mustang Trail (New York: AiL; Burt
and Co., 1932), 271 pp.
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The book Is correct historically; the description of
the first run of the Butterfield stage, its appearance and

22
reception is good.

The ranch life of the time is not

particularly emphasized, but the novel is included here
because Seltzer later wrote many cowboy stories.

This

book. West of Apache Pass, is proof that the author was

23
not totally ignorant about the country of which he wrote.
History doesn't say much about the struggles be
tween pioneer ranchers and early-day railroads but, like
everything else in the raw West, there were fights between

24
them, too.

On this idea William Colt MacDonald based

his novel Roarin' Lead.
The plot centers around an outlaw, Heenan, hired
by the San Mateo and Escabrosa line to rustle and stampede
the cattle of the ranchers who elected to trail their herds
rather than pay the exorbitant shipping rates.

Heenan is

pictured as cultured, educated, clean and courteous in spite
of his lawless activities.
been.

Such a character could have

John Hingo was one of the most notorious criminals

ever known in Arizona, and yet it is said that "The primi
tive speech of the frontier was not his language; he spoke
22]srna Fergusson in Our Southwest (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1940), p. 101, says Butterfield with his stages
was the first man to really put Arizona on the map.
23charles Alden Seltzer, West of Apache Pass
(New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1 9 3 4 ) , )09 pp.
24McClintock, op. cit.. pp. 288-302.
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literate English and many believed that he had been educated
25
in college."
MacDonald uses dynamite in his story to close a
pass leading to stolen cattle.

Since mining and ranching

have been parallel industries in Arizona, there is no reason
why outlaws shouldn’t have used explosives.

However, there

is only one account of any cattleman having ever done so.
It is told in one of the state histories that:
In the San Pedro valley near Hereford there were
two ranchers, Jim Burnett and Bill Greene. Jim Burnett
was a man of violence who long was justice of the
peace at Charleston and none too friendly with Greene.
One day Greene’s daughter Helen and a girl playmate
were drowned as they were playing on the bank of the
stream. Though Burnett was not in the vicinity, Greene
believed him responsible for the destruction of the dam,
hunted him down at Tombstone and slew him on the pub
lic street. Greene was acquitted.2°
Roarin’ Lead is not an authentic Arizona ranch
story.

Only one small part is useful.

The loyalty of the

cowboys to their outfit is stressed, and there is nothing
purely fictitious about that.

The regular ranch hand would

fight at any insult aimed at the place, defend the property,
Z^McClintock, op. cit., p. 603.
26one of the most colorful families ever in the
ranch business in Arizona is the Greenes. From the days
when old Bill Greene rode over the country in his private
car startling the entire United States by his eccentricities
until the present young Bill goes flying over his range in
his own plane, the Greenes have been everything an author
needs for material. It is most baffling as to why someone
has not written a novel or saga about them. - This Jim Bur
nett is the one previously mentioned who got his cattle by
fining drunks twenty head for each offense.
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and have a deep personal regard for his employer.

Jobs

were easy to get, and when a cowboy lost respect for his
27
outfit he quit it and went on to another.
The outlaw stories written between 1928 and through
1935 are not all reviewed here.

Many of them are out of

print and obtainable only by chance.

There isn’t an entire

book among the ones listed in this chapter that stirs the
reader to great applause, but there are good parts here
and there among them.

If one could only glean the best of

each and combine it in one novel, he would have something
worthwhile in the way of Arizona literature.

^William Colt MacDonald, Eoarin* Lead (New York:
Covici - Friede, 1935), 308 pp.

CHAPTER VI

FICTITIOUS OUTLAWS 1936-1944
The flow of ranch fiction kept increasing during
the latter part of the thirties, with a great deal of em
phasis being placed on the outlaw activities.

This barrage

of western novels continues with the time set as the pres
ent but with the plot woven around life in Arizona during
the last two decades of the nineteenth century.

Such

methods of writing have always been considered inferior,
and the more progressive Arizona has become the more anoma-lous the fiction appears.
Henry Herbert Knibbs attempted to bring Billy the
Kid to life again when he wrote The Tonto Kid. Here again
is a boy-wonder in the arts of riding, shooting, and gamb
ling.

According to the story, the Tonto Kid came calmly

floating down the Canadian River during a flood, sitting in
a wooden tub, sucking his thumb.

The child was picked out

of the water by a gang of outlaws and carefully trained to
become one of them.

By the time the Kid reached his teens

he was an expert in lawless maneuvers, quick-witted enough
to become a leader in the Arizona and New Mexico raids,

no

then sufficiently far-sighted to get on the side of the law
before caught in its clutches.

The tale is not authentic

and has little to recommend it.
The actual facts of Billy the Kid*s life are much
more remarkable than any Knibbs used in his novel.

The

young outlaw, William Antrim, began his criminal career at
the age of twelve when he killed a man in Silver City, New
Mexico.

Mrs. Antrim was a widow running a boarding house,

and when one of her customers became abusive Billy grabbed
a gun and shot him.

At the time people who knew the family

thought the child would have been cleared if he hadn’t
fled the country.

As it was Billy bolted afoot, killed

again to get horses, and landed in the San Simon valley
with a good start toward outlawry.

Nine years later the

love of a girl brought the dangerous Kid to a ranch house
where the officers succeeded in shooting him down in the
1
middle of the night.
In The Story of the Outlaw, a study of the western
desperado by Emerson Hough, there is this comment:
The desert region of the West seemed always to
breed truculence and touchiness. Some of the most
desperate outlaws have been those of Western Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona. These have sometimes been
Mexicans, sometimes half-breed Indians, but usually1
1 C.W. Allen’s reminiscences, op. cit.
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bad white men who took naturally to the gun. By all
means the most prominent figure in the fighting along
the Southwestern border was Billy the Kid, who had
more than a score of killings to his credit when he
died at the age of twenty-one.
At twelve just after killing his first man he was
in Fort Bowie - killed three Apaches to get a horse
showed up in Tucson, employed his precocious skill at
cards. In a gambler’s quarrel he killed another man
and fled into Sonora. The Southwest border offered
few opportunities for making an honest living. There
were mines and cow ranches. It was just natural that 2
the Kid should take up the wild life of the cowpuncher.
From Arizona Billy went back into New Mexico by
way of the Guadalupes, where he did his worst.

The terri

torial authorities had no success in coping with him.

At

one time the governor, Lew Wallace, made a temporary truce
with the outlaw and went to his cabin to talk things over.
The Lincoln County war was on and the killings were growing
worse, with the Kid a dangerous leader on one side.

Billy

listened to the governor’s proposition, but turned it down
because it meant fighting against an Englishman who had be
friended Billy when he was a small child.

Whatever the

part the Britisher was playing in the New Mexico battle, he
was killed and after that there was no stopping the Kid’s
thirst for revenge.
If Knibbs had made good use of these facts. The
Tonto Kid might have been an excellent novel.

As it is

^Emerson Hough, The Story of the Outlaw (New York:
The Outing Publishing Co., I9 0 7 }, pp. 259-260.
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the author has concocted a fabulous and useless tale, dis
torted authentic events, and weakly characterized one of
the greatest potential literary heroes of the entire West just one more example showing how good Arizona material can
j
3
be interpolated into a nauseous novel.
The Shootin* Sheriff by Clem Colt came off the
press in 1938.

Colt dedicates his book
"To Dane Coolidge
A swell hombre.....
and a damn fine writer!"

This is not a very auspicious beginning, but has the defin
ite ring of being the work of some enthusiastic Easterner
who really wishes he were a Westerner.

The scenes of this

particular book are laid in "Spavined Nag" on a ranch using
the "Wine Glass" brand.
was such a brand.

Years ago "up on the Blue" there

The Blue Mountains are in eastern Arizona

adjacent to the White range.
The plot includes the following characters:

wild

Bill Dome, newly-elected sheriff; Lola, the blonde goddess
who deals faro; Marcia, daughter of the rancher-mayor of
Spavined Nag; Pecos Borst, a gambler, leader of the gang
of rustlers.

Others in the story are a crooked banker, a

flashy Mexican with a big straw hat, an ex-convict, one
honest deputy who was formerly an outlaw, and a "sky-pilot"
3Henry Herbert Knibbs, The Tonto Kid (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap by arrangement with Houghton Mifflin and
Co., 1936), 260 pp.
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who always gets the proper death-bed confessions.

Even in

1880 Colt believes the cigars were wrapped in cellophane; he
tells of aspens growing on the desert; and he fails to
learn how to spell western words.
About the only reliable sentence in the entire novel
is one saying that the sun is usually shining, only it
isn’t called the sun, but the "golden ball of Apollo."

It

could be that in some style of writing the "golden ball"
might shine over the Wupatki ruins or even the Grand
Canyon, but when it glows over Spavined Nag something is
4
wrong. The Shootin* Sheriff is not acceptable.
Among the writers of western fiction, William
MacLeod Baine is the most frequently given credit for the
5
best work.
He writes smooth, readable tales and is more
conscientious about establishing the time; but, like most
of the other authors, he, too, lets his imagination run
away with him.

In Sons of the Saddle, a contemporary

novel, the plot logically deals with a modern outlaw ele
ment. The scenes are laid in Barranca which, in the de
scriptions , sounds very much like the present-day Phoenix.
4ciem Colt, The Shootin* Sheriff (New York: Phoenix
Press, 1938), 256 pp.
^Found by questioning of people who read western
novels. Charles Pickerell of the University of Arizona is
one example.
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The story is centered around Lyn Gilbert, a combination
crook, suave politician, wealthy rancher, and prominent cit
izen of the city.

Gilbert’s niece, Karen, is his ward.

The girl has a great deal of money and is fully aware that
her unscrupulous uncle will get it away from her if possible.
A young cowboy, Gordon Stone, helps Karen through all her
difficulties, and in the end justice is done.
The book has been carried to extremes in the char
acterization of Gilbert.

No realistic writing could show

a man at this time so flagrantly swindling relatives and
hiring men to kidnap and kill.

However, it could portray

a political boss such as Gilbert is.

Unfortunately,

Arizona doesn’t differ from other states in political mat
ters - moneyed men dictate.

These men gain their objec

tives by using their financial power in as ruthless fashion
as their predecessors took what they wanted by flourishing
guns.
Since Raine wanted to use a kidnapping scene in
his novel, he placed the time wisely.

There are no records

of any ranch girl having been kidnapped in Arizona prior
to 1930, and it is most erroneous to use such an idea in

6
any early-day outlaw story.
^The only rancher’s daughter ever kidnapped in
Arizona was the child, June Robles, Tucson, 1934. This
was proved definitely not to be the work of outlaws, but
the incident might have been the basis for the kidnapping
part of Raine’s plot.
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Sons of the Saddle on the whole is not a good con
temporary story of life in Arizona.

The girl, Karen, and

the cowboy, Gordon, are the best characters but do not
live up to Raine’s reputation.
Like a great many of the western novels, the set
ting of Riders of the Broken Circle is very vague.

It seems

to be a favorite trick of many writers of Southwestern fic
tion to leave it just that - just somewhere in Arizona,
Colorado, or any of the neighboring states.

Tevis Miller

places his characters in White Pine Valley, while the pine
forests in Arizona are of the yellow variety; but his crook
rustler is called Ike Ringo and certainly an outlaw named
Ringo calls forth visions of Arizona.

Jim Riordan, a good

substantial Arizona name up in the pine country, is the
shooting cowboy who rescues the Broken Circle from the ter
rors of Ringo's rustling.

The rancher, Kennedy, has a

daughter, Marguerite, who gives excellent expression to her
love for the vast grandeur of the West.
If Miller was trying to write about the Arizona
Ringo, he erred sadly when he had him-kidnap the rancher’s
daughter.

It is said that

Old-timers still tell of Ringo’s quixotic ideals
regarding women. Womanhood to him was an icon before
7william MacLeod Raine, Sons of the Saddle (New
York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1938), 276 pp.
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which he bowed in reverence. No woman was so bad that
she was ever outside the pale of his knightly chivalry.
A man who in his presence made a disparaging remark
about any woman, be she irreproachable maid or matron,
or red-light siren, had to eat his words or fight.
That was John Bingo’s way.®
There is no explanation for the pattern of "thrill
ers” which calls for girls to be kidnapped.

The notion has

persistently run through the western novels for over twenty
years without any legitimate foundation whatsoever.

One

authority mentions, "Rash was a cowboy dandy, a rustler,
who forced his attentions on ranchers’ daughters but never
9
in Arizona.”
In 1880 in Holbrook there was the following
incident:

-

Berado, a Spaniard, and his wife ran an eating
house in connection with Padilla1s saloon. Senora
Berado, a generous woman, was kidnapped by Henry
Huning1s partner, who on Huning’s instructions, got
Berado drunk on his own whiskey and then carried the
senora to Huning’s ranch home at Show Low. On his next
sober day Berado started in pursuit, a hopeless one, he
soon discovered, because of Huning’s power and influ
ence. Soon afterward, Berado abandoned his home and
store and left the country.10
A few meagre reports such as this are not sufficient
background for novelists to use so constantly in their
work.

The senora was Spanish, probably Mexican in the
8Burns, op. oit.. p. 134.
^Coolidge, Fighting Men of the West, p. 102.
lOArizona - A State Guide, op. pit., p. 313.
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minds of her associates, and in those days there was no
"Good Neighbor” policy.
Riders of the Broken Circle is just another "Western"with neither motive nor characterization based on any
truth of Arizona life.

It isn't a true romance; it is

just one more book written with action, thrill, and a

11
"pepper of passion" solely to please the public.
E.B. Mann places the time of his story. Shootin'
Melody, as about 1932 when the country was still in the
midst of the depression.

Recollections of Apache raids

and the use of the Broken Arrow and Hat brands indicate
Arizona as the location.
There are two outstanding characters, Ben Melody
and Lynn Custis.

Ben, an orphan, has been ousted from the

university with nothing to fall back on but a ranch.

His

place is heavily mortgaged to the bank, and rustlers have
been busy with his cattle.

Lynn and an old-maid aunt have

come West to salvage a ranch, all that is left of their
family holdings after the crash of '29.
losing cattle.

Lynn, too, is

The two young people join forces in retriev

ing their fortunes and all ends happily.
The aunt is a vivid, alert little old lady adding
a good bit to the tale; Dyer, Lynn’s foreman, is interesting
llTevis Miller, Riders of the Broken Circle (New
York: Phoenix Press, 193$) , 255 pp.
''
/
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in the unusual role of a sophisticated cowboy crook; and
the banker, Aker, intrigues the reader with his dual per
sonality,

The entire plot is built around rustler activ

ities, and the casual critic would be prone to doubt the
validity of such lawlessness in a contemporary novel.
ever,

How

......

During the past few years cattlemen’s associations
through-out the West have repeatedly listed rustling
as a problem second only to that of market fluctua
tions. In 1939 more range cattle were being stolen
than at any other time in historyI
Here is a highly significant headline from the
leading newspaper in a western state:
CATTLE MEN OF COLORADO CONSIDER
’SECRET THREE’ TO FIGHT RUSTLERS
It might have been a newsy headline in 1875 and would
have fitted with the times. But it was published on
February 14, 1936.
Another headline, over a news article dated Denver,
Colorado, October 2, 1938, read:
RANCHERS FIGHT COW ’RUSTLERS’
Look for Way to Put Branding Marks
on Bills of Sale Just as They
Are Burned on Animals’ Sides
Both articles were Associated Press wire releases, and
were displayed prominently in practically every daily
paper in the West and to a lesser degree throughout
the East.
On August 1, 1938, a headline over an article from
Nogales, Arizona, said:
'
CATTLE THEFT RING FOUGHT
Ranchers of Sonora Organize
to Combat Wholesale Rustling
’’Cattle rustling on a scale never approached in the
most lawless days of the American west is now going on
in the Mexican state of Sonora,” the article announced,
"and Mexican officers have come -here to seek co
operation of the United States Border Patrol and other
American officials in breaking up an elaborately organ
ized syndicate believed to head in high places. The
Mexican officers estimate that Sonora ranchers alone
lose five thousand animals a month. Many of these are
driven secretly to Phoenix and Los Angeles stock yards.
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At least one hundred cowboys are in the theft syndicate’s
employ. Financial backers and ’brains’ of the syndicate,
the Mexican officials state are moneyed men of Arizona
and Sonora."
From Cheyenne, Wyoming, on February.1, 1939, came a
United Press article headlined:
WEST AROUSED BY EFFICIENT HERD RUSTLERS
Ranchers Call For United Action By
States To Curb Menace
The article stated that the Wyoming Stock Grower’s
Association was urging similar sessions in every other
Western state to join in a militant effort. "Rustling
nowadays differs from the old-time raiding only in
the efficiency of the modern thieves," the Association
officers are quoted. "Authorities have found it vir
tually impossible to capture the bandits and, when
captured, to convict them. Many large ranches have
revived the old system of ’riding herd’ over the cat
tle, but on scattered ranges this proves ineffectual.
Threats of bringing back King Colt and the noose have
been expressed by cattlemen most heavily damaged."12
In 1943 The Arizona Daily Star took cognizance of
the cattle stealing and published the following editorial:
ARIZONA’S MIRACULOUS COWS
Arizona is known throughout the world for its numer
ous outstanding features. The Grand Canyon is one of
the seven wonders of the world. The copper mines of
the state are renowned for their enormous production.
The climate of various parts of the state like Tucson
and Phoenix is known so well that it attracts thousands
of tourists each year. ...
Despite the zeal with which all of us here in
Arizona can point to our state’s many wonders and attrac
tions, most of us are completely unaware of one of the
rarest but most valuable assets the state has. Most of
us have completely neglected the fact that Arizona’s
cows are endowed with powers that no other cows in the
world have.
Ordinarily cows can have only one calf a year and
twins are rare. But Arizona’s cows are different.
Arizona’s cows have nearly two calves a year. You
12Arnold and Hale, op. cit.. pp. 110-112.
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don’t believe it? Let us go to the official recorda.
The State Taz Commission compiles every year a sum......mary of all assessed property in the state. That in
cludes all cattle. The Arizona Livestock Sanitary
Board records the movement of all cattle from the state
and all cattle sent to slaughter houses within the
state, , A comparison of- these f igures proves how miracu
lous Arizona’s cows are.
Following this figures from the two reports are
given for the years 1940, 1941» 1942*

The statement is made

that the same condition existed in the previous years.

The

article ends:

■

h -rt

The ordinary gestation*of a calf is nine months.
How then can 300,000 cows produce year after year a
market crop of 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 animals annually?
■>
:.
/ T h i s is one of the wonders of Arizona, Arizona has
miraculous cows.^
,:. ■ :
-.v
There, are only two explanations for the statement
in the editorial.

Either the tax assessors are unable to

count cattle, or the surplus stock is being rustled across
the .border,

.

--

: In 1932 Dane Coolidge said that therejwere large
gangs of cattle thieves in Arizona who passed for reputable
citizens.

They paid their bills promptly, were well thought

of,- but they made it their business, to run off cattle and
sell them through members of their gang to feeders in the
14
■;
Salt River Valley.
.
l?The Arizona Daily Star. August ,9, 1943.
14coolidge, Fighting Men of the West, p. 265 . 1
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The cattle rustling does still go oh.

President

Roosevelt twice refused to sign the bill which the Congress
men presented to get a federal anti-rustling bill passed,and the cattlemen feel that must be the ultimate answer.
The association officials say that::

.;v

'

Maybe Uncle Sam1s'- "G-Men* can don western hats and
six-shooters and become a picturesque agency for put
ting cattle thieving at an end. Certainly something
will have to be done to bring the force of law and
order up to the efficiency^of the Streamlined rustlers
themselves. Organized, motorized thieves nowadays
put to shame the saddled rustler of yesterday, whose
chief pride and skill was in rewriting somebody else’s
brand. Everybody knows that such stealing is being
done and that the profits are building nice homes and
sending sons and daughters to U.S.C. or Stanford so
they will grow up, to be intelligent American citizens.
But nobody can stop it. (Didn’t everybody know that
A1 Capone was a gangster chief in the 1920’s? Will
future scholars say that these accounts are just
exaggerated fiction?)15
In Shootin * Melody Mann uses such stories as these

current ones to carry along his plot.

He accounts for-his

gun play..
in"-•
the
book
and, when the shooting
•
: - very• logically
• ••■*
- ■■ ,[ •
goes too strong, the hero is deputized to keep it all
within the pale of the law.
in fiction.

Nothing wrong with that idea

It was a well-known custom in Arizona.

Here

is an author who has written a possible though not too

16
probable novel.

It is above the average.

^Arnold and Hale, op. cit.. pip. 94-120.

'

l^E.B. Mann. Shootin’ Melody (New York: William
Morrow and Co., 1938), 3 1 0 pp.

—

|-n - lr.r,r,lln ^ lri„ll^
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v Arizona Jim was written by Charles Seltzer five
years after he had written West of Apache Pass, but the
story only begins in Arizona,then the scene switches to
New Mexico.

Supposedly Jiir MacDonald won his name and fame

in Tombstone. For ten years in Cochise County the cowpuncher was held in high regard for his ability as a gun

•

man,- so the governor of New Mexico enlisted the Arizonan’s
help when it was necessary to eliminate Haddam and his gang
at Red Hooki '

:

-- -

-

-

■'

Arizona Jim accepts the offer, sends for his
sister, and with her appears in Red Rock in.the guise of a
minister.

He is received in various ways, but One saloon

man is greatly impressed by the new preacher and makes an
introductory speech.

:

"Gents,"he said in the quick silence, "this here’s
your new parson. He's come to open the meetin' house,
to glorify God and herd ride sin. H e ’s got his papers
OK from the bishop. H e ’s a simon pure parson but h e ’s
man-sized. He-ain’t allowin’ that he's goin' to
preach the eternal damnation of booze because he says
h e ’s fit.booze, and if a man can’t quit guzzling it of
his own accord he wouldn*t.have s ease enough to heed
_any gospel in that line. But he *s allowin' you all
has got plenty more sins which is a heap worse than
drinkin’..And he’s goin* to yap some about them to
you, soon as we can get the meetin’ house hoed out and
in order." "
V
For a time then Seltzer puts his cowboy herd very

much in the role of Endieott Peabody who, in the early
eighties, was an Episcopal vicar in Tombstone.

It is from

the "Private Journal of George Whitwell Parsons" that the

1
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story of the minister;Is taken:

;

A swaying stage coach drawn by six panting, lathered
horses, galloped into Tombstone, Arizona, wheeled along
Toughnut Street and clattered to a stop in front of the
stage office in a cloud of adobe dust, on the lower
edge of the evening of Saturday, January 28, 1882.
—
Among the travel-weary passengers who alighted and
stretched their tired limbs on the busy street was a
fearless, athletic young pastor named!End!doth Peabody,
who had arrived to take charge of the local Episcopal
parish - the first in the then wild and sparsely set
tled Arizona. And he went to work with a vigor to
preach the' doctrine of brotherly love despite the threats
from various much-feared gunmen who recognized only the
gospel of violence unto all men Who opposed them, if
•

As Arizona Jim draws to a close the cowboy discards

his clerical robes and shoots it out with the gang he had
been hired to exterminate.

It doesn't seem plausible that a

eowpuncher could take the part of a clergyman, but many of
the western range men had been trained in their past for
different vocations.

Russell Doubleday in his autobiography

says:
It was hear round-up season and the riders were be
ing gathered, preparatory to starting off on the great
yearly summing up (harvest time in the cow business)
..expedition. There, were men from all over the United
States and Mexico, college bred men and men of the
soil..No,man knew the other man's history nor would any
17Hay L. Hayhurst, "A Two-fisted Pastor Arrives in
Tombstone,” Arizona Highways^ Marchv 19A1. n . 21.
(Dr. Peabody was later headmaster at Groton School when Presi
dent Roosevelt was a student there, offered prayer at
Roosevelt's second inauguration, and performed the ceremony
when Franklin Roosevelt, Junior, married Ethel DuPont - quite
a change from his first duties in turbulent Tombstone.
Dr. Peabody wintered in Tucson in 1941, insisted that most of
the tales of his heroism in early days were purely legendary.
His death occurred in 1944.)
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one ask questions. There was hardly a one who had-mot
had strange experiences of which they might tell.l°
Certainly Seltzer stretched his imagination to the
breaking point when he planned his plot for Arizona Jim,
but the story is good enough light reading.

If the scenes

had been kept in Arizona, the book might have been included
in a list of better novels.

-

Any Arizonan reading Sudden Rides Again by Oliver
Strange would certainly seethe with indignation.

Undoubt-•

edly it tops all of the ranch fiction in the realm of fantasy.
"Sudden” is a cowpuncher and a gunman who becomes
a gun fighter.

In western terms there is a difference; a

gunman was an outlaw, a gun fighter was an officer.

This

change of heart of Suddenfs was due to the plea of an
Arizona territorial governor for his help in ridding Hell
City of a bandit;and his gang.

The bandit is thought to be

the wayward son of the honorable and wealthy rancher, Colonel
Keith.

The M n d i t ;hides his face with a mask, calls him

self "Satan," and decorates his henchmen with red,"imps" on
their shirts to show they belong to his organization. ;The
ISRussell Doubleday, Cattle Ranch to College
(Doubleday, Page and Co., 1920),.p. 268.
:^
^/Charles;Alden Seltzer, Arizona Jim (Hew York:
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1939), 279 pp.
~
.

- ..

' y"
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‘

hide-out Is a series' of old Indian dwellings in the eanyons

i

and oavesof northern Arizona.

These rooms are furnished

magnificently, decorated with Navajo rugs, and hung with
:

life-sized paintings which serve as disguises for men be
hind them.

Far to the back are torture chambers of the

most fiendish sort.

.

;

' . To quote one small part of the novel will be suf
ficient to indicate why it can not be accepted.

"Sudden*

Jim Green leaves the governor in Tucson to go first to

.

rescue their mutual friend, Dolver, who has failed to return from Hell City.

After a great deal of maneuvering

Sudden gets to the inside.of the bandit’s hide-out, and
then "Satan” speaks:

. :

L

Lvav.

. The governor is good enough to take an interest in
me I have f ound,” the hard voice began. "He has al-.
ready sent in two spies. The. first.one went back in a
box ready for burial, and this one will return the same
way when I am through with him. The reliable Lagley has
reported to me that you are a gunman worthy to be one
of us. He says you are a good shot . I am about to
test your skill. Lift our prisoner up, Silver."
The ape-like dwarf, Silver, raised the supine form
of the imprisoned man as if it had been that of. an
infant and the- oowpuncher needed all his iron control
to suppress a cry of horror. Never had he seen a more
dreadful sight. Through the tattered fragments of
clothing the shriveled frame of the poor wretch gleamed
like the bleached bones of a skeleton, the limbs hung
loosely as if tied on with strings. Long matted white
hair and beard draped a pallid, blood-drained face,
with sunken cheeks, glazed eyes and drooling lips.
Sudden schooled his features to an expression, of,
callous indifference; he had found Dolver too late.
The man was dying. He might live for days enduring un
speakable agony., but there was no hope. He fought the
impulse to shoot down the devil who now stood, gloating
over his handiwork but this was Keith*s son, the i

_________________ __ ____ ___ __ ________ __

-

__
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leader, and to slay him nov. .would, not break up the
gang. And probably he wouldn’t get out of Hell City
alive, which was a chance he must take since he had
work to do. So, in a voice he hardly recognized, he
said, v
.. ,
.
■:
. ... . :
”lhat 1a wrong with his arms and legs?”
"Broken at the knees and elbows - it saves bonds,”
the monster explained. "How I wish the governor could
see him."
■
/'
V"
-'r
. He gave an order and Silver, supporting his burden
easily with his left arm, gripped the lolling head
with his enormous paw and held it upright, as in a
vise - .-, ...— V-•.*-•
.......
... .....
"You have heard of dying by Inches,"Satansaid
coolly. "This man is dying by fractions of an inch.
You see that groove extending from the forehead back
over the scalp? Well, every day I deepen it the small
est shade by a bullet. Eventually I shall touch the
brain, and then — "
Into the piteous eyes of the prisoner, near blind
from pain, came a spark of life, and from the mumbling
lips a weak, wail;
"For God’s sake, kill me."
,
The masked man laughed hideously. "Always the same
prayer," he gibed, and finished with blasphemy. ; :
Stepping back several paces, he drew a pistol,
aimed and fired. The shot drew a despairing moan from
the victim, and Sudden could see the faintest trickle of
blood from the groove. The marksman looked up trium
phantly.
;
" "
‘ .
"That’s shooting,.my gun-slinging friend," he
sneered. :•
'''
"
-:
The puncher did not seem impressed. "Fair," he ad
mitted.
"Gan you equal it?"
.
.
"Shore,.'"fifin’:at a fixed mark is dead easy.” ;
"Try i t c a m e the command.
:
.
^
Sudden shrugged; this was just.the invitation for
which he had been angling. Drawing one of his guns, he
raised it slowly, took careful aim and fired. The
bullet struck an inch below the groove and Dolver’s
head slipped from the dwarf’s grasp and fell forward.
For a second the bandit could not believe what he saw,
and then-, "You clumsy fool, you’ve killed him,” he
cried, almost beside himself with rage. "I’ve a mind
t

Q

•m

m m m

.... ■

"

Apparently the visitor was too chagrined and
ashamed to resent either the epithet or the threat.
"Which I ’m allowin’ it was a poor shot," he said
dejectedly. "Alius do forget that it is this gun that
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throws a mite low. You certainly: can shoot, mister.”
... When he was well beyond the range of prying ,
eyes, Sudden straightened up;in his saddle. His face
was drawn and set with resolve. He had been driven to
kill the man, Dolyer, whom he had come to save, just as
he would have put out of its misery a suffering beast,
and it hurt.
V
«If jtjQ ever in a like case I hope someone will do
as much for me,” he muttered, and then; "I had to do
it. But the devil who made it necessary must pay, and
in full.”
”Satan” as a character in Sudden Rides Again is ab
solutely unfounded. No one denies that Arizona had plenty
of weird characters in her past, but none who could have
set the pattern for this fictitious outlaw.

People were

tortured in early days by the Apaches but they, at least,
had a justifiable motive and often were at their worst
only because of the tizwin which made them drunken devils.
There is one true story of fancy shooting in early
days which caused no actual physical suffering but a great
deal of mental anguish on the part of the victim.
.
- : -. .
' .. 21 ..
.
best told by Burns in Tombstone:

It is

Buckskin Frank Leslie, an outlaw cowpuncher, mar
ried the estranged wife of Michael Galeen just a few
weeks after he had killed him. They set up housekeep
ing in a cottage and lived quite happily for a time.
But Buckskin Frank found domesticity dull, and sought
to vary the drab monotony with piquant novelties. As
he sat in the mellow glow of the family hearth of an
evening, he would surprise his pretty bride by
20Frank C. Lockwood. The Apache Indians. (New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1938), p. M d .
21Burns, op. clt.. pp. 161-162.
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shooting a rose out of her hair or a cup of coffee out
of. her hand as she brought it in for supper. Or he
would stand her up against the parlour wall and, with
the neatness of. a pencil drawing, outline her figure with
bullets fired from across the room.
With the air of;an artist at an easel in his ate
lier, he would stand off and measure his subject - and
the distance - with his eye and then, having rounded
off the lady’s head with bullets placed an inch apart,
he would, work downward to skirt hem, marking rapid
pistol fire the while with rapid fire of comment and
criticism.
/‘. - r . , , ' . . - r v ;
-.
"Stand perfectly still, my dear,” he would say. "I
am now doing your left ear. .. Now for the other.
Ears are less difficult. ... Three bullets on each side
will do nicely for your throat. ... Smile, darling. ...
You are prettiest when you smile. ... My only regret is
• that I can't get your smile in the picture. ... Your
pose is charming this evening. Hold it one moment while
I reload. ... I am now at your waistline. I must n o t :
fail to bring out the fine curves. ... the skirt is
: easy. Draperies offer no difficulty to a real artist..."
The outline of the figure completed - a portrait of
this kind usually required several boxes of;.cartridges Mrs. Leslie was at liberty to step out of her bullet
silhouette. Then, as a finishing detail, the; Michael
Angelo of the six-shooter would touch in eyes, nose,
and mouth with .a few final shots. ...
■
Mrs. Leslie, being of a purely domestic turn, showed
her utter lack of artistic appreciation by getting a
divorce.22
As diabolical as this may sound, it was not really
dangerous.

The cowboys of that day could shoot with such

skill that it is barely possible for any writer of fiction
to exaggerate their ability.

Those who did backward

^Members of my family lived next door to the
:
Leslies at this time. , It was not a very happy arrangement,
since Mrs. Leslie,insisted in visiting to voice her com
plaints. They were sympathetic, but it wasn’t a good idea
to openly take sides against her husband.
;
r

shooting, shot from the hip, or used fanning

were in the

minority but they did it; the men from off the range were
very capable in the use of firearms.
Strange, however, adds fiendish reasons for his
characters to show their prowess with guns, a practice not
permissible.

The Arizona cowboys were rough and tough;

they didn’t hesitate to steal, burn, and kill; they had a
perverted sense of humour, but they were not sex-maniacs
or fiends.
After reading Sudden Rides Again the thought flashes
through one’s mind that it should be called a libel.

In

non-technical language libel is defined as an untruthful
printed statement which exposes a person or group of persons
to public hatred, contempt or ridicule.

Certainly

Strange’s novel might stir up all three emotions about
Arizona.

It might be timely to pass some law whereby fic

tion supposedly about the state must first be submitted to
a board before it can be published.

If Zane Grey’s novels

have brought people to Arizona, Oliver Strange’s will keep
23Fanning is using a triggerless gim held in one
hand while the other is brushed rapidly across the hammer
fanwise to cook the gun, and firing it by the weight of the
hammer itself. Lake, op. cit.. p. 39.
'n ,
-v
- I / . ; - ^
24Carl N. Warren, Modern News Reporting (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1934), p. 179.
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25
them away.
Canyon Rattlera by Ell Goiter is a novel whieh be
gins in Arizona and then switches to Ifontana. " The plot is
built around the cowman. Black Desmond, who is an outlaw
with few virtues except his love for the small, goldenhaired son whose mother is dead. He keeps the child hidden
but,:when he learns on a trip to town that the net of the
law is closing,around him, he decides to take the boy still
farther away.
^

...

i

'

It’is then he' leaves for,Montana, and from
A

. - -

-

there on the story has no use here.

:v ■

'

.

: ^

.v . .

Such a beginning suggests the unusual in Arizona
because there are no reliable references which tell of the
children of any of the famous outlaw cowboys.

They were

not given to marrying and having families. However,,Colter
reliably shows that regardless of his own vices, an outlaw ,
would have made every effort to have kept a son from following the wrong path.

The following excerpts from recent

letters of a cowpuncher in the state penitentiary to his
fifteen-year-old son who is motherless explain the usual
attitude:

:

..... .

,

25oiiver Strange, Sudden Rides Again (New York:
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1959), p. 2§0.
2^lli Colter. Canyon Rattlers (New York: Dodge
Publishing Co., 1939), p. 256.
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My dear, boy,
:
... ■ w . .... , ..
... I knew when you told me that they had given you
a horse for your very own that it was just an entice
ment. Since I have been here I-have learned that " '
and his gang are worse crooks than any man in this
place where I am. ... I would suggest that you don’t
: go back but ask some of the Welfare Board to get your
things. ... I am glad you like your new job and hope you
can make good. It isn't a case of "can" you make good
but "will" you. I know at heart you are not a bad boy
- so, son, try to do right by your fellow man and when I
get out, we will go far away. ... Write me as often as
you can for I do worry a lot when I don't hear from
you.
From Dad with love and lots of it.
I have not been able to make any money for quite a
while since we can't get anything to work with. I had
a heck of a time getting stamps for your last letters.
Dated five days later is another letter, written
this time on better paper and with ink.

:;

•
:

My dear boy,
- I was glad to receive your letter and not surprised
at what you tell me. ... The best thing to do is take
it until I can get out of here and.then we will go
some pla'ce else and start clean. .. . Since I am here
where I can't fight back they can take advantage of you
because you are a convict's kid, but I won't always be
one so do the best you can to stay out of trouble. ....
I don't have any idea how much longer I will be here
because I don't believe in promises anymore. We are
not living in the days when I was a boy; then if there
was a difference, between two.men, they settled it them
selves but now it is different. I was a Deputy Sheriff
in Tombstone in 19— . In those days that bunch of
wolves there in Tucson couldn’t have held jobs as
scavengers. ... Thanks for the stamps for they were
needed.
Love and best wishes , _
;.
: .......
Daddy Tom2 '

2?"Daddy Tom's" boy was introduced to me as a refugee
from Greece. He seemed so typically western that I ims inter
ested and observed him rather closely. .He left suddenly and
after he had gone I found the two letters from which I have
quoted. This.has been done in a spirit of kindness, not
malice - the letters so pathetically show such a lot about
the type of man which I am trying to prove of some worth.
The spelling and punctuation of the letters are not changed.
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There could be no "better way than with these let
ters to show that even gunmen are very human when It comes
to love and anxiety for their children.

It has not seemed

necessary to pry into the reasons for "Daddy Tom's" down
fall ; it is very clearly just another case of a reckless
cowboy who has swung back and forth between law enforcement and law breaking.

The outlaw’s paternal love is all

that is realistic about Colter’s Canyon Rattlers.
Tom Gunn is the author of ■Painted
Outlaws.
......... .'
.' Post
' " " ."
ji;
ij
."n.]jJ1j"' •
which is a novel with a most impossible plot, but the author
does describe excellently the scene of a ranch fire.
The outlaws of Painted Post had banded together to
organize a new territory to be known as Mexona and to eonsist of some land from southern Arizona and some from
northern Sonora, Mexico.
fact.

Such a plot has no foundation of

There have been Arizonans who thought it would bene

fit both states if Sonora should be annexed to the United
States but, if, any such steps have ever been taken, it has
been with too much secrecy to make a reliable story.
To make it seem logical that Painted Post, Arizona,
should have such an outlaw element, Gunn gives this ex-

■

1

-
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-
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planation:
Why outlawry thrived in Southern Arizona perplexed
honest settlers. Many theories were formed to account
for it, even the fanciful one that the harsh, resistant
nature of the land hardened men's souls. But the
trouble was due largely t o “geography. To the east,

*
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New Mexico ?s bouMary was gueurded witli Vigilaates,
terrible in•their wrath, Farther east, Texas;Rang#?e
ruled along the:Bib Grande . Westward, California .
basked beside Mexico *s ,isolated peninsula province of
Baja or Lower California, which vfas .too hopelessly ;
unproductive to be :other than peaceful.
;
: But the rugged desert border of Arizona Territory,
rich in xinfenced range and unfound minerals vras un-V
patrolled. It was the last frontier, a rendezvous for
hunted.men. Here outcasts roamed like fence-busting
mavericks; depredating, rustling, killing on United
States soil, then,in Mexico; hopping the international
line as the prospect .of easy loot attracted them; mock
ing the little law that resisted their bloody enter
prises in .this remote and lonely part of the great
Southwest.
V/.v
:,o .
;..
V;.',-': .
In early days one way to get rid of undesirables
who came in and settled on the ranges of the big outfits was
to burn them out;

It was the custom to threaten them first

and scare them away without such severe tactics if rpossible.
If nothing else worked, there might be some shooting fol
lowed by a fire. Gunn h as,done good work in giving.a desorlptiqn.^

c -.

.y

J

Harley Tucker, a small rancher, sent word in to
Steele, the sheriff, that he was having trouble and would
like to talk it ’oyer with him.

Steele, an honest upright

man, got his deputy, a cowboy .called Shorty, and started
out to the Tucker ranch.

As they neared, the place they saw

they were too late; the house was already ablaze.
hurry along and

r; V

‘1

They:

u . -.v. :

An aggravating few seconds lost in opening a wire
gate and flinging it down allowed Shorty’s pinto to
catch up with Steele’s gelding. Details of the eerie
scene stood out hideously plain. A man afoot burst out
of the shed and started a dodgey run toward the house.

13 k

T h e ;gaunt skeleton of the roof had collapsed at one end.
As he made his desperate race the man pumped lead from
his six-gun^ The man was Harley Tucker. He kept the
circling riders from closing in. He spilled one of
them but his lead smacked into the horse. It threshed
dustily. The rider gathered himself up and; scuttled
...
off into the darkness. Into the burning house young
Tucker plunged.' He emerged with a woman in a flutter
ing nightgown, all streaming hair and frantic arms.
Tucker dropped her and started back at the wind
swept inferno for another rescue. But another rider
slashed in, his gun spouting, and Tucker fell.
Steele turned loose with his Golt. The rider
flattened himself and kept going, putting the burning
house between him and his pursuer.
,
Shorty kneed the pinto to out off his flight
:
toward the brushy slope. - As Steele streaked- straight
after him, the woman ran to him, screaming something .
and pointing at the house. The fierce heat was on
Steele *s face. ... but the woman was still screaming
and out of the holocaust came the thin but unmistakable
wail of a baby. Steele catapulted from the saddle, .
hit the ground running j and plunged into the blistering
flame. Before the smoke blinded him, he saw in one
corner of the furnace that had been a bedroom, a little
barrel crib. He picked It up and fought his way back
through a sagging doorway and emerged singed and chok
ing. The woman flung herself bn him fiercely as he
set the crib on the ground.1 Babbling, incoherent in
terror, she clawed the small blankets away and snatched
Up the Child.
- - ' 1'-- "
, She swayed to her fallen man and dropped to her
knees beside his outstretched, motionless body.
The turmoil of guns had passed^ like an evil dream,
leaving only the feebler crackling of the fire. Pur
suit was out of the question now so far as Steele was
concerned. He emptied his smarting lungs of smoke and
went to the huddled woman.: With one arm she had
lifted the sagging body of her husband against her
breast, still cltiMiing the baby with the other.
She walled:
.. . .
;
"Oh God, Harley, talk! Please speak to me. Who
were the f ilthy cowards?-' YWhy," ; . ■ The babyfs tiny hand, groping free of the swaddling
blanket, touched the man's cheek. He stirred just once.
His head slowly turned as he kissed the soft'oaressV
"Tell Judge. .. Mexona.
Then he shuddered and died.
i
The woman's hysterical grief reached a pitch that
pierced Steele to the marrow. He turned his back and
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went over to the dead horse, the animal that Tueker had
dropped. It was'neck-shot. He made a careful note of
its color, the brand on;the left hip, and other dis
tinguishing marks.
He went back to Tucker’s Widow. She sat crossed
legged, the man’s head in her lap, his sightless eyes
alight, not with life but from the fireglow. Her grief
had subsided to a shocked daze. She was a pretty lit
tle woman, or had been before the southern Arizona sun
and wind had taken toll of her frail beauty. She
rocked back and forth, stroking the head that only a
little while before had been pillowed beside her own.
Steele crouched beside her, hat off so that she
could see his face and respect and that he was no one
to fear.
"Tell me how it started and who started it," he
said gently. He had to repeat it before she seemed
even aware of his.nearness.
"I don’t know, I don’t know anything about it!”
she sobbed; "Harley, he was such a elosedraouth one.
He was worried I knew that. All he said before he
died was ... "
^
"I heard that. Pull yourself together some, m a ’am,
enough to tell me all you know about it.”
v
;
She straightened up with an effort of self control.
"When I woke up, I heard voices outside^ Harley’s
voice and others. I looked out."
"You recognize those others??
She shook her head forlornly and continued.
- "It was hard talk. An argument like they;was
forcing Harley to do something he didn’t want to. He
hit one of them and then ran for the shed."
,
"Why?"
She turned piteous eyes on him.
"How could I know? It was like he was after some
thing , more than to get away or to ... to leave me.
Then one of them jerked a sack of straw from behind his
saddle. Straw soaked in kerosene, I smelled it and saw
it catch as he touched the match to it, smashed a
window and threw it inside. The man said, ’This will
bring the fool back.’ The fire took holt fast there in
the kitchen where he threw it. By the time they got
on their horses and started for the shed it was too
late. I tried to put out the fire but there was a wall
of fire between me and the other room with the door."
She paused to gather strength, to struggle against
her choking grief. The house was only heaped;embers
now with gaunt twisted relics of furniture exposed in
the glowing ruins, a bed stead, a cooking stove, cherry
red from heat, and a hand pump at a sink with smoke

..:
...-.-.

... .... ..... :r._________ ___________ ■
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v

curling front the spigot as the crisp plunger smouldered.
, The pump handle was red-hot, too, and as the wash
ers disintegrated it suddenly lowered, as if from
'
ghostly touch, and the spigot spewed a final gush of
smoke. • '" -■
"Can you tell me anything more? Think!*
Her head bowed. A slow tear dropped from her cheek
on to the man’s pallid upturned face. It was quite
still all around them now except for the smothered
crash of an occasional, timber. There was a cellar
under the house, and it was the funereal pit how in which the.debris was sinking.
,

This, is told with the pithy, terse sentences.so characteristic of the cowboy, and indicates, that the author had observed the Westerner’s speech.
. '
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It.is regrettable that Gunn didn’t confine the .
plot of Painted Post Outlaws to a more suitable theme be- ..... .....

1 ":.r..

.. : .:

: .... : ....... :

* ♦

, ./

cause, in spite of his obscurity as a western writer, he
has caught something.more of the spirit of the cowboy than
have many others.

His character, “Shorty*, was a fellow

vrtio seldom complained, was loyal to his friends, cheerful,
if he couldn’t be that, silent; toward strangers he was
self-controlled and reticent - all of which is good pertrayal.

:.

..... ....■

.

. ..

..

.,

, It was evidently this natural reticence of the
cowboys toward newcomers that made so many authors decide
that taciturnity was a part of his general make-up.
isn’t so.

That

In his own group the cowboy is a great talker

z°Tom Gunn, Painted Post Outlaws (New York:
Julian Messner, Inc., 1939), p. 242.

-
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who•rambles along aimlessly, intimately^ or garrulously,
spinning range yarns with mnoh detail and some exaggeration,
all serving to make the story longer;
The cowboy has given many idioms to the language of
this country. ' From the range came many catch phrases which
have been added generally to the modern American vocabulary.
High-tailing it, hoofing, outfit, layout have a direct cat
tle lineage, as have worn down to a nub, taking the hide
off, and bed down.

Such slang as plumb locoed, panhandlerf

strays and.mavericks, hog-tied, and runt came from the :
range as did rustler, roundup, krone, roping-them in, riding
herd, and throwing the btill. By an agile feat of the
•
■
.
.
imagination it is possible to trace necking to a similar
origin:

on the roundup when a steer was unruly, his neck

was tied with a short rope to that of a gentler animal,
often burros, to quell the disturbance - and that was
29
1
necking.
■ ■ .
''/.v:;
In the non-fictional writing Alfred Henry Lewis in
his tales of "Wolfvilla” does the best work in showing how
the old-time cowboys really talked.

In the long speeches

he attributes to them there are the grammatical errors,
faulty diction, and profanity which.the Westerner used for
29Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit.. 0 ; 167.

: -

*
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30
emphasis and pundtuatlon.

A

good book for those who de

light in range language la Western Words by Ramon Adams.
In this small volume are such words as amitas, bellycheater, hooly-ann, and the genesis of the cowboy yell,
"Powder River! Let fer buck!"

Here are the various breeds

and colors of horse flesh - palomino, short-horse, paint,
31
appaloosa, eayuse, and others.
It even gives the recipe
32
for "son-of-a-gun" stew.
1 As early as 1848 John B. Bartlett published a
Diotioikry of Americanisms based on his observations while
for three years a commissioner on the Mexican boundary

'

where he gathered his words. He thought that some day there
would be a style and a literature based on this dialect.
It was in 1940 that J.E. G-rinstead wrote a novel
3pAlfred Henry Lewis, Woifvilie (New York:
Frederick A. Stokes Co., 1897, second edition), 337 pp.
3lRamon F. Adams, Western Vfords_ (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1944), p. 182.
(In The Saturday Review,
January 27, 1945, there are some humorous ¥ut not uhcdmplimentary comments on Adams * book. Under the topic
"Books" in the February 12, 1945 issue of-Time one complete
column is used to review Western Words. TSis editor pro
nounces- it one of the liveliest and most informal since
Dr. Johnson’s, also one of the easiest to read. "It gives
a vivid characterization of cowboys and their life.") ..
32|fhen Mr. -and Mr. Walter Fatheur of Chicago come
to their Arizona ranch bringing Eastern friends, the fore
man’s wife always makes Son-of-a-gun stew to the hilarious
delight of, visitors. Adams also gives the cowboy name "Sonof-a-bitch" stew which many Westerners use.
, ^Albert C. Baugh, History of the English
Language (Appleton-Century Co., 1936J, p. 4$6.
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which he called King of Eualpi Valley.

To him the rancher

himself was a more colorful character than a n y of the :cow
boys , and he devotes many pages to show the struggle of a
ranch owner and.the stamina it took to succeedvvThe “King*
of Himlpi Valley is Gib Wayne, a cattleman, who went to
the valley during the days of Indian ■raids:and carried on
until the invasion of dudes.
.

: _

:

:

5."- .v. v:

- In jCow Country Edward Everett Sale sums up the gen

eral characteristics of the typical cowman which apply
very suitably to the fictitious Wayne.

Hale says:

.

These men-were just as good as any who ever rode a
horse or walked the ground. They despised anything in
the way of sham*-pretense or snobbishness. : They were
apt to point out a companion's faults and weakness but
were cheerful in face of trouble and worked whole:
heartedly with pride in their accomplishments. They
: were.loyal to traditions, code, ideals, and were men
regardless of facing death, discomfort, stampeding cat
tle or human enemies. They were, generous to help
others,and never turned their backs on friends. ... or
; t o e s v/:
.
It,,was this disposition, of Wayne's to battle allfoes that had won for him the title of "King.”

In the be

ginning when he had encountered Indians while driving his
herds into.Eualpi, he outwitted and killed; many of them.
As years passed he met and. shot outlaws with:.the selfsame
ease. More time went by; the outlaws organized in the
fashion of criminals and Wayne’s power began slipping.
34 Hale, op. cit. , p .

252.

■

-
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Feeling the need of some younger man, he invites the young
cowpuneher, Cleek, in to help him and between them they
settle all unpleasantness.

Wayne's greatest struggle

comes when he has to admit that Matt Pace, a friend and
neighbor, is the head of the outlaw band.

For the first

time in his life he refuses to take part in a justifiable
killing when Matt is hung.

One other great disappointment

is caused by the discovery of the deceit of Walt Wayne, who
for a time poses successfully as a nephew.
Such a plot makes possible a great deal of killing
either from hanging or shooting, and it is easy to think
the whole thing is overdrawn, that perhaps wild cowboys did
shoot up towns and hang enemies in drunken sorties but that
surely no substantial citizens ever did such things.

But

maybe they did. Turn back to Pete Kitchen and read a oon... V-:h
temporary account of his ranch:
' :
^ -T:- v
jc u :
There is a sentinel posted on the roof/there is
another out in the cienaga with the stock, and the men
ploughing in the bottoms are obliged to carry rifles,
cooked and loaded, swung to the plough handle. Every
man and boy, and indeed, the women too, go armed. There
are revolvers and rifles and:shotguns along the walls
and in every corner. Everything speaks of a land of
warfare and bloodshed.
r
In front of Kitchen's is the cemetery where’the out
laws and desperadoes whom he kills are buried. Dona Rosa, his wife, is a good Catholic and she faithfully
.. burns candles on her husband’s fallen adversaries7^7... .
_________
,
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^Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit., p. 304.
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Another early-day rancher, King Woolsey, "fortified"
his house and corrals and was successful not only in re
pelling several Indian raids, but also in his expeditions
■
* *■
-.
.■
* 3^^
to punish marauders who had stolen horses or cattle.
When the young Tormeys came to Arizona as bride and
groom, they registered their brand as the Two Hearts.

It

was never famous as brands go, but its history sings with
sweetness and drama.

Once a leering gambler belittled it,

made an insulting remark about Tormey and his •love.**
•- .
• :
- 37.
.
a matter of seconds Tormey killed him.

In

Another case of a more recent ranch owner who was a
gun fighter is the record of John Slaughter of Cochise
County.
No one ever saw Slaughter that his pearl-handled
six shooter was not hanging by his. side. He wore it in
his home. It used to be suspected that he slept with
it on. He doubtless would have felt undressed without
it. Moreover, he could do some remarkably fine shoot
ing with it. He was rated, in imprecise phrase, as a
dead shot. Certainly he was a crack shot. Whenever he
shot, something usually dropped. His gleaming gun
handle might have borne a number of notches if he had
cared to file them there. How many is still a matter
of conjecture. Modern Tombstone's answer to inquiries
on this subject is vague. "Slaughter's killed plenty,”
is the usual reply. Estimates run from six or eight to
over twenty. And all estimates are guesses for .
Slaughter never told how many men he had killed, and he
alone knew. He oared nothing for fame as a man with a
36,Arizona - A State G u i d e , op. cit.. -p. 306.

3?0ren Arnold and John P. Hale, "Romance of Brands,"
Arizona Highways. November. 1941. p. 2U..
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gun-handle record. The record Itself was enough and
he remlned silent about it to the end of his life.
(1922) But hidden In his were many tragedies.3°
And so it doesn’t seem advisable to say absolutely
that' Grinstead ’s hovel King of Hualpi Valley is an impossible presentation of Arizona ranch life.

Mojave County,

where the Hualpai' Valley is located, doesn’t appear to have
attracted any literary Yolk who have written the sagas of
pioneers.
, :- v

Perhaps if some investigation were done, it
.;;v

:'lv i.".. :1

•• -JliV ..

V.;

y

'‘ -j .

- -- - -

' -

would show that there had once been a "Sib Wayne” who hung
outlaws and ruled over miles of range land.' There is noth
ing but the plot of this story to place the time.

Histor

ically speaking, the conditions set up were true of the
39
ranches from around 1900 until World War I.
Three years after Glem Colt wrote The Shootin’
Sheriff, a pitiful attempt at western fiction, he published
Five!Diamond Brand, which is definitely a great improvement.
He begins with a description which sounds much more like
Arizona than did the one where he had "the golden ball of
Apollo” shining down. : The;important characterV Ben Taylor,
is introduced, the setting is placed, and the time (the
present) is established in one short introductory para
graph;:. V
- -'

-

v

:

.' . : :

; ....

yoBurns, op. cit.. p.

"....

322.

■ :. . . ; ; ^
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;
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39j,b . Grinstead, King of Hualpi Valley (New York;
Dodge Publishing Go., 1940), p. 235.

Off yonder, smoothed and flattened by tti© M z e of
distance, lay all the color and glory of the Supersti
tions; land of faded trails, rusty picks and shovels;
of gaping-windowed, roofless, empty, weather-beaten
shacks; land of dust and memories. There was nostalgia
in the view for the man on his big horse; all his life
Ben Taylor had lived with the roaring yesterdays. ...
Tradition of that kind rooted deep. Now that life was
gone like the stage lines, like the Indians and the
buffalo they hunted. But the memory of it lingered,
colored yet this land's activities. Cowhands still rode;
they still swapped yarns about bandits, talked .of cattle,
tough broncs, and once in awhile, women. Crusty,
wrinkled old fools prowled now, as then, the obscure,
stone-choked canyons for the priceless pot they still be
lieved lay at the rainbow’s end. Only the spirit was
different; only the manner had changed.
Ben Taylor was returning as an under-cover man to
attempt to clean out the last of a band of cattle thieves
in that part of the country.

Ben’s father, old John, had

been the county’s best sheriff but indiscreet enough to be
come the father of Mace with Madame the mother.

Ben, who

had been sent away following his mother’s death, knew
nothing about the younger boy except that he was old John’s
foster son.

■

' — V. ■:

‘.,v.

.

The cattle rustlers are given in the modern version,
working with'trucks and delivering the stock to German
freighters docked at San Pedro, California.

The "brains’?

of the gang is a motion picture executive who has business i:
both in Arizona and Southern California but is, in reality,
a German agent.

Bella, a ranch girl, learns too.much and

is taken along on one of the trucks and carried aboard a
freighter which promptly clears and sails.

Ben arrives at

________________ __ __ _____ ____ ..... ... ■

___ ___

the proper moment, follows in a Goest Guard cutter, a M .
justice is Aone.

:

v .

Colt has given the cattle rustling in an entirely
different, fashion, but one which is quite authentic,

By

1941 when, the novel was, written, the stealing of cattle had
become a much better organized business than it ever had
V::
40
been in the;early days.
Just as the advent of Eastern
dudes has begun t6 show in the trend of the fiction, so has
the new, system of .rustling,

,.

,

'

In a piot of this kind many of the characters are
not typically western, but Colt has included one which is
representative of a well-known class in Arizona for many
years.

She is known simply as "Madame,” a delightful per

son who should be put down in,the annals to save.
..-

.

Madame had arrived in Arizona -with a half-grown

son, Bab, who had drifted away after he reached maturity.
Madame had not.bothered too much about him, but ha4 secret
ly held a great deal of interest in the protege of old John
Taylor’s called Mace.‘ Holders Hockaday.is the only oldtimer left in the town who knows exactly who’s who, so he
goes over to see the old lady in her lonely cabin.

He tells

her he believes her son, Beb Fargo, is back and leading the
rustlers, then cautiously hints that he.fears her younger
::

,n.

,•

~-'X XV.- :■: vr-- .X -'v

40Arnold and Hale, Hot Irons. pp. 94-120.
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boy, Mace, Is trailing along with them.

He quickly asks

for a picture of Reb and then there is a long,silence.
Hockaday fidgeted a minute and then said: ;
"How come you and Taylor never got married after
his wife died?”
The old look flashed in Hate's eyes for a.moment;
flashed briefly and as swiftly died.
"The conventions kind of bothered us in those days,
Holders."
" " ’
" "'
- '
... ' '
.
Hockaday watched her as she went to.the trunk t o .
look for the picture of her oldest son. She rummaged
through the faded keepsakes of her past. He saw a
jeweled fan he once had given her, the satin between its
ribs now brittle and torn. Then she was coming back;
extending the little tin-type.
He took it and studied it, frowned, peered closer
and suddenly nodded. He laid the picture on the table
• ■■ ■and said,. -■ -,
-• .
• - • - •- , . ....... .
"Beb Fargo is back. ... He's the bird we know as
Yettum."
:
:
: : '
,
As before, M a d a m doesn't appear concerned about
her son, Reb, but she reflects for a time about the news of
her younger boy, Mace.
goes to see him.

She dresses in the best she has and

In their conversation she reveals that

she is his mother, and that he rightfully has no claim to
the name of Taylor.

His fury knows no bounds and he chokes,

beats, and kicks her, then.leaves her to die alone.

As she

lies on the floor, she philosophizes about her mistakes
until the end comes.

-

- — —

, . . ..

It may, or m y not,-be true in all sections of the
country that it is possible for a boy to grow .up in a small
community without knowing the true story of his birth, but
there have been such cases in Arizona.

.

..

-

'

It probably has not

been because of any lack of love of gossip; but because the
Westerners know that as long as some of the old-timers live
it isn’t the best idea to reveal all that is; known about
their, past lives.

J

•

.

The Five Diamond Brand isn’t the perfect story
about Arizona, but Madame and Holders are worthy of favorable comment.

By 1941 Colt had discovered "Curly Bill"

and given Trigger Talk to the world.

.•

.v

William Graham, alias William Brbolus, but gener
ally known as "Curly Bill" was the answer to the fiction
writers’ prayer for an outlaw cowboy hero.

He was unques

tionably Arizona's worst bandit, but with such a charming
personality many people,who knew him found it difficult to
judge him too harshly.

Many stories have been told about .

him and repeated so many times.there must be some truth in
them.

To quote some of them will make it possible to Gom-r

pare the real Curly Bill with the fictitious character.
Curly Bill, most.foremost outlaw in Arizona’s his
tory, ,came.from Texas, but when or how or why is one of
the several mysteries of his life. He was a mediaeval
baron in the blue flannel shirt and white sombrero of
the cowboy. He rode at times with thirty tall fellows
4l01em Colt. The Five Diamond Brand (New York:
Phoenix Press, 1941), p. 256. ..
^ \
.’

42Katie Long Cowan, who lived in Tombstone from 1879

until 1897, before her death in 1938 told me many tales of

Curly Bill’s popularity.

,

at M s back,,, and it was said he could gather a hundred
men-at-arms within a day if the needful occasion arose.:
All of the outlaws of southeastern Arizona owed some ,
sort of allegiance to him. He lived boldly and
,
jovially. After the dangers and hardships of a cattle
stealing raid or an attack upon a Mexican smuggler
train .in some mountain defile, he took his ease in his
strongholds, with wassail and high revel and his merry
men around him.
He was to the eye, a good-natured, rollicking chap,
blue-eyed, with a shock of curly black hair. But for
all of his roly-poly look and the dimples that showed
in his swarthy face when he laughed, he was a powerful
fellow and as quick and tricky and d.angerous as a pan
ther. Though his career is a tale of romance, he was /
strictly a business man. He planned shrewdly, and
%
murder was a routine detail in his trade of adventure.
Curly Bill, in his earlier days, was the scourge
of the Arizona ranges. He stole cattle from the scat
tered ranches. He ran off horses from army posts and
frequently had the soldiers on his trail. He soon
found a more lucrative field in Mexico. Millions of
long horn cattle pastured half-wild on the vast ranges
of Sonora and Chihuahua. Some of the wealthy hacendados of these two states just over the international
line owned so many cattle they could not estimate the
number within a hundred thousand head. Rich quarry
were these countless herds for Curly Bill and his buc
caneers who, stealing across the border, roundsd up
cattle from plains and foothills and brought them back
in rushing stampedes, sometimes a thousand head at a
single swoop. But these forays were not without danger.
The border Mexicans were hardy fellows, seasoned .in war
fare against the Yaqui and Apache, and not infrequently
the rustlers had stiff brushes and running fights with
rurales or vaqueros and had to battle for their; lives
before they won to safety on American soil.
;: ^ ,
Markets for his stolen cattle were plentiful. Curly
Bill did a thriving trade, it is said, with contractors
who supplied San Carlos and other Indian reservations
with beef. Other buyers, equally unscrupulous, shipped
the pilferred steers East or sold them to frontier
slaughter houses. And, it may be whispered confiden
tially as a deep, dark secret known only to everybody
in Arizona, wealthy stockmen newly established in the
country swelled their foundation herds with cattle that
Curly Bill had stolen across the line.
So it will be seen that Curly Bill was no cheap
horse thief, but a robber operating on a scale of
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wholesale aagnlfleenee never known before along the
border. He rose in time to prestige.as an international
menace, and his depredations became a subject of dis
cussion in Congress and of diplomatic correspondence
with Mexico.43
^
However, it wasn't Curly Bill's business .ventures
that made him so popular; it was his peculiar quirk of
doing kind things for others.

It was said that

He never forgot a kindness or an injury and never
failed to repay either when opportunity offered. Sandy
King, one of his rustlers, having been shot in a brush
with officers, Curly Bill was nursing him in the hills
near Fort Bowie. A lieutenant at the fort, out one
day chasing rabbits;with greyhounds, rode into the outlaw camp and explained the accident of his presence
under coverof Guriy *s gun. -When the officer learned
of King's wound, he offered to ride back to the post
and fetch an ambulance. . ;
;•
"What then?" asked Curly suspiciously.
"The man will be given proper surgical attention,"
replied the lieutenant.
;
.
^
•
r
"That's all?"
"That's all."
/;
u': , - - y
'
The lieutenant brought out an ambulance and took
King to Fort Bowie, where in the post hospital, the
outlaw recovered from his injury and went happily on
his way.- .
v'
. :
:-Several months later, Curly Bill raided the army
corrals at Fort Bowie and ran off a number of horses.
The same lieutenant was placed in charge of a squad of
soldiers that took the trail. He found the stolen
k
horses at Hughes's ranch in a corral surrounded by a
high adobe wall behind which stood Curly Bill's outlaws
with rifles.
‘
•
"What do you want?" challenged an outlaw.
"I’ve come for those stolen horses," replied the
lieutenant. — .
.-v,
■; v . . . ; : :
"Try to take ’em," shouted the outlaw, and the
rustlers cocked their guns.
43Burns, op. clt.. p. 74.

H9

Guriy Bill took a second look at th® lieuteBant. >
"Hold on, boys,” commanded Guriy. "That's the man
who saved Sandy King's life."
.
;
:.
a
Curly Bill threw open the corral gate and helped the
soldiers cut out the stolen army:horses. He shook
hands with the lieutenant.
•
"You can have anything you want from Curly Bill any
time you want it'," he said in parting, - and meant it.44
On another occasion in Galeyville, one of Curly
Bill's headquarters, an outlaw Cherokee Jack Rogers came
Curly Bill addressed

riding in leading a mule by a rope,
him in tobasco language:

"You ten-cent pickpocket," he said, "you stole that
mule from a widow woman in Pinery, and you take that
there animal straight back to her. Head west mighty
quick and burn up the wind, or I ’ll fill your cheap
carcass full of lead." And Cherokee Jack did as he
WaS told.
^
V- :
Even where the law was concerned, Curly Bill seemed
quite willing at times to be helpful.

Sheriff Behan of

those early days in Tombstone was anxious to stay friendly
with all factions and was often kept guessing as to how to
do it.

Collecting taxes from the outlaws was always a*

ticklish proposition so he decided to assign the job to his
young deputy, Billy Breakenridge, who was new in the coun
try.

::

■

7

v

7-

- V:-:

Deputy Breakenridge rode straight into Galeyville
and headed for one of the saloons where
44Burns, op. oit., p . 82.

_______

/

.
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Some rough looking oust-orners were, absorbed ••in a : •
poker game; five or six cowboys were shooting pool. On
a table a big fellow with curly black hair, lay
n ;
sprawled, his head propped up on his elbow. He seemed
in philosophic meditation. Breakenridge had never
seen Curly Bill before but it came to him in a flash
that this man was the fellow he was looking for. ■ He
stepped over to him.
"Curly Bill,M he said,. "I want to introduce myself
to you. Sheriff Behan has sent me over to the San
Simon to collect the taxes and I want you to help me
do the job."
Guriy Bill looked for a moment flabbergasted. Soon
he began to smile. Then he laughed. At last he roared.
"Well. I ’ll be damned,” he said. "You’ve got guts,
young feller. But, by gosh, I ’ll do it. Come on and
take a drink. Me and you are deputy sheriffs together
from now on."45
Curly Bill meant what he said and he and the deputy
combed the country, camped together, shared crusts and drank
from the same canteen.

When Breakenridge’s saddle bags were

bulging from all of the collected taxes, Curly Bill escorted
him to within sight of Tombstone and then in farewell said,
"If I can do anything more for you, let me know.

So longI"

This was the outlaw which Clem Colt attempted to
portray in Trigger Talk.

He places his scenes in Galeyville,

the Chiricahua Mountains, and the San Simon Valley.

The

story opens with Joe Fenner, a southern gentleman, and his
son John,who is called the "Dude," living on a ranch in
San Simon.

They are a part of Curly Bill’s gang and have

45Burns, op. oit., p. 109.
46ibid., p. 110.
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no desire to tie connected in any.way with their lives prior
to their advent into Arizona.

Jones Fenner, an older son

who had become separated from his family in earlier days,
traces the others to the West and expects to be cordially
received.

Quite the reverse happens; they pretend hotnth

even recognize him, term him an imposter, and send him
away. He is puzzled at their behavior so sets out to find
the reason,and gets acquainted with the notorious Curly
Bill gang.

.

:

.f- ^

From then on Colt glibly writes about the outlaws
of the time:

the Clantons, the Earps, and Curly Bill as

the leader in many daring exploits.

He mentions the kill

ing of Marshall Fred White in Tombstone, which actually
happened; but he goes on to have Curly Bill kidnap two ,
girls, which is without any foundation whatsoever.
Except for the use of correct names, there is
nothing authentic about the novel, unless it is the leaving
of Curly Bill’s death a mystery.

There have been two

stories told consistently; one by Wyatt Earp, who insisted
that he shot him and killed him, the other that he did not,
by Billy Breakenridge.

Both stories have found their way .
" V:
/ '47
into print - the first in Wyatt Earp, Frontier Marshall,

47stuart N. Lake, Wyatt Earp, Frontier Marshall
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin and Co., 1931), p. 2d6.
*

--------- --- -------

-------------------- ...................... ......... ............. -

... ... ...... :■■■■.. ■■..- ................. -•..

and the second in Helldogado •» Bringing; the Law to the
48
Mesquite by Breakenrldge himself.
In telling of pidneer
days:Dr. Lockwood says, ”Earp told me in circumstantial de
tail how he killed both Curly Bill and his henchman, John
Bingo.

Breakenridge .shows conclusively that Earp did not
49
kill either of:these men.”
One other authority states
that William Sparks, an Arizona territorial ranger, said
Curly Bill had dinner with him at their ranch home on the _
Blue River shortly after the time he was supposed tO have
been killed, and old-timers who knew Curly Bill say he
50 •
visited in Tombstone in the 1920’s.
‘
•

The famous outlaw could still be living^ an old man

well up in the eighties.

And, if so, how he must roar at

the peculiar, twisted stories of his past.

It is certainly

a bewildering proposition to attempt to explain why authors
create such fantastic western characters, when the plain un
adulterated truth about them has so much more humor and
force.-

; ;,: :

"
-

It is better that Trigger Talk does not have too; ;
^^William H. Breakenridge. Helldorado - Bringing the
Law to the Mesquite (Boston: Houghton klfflln Co., 1928),
256 pp.
““
*
__ ...
^Lockwood, Pioneer Days in Arizona. p. 283.
^^Reminiscences of Mrs. Katie Cowan/
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great a circulation since,it gives.many false impressions
about Arizona, with just enough of a stagestlon of authen
ticity to lead many readers to believe It quite reliable.
Border Trumpet, written by Ernest Hayodx.in 1942,
is not a hovel concerned with Arizona ranch life, but Is an
army tale about Fort Grant when it was a military post in
frontier times.

In addition to fighting Indian raiders,

the soldiers frequently had to deal with cowboy outlaws.
It is in this part of the story only that there is any
worthwhile characterization.

Lily Marr, a ranch girl, is

very well shown as representative of many young women of her
time.

She is in love with Jack Bean.who has fallen in with

a lawless man named Bill Hanley, and as a result of the bad
influence has turned into, a, criminal of the lowest type.
With cool calculation Lily sets .out to reform Jack.

When he

brags that he is going to hold up a wagon train of gold,
she hides and watches him as he does it.

She Learns that

he has hidden the loot in Tucson, then calmly turns him in
to the authorities at Fort Grant.

After he has been caught

and imprisoned a sufficient length of time to be; feeling
the strain badly, Lily goes to see him.

The following con

versation takes place just before she leaves his cell:

.

"The marshall won’t be here for another week but
when he does come, he will have men with him to take
you back. Even the great Bill Hanley can’t help you
now. You are at the.end of your rope."
"Lily," he said angrily, "If11 get loose. Before
God I will. And I ’ll pay you back...and I ’ll pay the

*

............. .... .... ■'■■■■■....... ...... ... ... ........1
------ - A ----------;................... ................ .... ...... . nn.W,-,_______- _____
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captain back. I ’ll'pay everybody back.H
"No,” sbe said, in tbe same rubbing insistent calm,
"you never will. This time the wheel stopped on your
number and you pay off for what you've done."
.
His question jumped at her, "What have I done?"
"Maybe you had better start thinking about that.
You never had time to think about it before but you've
got plenty of time now. Better think of those burned
wagons the other day and the Mexican yelling when your
bullet hit him. You remember how he sounded, don't
you? I do."
...
'T ,
"A Mexican is nothing but a Mexican ,” answered Jack
Bean.
-*
/-V-; '
:
:y:
, "Maybe you had better think of Bill Goff."
He answered that swiftly. "Bill knew I was after
him. I never catch a man without a gun. He saw me
cornin’ and he had his chance to draw.”
"Maybe you had better think of Charley Brewerton."
"He made remarks about me, Lily. When a man makes
remarks like he did he's got to stand the consequences.
I walked down the middle of the street at him, and
waited until he reached for his gun."
"Maybe you had better think of their families;
Brewerton's wife who has to take in washing now to make
a living, and Bill Goff's little girl who has no parent
left :„nOW." ;
...
Jack jerked up his chin. "That’s somethin' those
fellows should have figgured out before they got so .
proud. I'll stand my mistakes: everybody else will just
have to take theirs." , _ :
"Then stand yours now," said Lily. "You are going
to die for them.";
"Listen, girl," begged Jack, "there are two ways of
looking at that. ..."
.
< .
"Yes, just two ways, the honest way and the thief's
■way."; Bean cursed Lily and swung away from the door. She
heard his heels click into the floor, -heard his fists
beat against the 'dobe wall, and heard the in and out
sawing of his breath. Her voice, as even and colorless
as fate, followed him into the jail.
"You always talked about your rights. Maybe you
had better think of Other peoples rights. You never
liked the idea of any man being as quick as you were
with a gun. You had to shoot him to find out if he was.
You couldn't stand the, thought of anyone being better.
If they were better you wanted to kill them. But there
are better men in Arizona than you ever will be. You
boasted that there wasn’t anything strong enough to
hold you in one place. Well, here you are, Jack."

... ...... ...... .......

...

..v"’-"

:' „:_____ _
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He said from the depths of his sell; *1*11 get
loose, yet, by Go#!*
' ' . ' , •:;rv -r •
r "Nobody v/ill remember ydu when you are dead. No***
body will remember where you are buried because in all
this country you haven*t got one friend who cares enough
to even put up a board to mark your grave. Some day,
a few years from now, someone may say, ’Who was Jack
.
Bean?* and someone else will say ’He was a tin-horn
eowpuncher who went arOund waving' a gun making believe
he was..a bad man. *.. I guess that’s about it. Just a
fool who never had time to stop and think. What have
you; got to be proud about?**
•V;"4
;r,':- .
She waited for him'to answer but he didn’t. Lily *
Marr walked back to Captain Banteen*s quarters and stood
. there.
. The officers at Fort Grant liked the frank, honest~
.

■ I',.::..-.-;,

-

-

"

- ‘

ranch girl and she admired them as something far above her
station in life.

The men had no doubt about her, so it was

easy for her to get the key and turn Jack Bean loose that
night.

When she frees.him she knows that he has a trying

ordeal ahead if he is to get back to Tucson against the
odds of desert and man.

. .

i •=

The next morning she askea: the friendly Captain

‘

Banteen.of Company K if he will give her transportationto
Tucson. :He thoughtfully surveys her, meditates for a ;«o-'
ment, then surprisingly says:

r

,

-

‘

-

"You think he’ll get there, Lily?"
"If he gets through the Catalinas, he will."
"Suppose he doesn’t?"
- . :
;
She had a way of lifting her shoulders, a way of
holding her face composed. It expressed everything
about her, was a reaction of a hardy spirit that knew
the meaning of;trouble and "could look at any disaster
. without tears. "If he doesn’t, Captain Banteen, then
.. I guess I ’ll do a.lot of grieving. ... and then just go
on living." v
; .7. ';v::-7 7/:;."C.-. ' -7- -7
777,
"What will he say when you see him?"

. .......

.... ;. She was quite serene. . "He.was a man who never
thought twice of what he did, arid never once of other
people. But he will now. .And he'll be glad enough to
see me. It*s somethirig he can't help."
The captain was troubled about her and showed it.
"You deserve better, Lily."
She said very quietly, "No, there's a place for all
of us arid I guess my place is with Jack Bean. 1 think,"
. she said, coolly planning ahead, "that we will go to .
New Mexico. They won't know much about him there. He
. . won't be very wild. He's a better man than you think."
Then she paused arid added in a slow-voiced after
thought, "I guess.I know him pretty well, both the good
and the bad."
"I wish you luck." . ..
. - . ^
"I guess you wish most people luck,"she murmured,
"I guess you understand and sympathize.with people bet
ter than most do. i'll be gone, but I'll always remem
ber you well. Very well. Thanks."
.
.. ...
The light showed her strong shape against the
night and the round darkness of her eyes as she lifted
them to his and held his attention. Her lips trembled
like a shadow passing over her face, her features
stirred, were composed again, then she turned arid walked
away into the darkness.
.
r

This is good.

Haycox has invented a character who

will linger in the reader's memory.

There are few of the

authors who appear to have found much to write about the
western women.

51
Lily Earr from the novel. Border Trumpet.

Should be saved "for the annals" along with.Madame.. Ernest
Haycox is one of the few western writers who has made use
of materials at the Piorieers' Historical Society. .

.

Arizona is not specifically mentioned as the scene
of the Box Circle Ranch or the El Dorado mine,, but some of
the descriptions sound as if Outlaw's Trap by Tex Holt .
51lrnest Haycox, Border Trumpet (Boston: Little.
Brown and Co., 1942), p. 306.
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might be about the Superstition Mountains.

If it were to

be included in the list of fiction based on Arizona ranches,
there are a few short pages worthy of comment.

.

;

"Pronto” Pete Larrimore of the Box Circle gets,
forced out into dry country by the outlaws.

The cowboy and

his horse, Dinero, can’t get back to any of the water holes
and suffer terribly for water.

The description of how the

intense heat affects both of them is well worth reading.
The Man from Painted Hook by Jackson,Gregory is
another of the aggravating books in which the setting might
be anywhere from Montana to Mexico.

If it is supposed to

be an Arizona story, the descriptions fit best for the
country around St. Mary’s Lake,in the northern part of the
state.

,

:

r

...

:..

In formulating the plot for this novel, Gregory
has gone completely "out of bounds” and has mixed up a
beautiful girl, a shrunken Jap servant, an insane man with
a palatial cave home,.and a couple of cowboys, in the
wierdest fashion.

However, the first fifty pages of the

novel are concerned only with the activities of "Hard" Ross,
the Up and Down foreman, and Sherrod,who drops in and poses
as a woefully ignorant tenderfoot.

The two men work on

the ranch together, and one humorous situation right after
- ■ - ' ' •'
' '■■
;
; '• - *'■ .:
.

' .^Tex Holt, Outlaw’s Trap (New York: Arcadia House.
1943), p. 256. Special reference, pp* 171-180.
-
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the other develops.

After a few chapters it is revealed

that Sherrod is no ignoramus at all, but the owner of the
ranch and as clever a gunman as the country has ever known.
He falls in love with the beautiful girl, Dawn, in spite
of her insane father.

Hard Ross doesn’t have much patience

with the romance and concludes, as the closing chapter
draws near, that he will be very happy to continue to give
'••" V'V.r,_:. ;
53
his love only to his horse, Silver Slippers.
'
There is nothing fanciful about the stories of the
cowpuncher!s love for his horse.

Ifany of the more prosper

ous ones had their own string of cowponies in order to
have something that suited,them to ride when they were
working hard and needed fresh mounts.

But out of the string

there, would be the favorite which no -one else was ever al
lowed to ride.

For a cowboy to let a girl ride his own

particular horse was as significant on the range as it is:
in town when^a university boy hands.over his fraternity pin.
It is also a mistaken idea that all cowboys are
good riders.

To be sure, they all can ride well-broken and

well-trained horses that are to be found on all ranches; but
when it comes to riding and breaking the wild ones, that
is a.different matter.

There are regular cowpunchers hired

for that job and paid more money for doing it.: The horses
53jackson Gregory, The Man from Painted Rock (New
York: Dodd, Mead and Co., l$43j, 214 pp.
;

themselves often have notions as to who shall rlde them. '.::
It isn’t unusual for a cow pony to work beautifully for
one rider and pitch: madly every time another person mounts.
Even a rider^who is a ‘•bronc peeler* doesn’t care ,to be
one when he; is trying to rope and brand a calf .

.

On the jacket of The Blue-eyed Kid written by E.B. :
Mann and published in 1944, -there is this brief resume of
the novel:

v ;.v, ::

Time:- 1879• :. - ■' '•:
^
,r;'
Place: Tombstone, Arizona - a hell-roaring, wide
open, wealthy town, grown up over-night from the sliver
that lay just under the grass. A motley town where
mine laborers brushed elbows with, over-night capital
ists, cowboys, Mexicans, good women and bad, and
famous -gunmen on both sides of the law.
Chief characters: The Blue-eyed Kid; a streak of
lightning with his guns- and a demon with his fists. No
one knew who he was and he wasn’t telling. Wyatt Earp;
the gun-fighting U.S. Deputy Marshall, guard for
Tombstone’s silver mine shipments. Doc Holliday; a
walking skeleton whose guns were second only to Earp’s
in speed. Once he’d been a dentist, now he drilled
with smoking lead. Curly Bill; chief of the greatest
outlaw gang in the West. He jeopardized international
relations and was discussed in Congress. Mary Lou
Trent; eager, vibrant with life. All men wanted her
but she was forbidden fruit to the Blue-eyed Kid.
Against an authentic background, with many real
characters, here is a story of lightning pace and ac
tion.
The old-timer from Cochise County smiles with sat
isfaction.

Here, at last, is a novel which blends outlaws

and officers together in historical and romantic back
ground.

He settles himself comfortably and turns to the

first chapter.

What I

Tombstone isn’t in Cochise County;

it is the county seat of San Pablo.

There has been a

-

v
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hold-up at Pinto Rook and the blue-eyed bandit has announced
that, he is Senor Satan.: He wears a black costume, a' mask,
and has his horse completely covered with a black mantle.
The victims of the hold-up were just loping back from
Indian Reservation.

The old-timer scratches his head.

There

is nothing there which sounds familiar.
He reads on about the Blue-eyed Kid.

It seems he

is Philipe Dolar, the son of a wealthy Spanish don from
California who now owns a magnificent hacienda just across
the line.

The old Don Jaime hates the "gringos," and has

trained Philipe to be a raider against them.

He particular

ly wants to strike hard at the owners of the "Three Friends
Mine," who are also Californians' and former acquaintances of
h i s . T h e old-timer can not recall any such grand establishment in Sonora so close to the border, so scoffs at that.
As to the "Three Friends," they may have been White, Denson
and Dean, the San Francisco fellows who bought out the•Con
tention but called Darrow, Douglas, and Trent in the story.
If;the Blue-eyed Kid is to carry out Don Jaime’s
orders to keep robbing the "Three Friends," he has to do
some clever scheming:so he returns to Tombstone as Phil
Dollar, an American, rather than a masked Mexican bandit.
He listens and watches all that goes on and learns the
■

■■■■

:

-

-

•

-

'

'

-

identity of many of the citizens.

^

.

..

'

.

%

:

There is

Wyatt. Earp, United States Marshall deputized for
duty in the boom town; working how as shotgun guard on
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the stage and a "born •gunman. Doc Holliday wearing two
guns as did Earp and betting with himself that he
would.die In smoke before the consumption eating at his
lungs could carry him off.
^
He didn’t though, thought the old-timer; it was the
tuberculosis that finally got him, fifteen years after his
Tombstone career ended.

It was reported up in Cotton ’food

Springs, Colorado, at the time that Holliday's last words
were, "This is funny for me to die in bed with my boots
,':V-

off."
-

•, I--;..;-

- - '- "

' "

_:

—
According to the story Phli.Dollar then learns a

great deal about Curly Bill. , He observes..a little episode
in one of the saloons: ;
A drunken old cowboy began wishing hazily that he
• was young again. He wished he had a horse. He crossed
the street on wabbly-feet, talking aloud to himself.
w ’f I had a horse I c ’d have s ’m fun, by dad! Wake o l ’
town u p, 1’s what I ’d do!” He stopped short swaying.
There were horses there at the hitching rack;" one of
them.a pinto, vividly marked. The horse caught his eyes
as a child is attractediby a bright toy. "Tha’sh
Curly’s horse," he said. "Goo’ ol’ Curly! He wouldn’t
mind my ushin’ his horse! : Be a good joke on ’1m,
tha*sh what ’twould! Joke on Curly!"
-He picked up the pinto’s dangling reins and clam-.
bered laboriously into the saddle. The pinto jogged
away heading south. - "Hi-yl! Yip-ee-e! Cowboysh in .
town!" The shrill old voice lifted high and clear. A
six-gun swung up, barking spasmodically as the reveler^
could spare a hand from his saddle horn.
r
~ The pinto caught the excitement and sprang into a ;
run. ’Spectators dived for doorways, and the old man
threw down at the flitting shapes bn either side, yell
ing hilariously. At the end of the street he turned, the
pinto about and came back. There was no one in sight to
shoot at how.; They reached the starting point and the
old man swung the horse straight for the door of the
saloon. Be a good joke on Curly to ride right in: and
say hello! Ride right in on Curly’s horse....It seemed
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a good idea.: The -pinto reared, lunged through the
swinging doors into the lighted room. ...
The crowd- inside the bar fell silent before the
startling apparition that appeared before them: an old
man, grotesquely drunk, swaying loosely.in the saddle
as the paint horse reared and plunged.
r "Well, I ’ll be damned!" Curly swore softly, his
hands moving down toward his guns. Rankin, taking the
cue from his chief, drew and fired. Curly’s guns
blazed beside him. The group before the bar w a s .
masked in gun smoke as Curly's men joined in the volley
of shots that made a perfect bedlam of: sound. The
whole room shuddered under the stuttering crash of the
guns.
The pinto whirled; lunging back the way he had come.
The tottering figure in the saddle spun sideways as the
horse turned, falling with a dull impact. The old man’s
body was riddled with lead. Curly rolled the body with
his foot; glancing down at the upturned face.
■
A stranger, pale-faced, uttered a faint protest.
"That's old Nate Higgins! He didn't mean no harm!
■
Just drunk and havin' some fun."
"Sure!" Curly turned upon the speaker, grinning
wolfishly. "I knowed who he was," he said. "A Hell of
a joker■ol' Nate was. Guess this was the best one he
ever pulled, too! Only it was a joke on him, that's
.all." He refilled his glass from the bottle on the
bar; "It ain't never a joke to be caught ridin' another
man's hoss, I reckon. -Anyway, heLwent out crazy drunk
and happy! Drink up, boys! I'm settiu' 'em up!"
It was minutes later before Sheriff Behan came,
pounding in. The crumpled:body still:lay where it had
fallen, and Behan halted beside it. Curly faced him
from the bar-. " 'Lp, Sheriff," he said. "Have a
drink, we're celebratin':a funeral!"
A burst of laughter greeted the sally, but Curly's
eyes had gone past Behan to another figure, standing
motionless in the doorway to the street. vIt was Earp;
Wyatt Earp, gun fighting man of the Federal law.... . : :
"Who killed him, Curly?" Earp *s voice was cold and
his eyes seemed to freeze the men before him in the
paralysis of fear. Earp was a killer; a wizard with the
guns he wore; a man who feared nothing on the face of
the earth. He had proved that beyond all doubt....
Curly Bill's mind worked swiftly as he met Earp's
gaze. "Rankin killed him," he said distinctly. , • .
"Emptied both his guns, nobody else fired a shot."
Rankin stiffened as from a blow. "%uh dirty,
double-crossin * skunk! " His voice shrilled up as his
mind measured the treason by which he was betrayed.

'
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"God damn you, Curly. That *s a lie, and I ’ll
"Keep;your hand off that gun, Rankin1"
,Rankin turned, facing the deadly stare of Earp’s
eyes from the door. He was caught! •Earp himself would
kill him if he threw a gun on Curly Bill...
,
"Get Rankin’s gun, Behan!".Earp spoke tersely, ayes
alert to every movement in the room.. "Now..;Speak up,
somebody! Did Curly get it straight? Anybody else
shoot besides Rankin?"
v.
. v
: ! Curly1s beady eyes moved slowly from face to face,
a wordless threat in his stare. The man who spoke now
would answer ,-later! Curly Bill would riot forget...
No one spoke a word.
- ,t '" >r : The old-timer shook his head.

-

:

■

;

Curly Bill wasn’t

y

":x ■

. -:'-'

like that. • He never, blamed his shooting on anyone else didn’t have to; he and Sheriff Behan were good friends; and
as for Wyatt Earp, Curly had no fear of him whatsoever. . The
old-timer laid down the novel and sat thinking how the story
should, have been written.

:

: ,.

,

^

.

A joke was once played on the outlaw chief, Curly
Bill. Dick Lloyd was an old cowboy as seriously stupid
as a range steer and perfectly, hamless until he came to
town and got drunk enough to imagine himself a bad man.
When he rode into town one day he was dry with a five
months * thirst. Tying his paint pony to a mesquite
tree,: he clanked into a saloon where Curly Bill was
playing pokerv .Around the table with the outlaw leader
were several convivial spirits, John Ringo, Joe Hill,
(the old-timer thought that would do for a name since
it wouldn’t be right to give his real one. His folks
were right nice people and well.known in Arizona), Tom
and Frank McLowery, Ike Clanton and Jim Hughes. The game
had been-roaring for two days and nights without inter
ruption. After a few drinks of raw whiskey, Dick Lloyd
wandered with a sunrise smile to the poker table.
These, rustlers were friends of his. As a cowboy in off
the range to spend his money, he had had many a social
glass with them and so he greeted them with boisterous
fellowship. "Hello, Curly. .. Howdy, Ririgo. ... Put her
there, Hill. ... How’s all the boys?"
"I’ve knowsd old Dick ever since he worked for the
Diamond A over in the A n i m a s r e m a r k e d Curly Bill when
Lloyd had gone back to the bar, "and a better hand never

: 1i

XtCw*** A
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punched cows."
Dick,had a few more drinks and for no apparent rea
son .walked to the door, pulled his six-shooter and with
no apparent reason hauled up and threw down on the bar
tender, creasing his neck with a life-long scar. Old
Dick then reeled across the street, climbed on his
pinto, drew his Winchester from its saddle scabbard,
stuck the muzzle far over his head and ifire d a shot by
way of advertising the show and securing the instant and
undivided attention of the town.
"Whee-e-e-eel" '
''
' ' ''
:
Raising a war whoop, he went charging down the
street, shooting up the town in,fine abandon, his devas
tating course marked by crashing windows and splintered
store fronts and citizens running madly for cover.
When he chanced to spy the fine-looking horses of the
Curly Bill outfit hitched in a corral, he abandoned his
sorry pinto and mounted a rangy bay. ~ This animal be
longed to Joe Hill who, in spite of his good family
background, .was as dangerous a man as ever rode with
.Curly Bill. ; '
.—
.v,
•,r; ^ w
Mounted now in style, Dick came curving out of the"
corral on a dead run and again went careening up and
down the street, yelling and pumping lead at everything
in view. But all the citizens having ducked out of
sight, Dick, as an actor giving a high-class performance,
felt the loss of an audience. Tearing up and down ah
empty street[wasn't much fun. A brilliant inspiration
flashed.upon him. He would ride into the bar and break
up Curly Bill’s poker game. That would be a good joke
on Curly/ H i s ,stupid drunken face twitched in a gar
goyle grin as he drew rein in front of the saloon.
:
Guiding his stumbling horse up on the board sidewalk, he
bent low in the saddle as he rode through the door.
For an instance there was profound silence. Then
the saloon Seemed to explode with a roar of six-shooters.
Out of the door the horse lunged, snorting and wild
eyed, saddle empty, pommel shot away. Blue smoke
floated out into the street. The old cowboy’s joke had
been a riot. Laughing with huge enjoyment. Curly Bill
and the rustlers settled back to their card game. The
humorist lay sprawled in the middle of the floor, shot
all to pieces.
■
;
r
.
’’Old Dick,” remarked Curly Bill, ”was a good fellow.
Gimme three cards.”
^
:
"But what gets me,” drawled Joe Hill, ”is why that
bughouse reptile - two to me - as soon as he gets war
paint on ... ”
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"Bet you ten,*;said burly;Bill, ahoving In a stack.
"1 shorely never w u l d hare suspicibned nohow that
that locoed trantler , with me a settin’1here; and;
playin’ poker and him a khowin't it - I call.* .
;" ■ "Acea up,w said Ringo.
'; v
,'"v
"Good hand. But what I can*t f igure out is’how.
that simple minded piffHeated centipede ever had.the
nerve; to come riding in here on my own horse, said
Hill.
v-'' '
^
v■
"Old Dick never meant no harm,"responded Surly. ,
Bill, skinning down his cards and reaching for the pot.
"He was jest drunk and havin’ a little fun."
They dressed old Dick in a brand-hew suit of black
clothes with a white shirt, white collar,. and black bow
tie, Curly Bill contributing the"'money and insisting
oh such mortuary regalia.
;
.
;
; "Them old duds of Dick’s ," he said, "wuz good
enough fer rid in ’ range, but how h e 's dead, heought er
look stylish like a regular; corpse.’’
;
...
The spring-wagon hearse went at a gallop out of
;.
town, the outlaws clattering behind and firing;at every
jump. At the grave in the cactus on the hill, Curly
Bill tucked "a pint of whisky "beneath the dead man’s '
folded hands.
:' ;. ’
'•
;
:
r '':
"You might maybe need a swig along the trail» Dick,"
he said. Beer bottles popped as the body was lowered
to its rest on rawhide riatas. .
.
...
"Here’s how, old’cowboy,"said John Bingo, holding
up his bottle. "You went out crazy drxmk, but you’ll
have a hell of a long time to sleep it off .’’.
They set the empty beer bottles around the moundJ and
placed a quart whisky bottle at old Dick’s head. "Then,
with a last six-shooter volley over.the grave, the out
laws swung into;their saddles and galloped back to their
poker game in the saloon. The man who thought to play a
joke on Curly Bill had passed into history.
Once the old-timer got to thinking about the real
Curly Bill, he let the book lie and dreamed on about what
might be said about the jokes Curly Bill played on other
people.

It seemed to him that some author might write about

them in this fashion: ;;

;

'

•-'-r:

; •

The Reverend Tuttle went over from Tombstone and
held religious services in the schoolhouse, Charleston
being shy on churches. Curly Bill, having some

■
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curiosity to see what church was like, rounded up Ike
Clanton, and the two outlaws went to the meeting, : As
these noted robbers and desperadoes stalked up the
aisle with their six-shooters on and took front seats,
the congregation became panic stricken. One slipped
out and then another until the minister was left with
Curly Bill and Ike Clanton. Preacher Tuttle, sharing
in the general consternation, was edging toward the
back door when Curly drew a bead oh him.
• •
"Come back here," said Curly. "We’ve took out
chips in this game and we aim to see the deal through
to the last turn."
.
;
- :
The reverend gentleman, keeping a dubious eye oh
Curly’s gun, came back.
v
•
-"Me and Ike was feelin' low spirited," Curly ex
plained , "and we'lowed w e ’d come in and hear you
preach, thinkin’ maybe yd’ sermon might cheer us up.
Y o ’ congregation’s done sneaked out on you for no '
speshial reason clear to usj but w e ’d admire to have
yo* open up your game regular and, ’ef this here sermon
don’t come off on the square, it’ll come off in smoke."
Whereupon the minister launched into a pulpit
oration of regular length. With a burst of courage he
gave the two outlaws some pretty hard digs. He painted
a vivid picture of the hell of fire and brimstone that
awaited all robbers and murderers who perished in
their sins.: ' ; :■ :■ •
"Now," said the preacher with a sly smile at the
conclusion of his discourse, "if the congregation will
rise, I ’11 pronounce the parting benediction."
"None whatever," declared Curly Bill. "This here
round-up ain’t over by no means. T o ’ sermons done got
me and Ike millin' round and pintin’ the right way but
we ain’t saved yet. However, in the present excited
state of feelin*s, we allow a hymn might shove us into
the gospel corral."
;
'r
Preacher Tuttle, who had a sonorous baritone voice,
sang a hymn. He sang it so well that Curly Bill sud
denly developed a great taste for religious music and,
casually fingering his six-shooter, demanded more. - For
an hour the preacher sang with fervour before Curly
Bill’s passion for psalmody was"appeased.
, .
’’You’ve done give us a good show," said Curly.. . ’.
finally. " ’Ef me and Ike ain’t got religion now enough
to get us through the pearly gates, it shore ain’t no
fault of yours. Seein’ as how yo’ throat must be
tolerable dry, w e ’d be plumbed pleased ef you’d step
down to Shwartz’s bar with us. The drinks will be on
me."
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The next day Justice Burnett fined Curly twenty-five
dollars at which he laughed good-naturedly and paid.
They ought to tell about another time when Curly
Bill demanded hymns, mused the old-timer.

-

That was over at Bowie when the evangelists, Moody
and Sankey, went through to the west coast. Curley
:: and some of his men, carrying a gunny sack full of bot
tled beer, climbed aboard the train. "Mr. Moody," said
the outlaw, "we know you ain’t got time to preach us
boys a sermon, as much as w e ’d like to hear you. But
.
we would like to hear-Mr. Sankey sing ’Pull for the
Shore’."
Mr, Sankey declined until Curly Bill produced his
six-shooter. Then Mr. Sankey sang. The revivalists
refus ed the beer offered but, after the outlaws drank
to their health,- did shake hands all around.54
Yes, thought the old-timer, that Curly Bill was a
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great one to play jokes on people.
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The best one was the

time he got into politics:
As the political boss of San Simon, Curly Bill
needed to swell the voting strength of the village if
his candidate were to make any kind of a showing. So
Curly brought the Chinese section hands in from their
labour on the railroad and voted them. He voted the
women and children. Still the ballot box looked pretty
empty. Then he dropped in ballots for all the live
stock giving names to all the horses, mules, burros,
dogs, goatg, and poultry. The saloon-keeper’s dog be
came Shepherd W. Towser; Hiram J. Gander was the lordly
bird belonging to the mistress of the boarding shack;
and Dominick R. Crow W s the section boss’s speckled
rooster. San Simon piled up a rousing majority for
Curly’s friend Shubbell. The election commissioners
were startled when they counted the great number of bal
lots from this insignificant way station in the desert.
54Arizona

A State Guide, op. cit.. p. 436.

TriSiii'i- " #

An investigation followed, and the San Simon preoinet
was thrown out. But Curly had had his little joke.55
But to get back to the book called The Blue-eyed
Kid, the old man went on reading.

He learned that the Kid

was not really a Mexican at all but had been kidnapped when
a child and in reality was the son of the mine owner, Trent,
and the step-brother of the lovely Mary Lou Trent.

The

last half of the novel told in great detail of the struggle
of the blue-eyed bandit against Curly Bill after Curly had
kidnapped Mary Lou.

In the end, Wyatt Earp is quoted as to.

how he killed Curly Bill, but Mann takes the version that
he didn’t and has the daring Phil Dollar eventually beat
Curly on the draw.
The old-timer threw down the book in disgust.

In

his opinion, the outlaws of Arizona should be portrayed
accurately, otherwise they should be presented as purely
fictitious characters.

And, if fictitious, they should fol

low the general pattern of the behavior of the real bad men
of the frontier.
In writing The Blue-eyed Kid. Mann used the same
dishonest policy which is employed by so many authors of
western ranch fiction.

They use names and locations which

are known to many people, with the idea of increasing the
sales possibilities of the book.

Since Mann’s faults as an

55Burns, opT"bit,' ppV 79-82,'85-86, 92, bid-timer
ideas.
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author are generally the same as those of most of the
others, it is,advisable to list them specifically, in the or
der in which they appear in the novel:
1. Tombstone located in San Pablo county.
2. Senor Satan, a bandit in masquerade costume.
.. .

3. Don Jaime, supposedly a Mexican, ranch ovmer, but

with all the evil qualities of the character of a Chicago
gangster.
. ,

,,

...

4. Many names of well-known citizens of Tombstone

dragged into the story with no real purpose in the plot.
5. The outlaw, Curly Bill, badly distorted in every
way, and particularly when shown as a kidnapper.
6. The Agua Prieta called the "Dirty River,” with
its source in a fabulous hidden valley.

.

^

7. A' very weak, stupid presentation of the love be' *P * ' -

-
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tween the.Blue-eyed Kid and" the sophisticated % r y Lou
Trerie,:; : V.:.

r

;;

; :

::

■.,

\

8. The amazing performances of the Blue-eyed Kid,
alias Senor Satan, Philipe Ignacio Diaz Dolar, Phillip
Dollar, and finally proving to be Phil Trent.
;

.. '

All of the complicated plot is supposed to get its

impetus from the ranch life of the great American-Mexican
hacienda of the Dolars and the activities of the Gringo
rustlers.

It is ho wonder that. Arizona .ranch people say

56e .B. Mann, The Blue-eyed Kid (New York: William
Morrow and Co., 1944), pp. 306.
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that “Western fiction does not ring tsfue."

'

Arizona outlaw cowboys were plentiful enough and
sufficiently colorful to provide ample material for any num
ber of fiction writers.

The trouble is, and always has been,

that authors insist upon creating their own "brain children,"
giving them names of Arizona outlaws and trying to make the
public believe they are present-day citizens.

Properly pre

sented, the frontier cowboy has a place in American litera
ture .
The book Cattle, Horses, and Men of the Western
Range includes one chapter called "I Size Up the Cowboy
Bandit" which ends with:
And if you are an admirer of the simple qualities
of courage and endurance and self-reliance in men —
well, these men had them. The more serious of our
Western historians seem to me to take a rather smug
attitude about this bandit business. These writers,
however, did not live the range life; they could not
have full sympathy with the personal qualities and
activities we range men admired in the bandit. But
these qualities and activities were the most important
things in life for us. If we ever thought about the
moral aspect of the matter, we were likely to argue that
our Western outlaws were better people than the robber
barons, like Rockefeller, who preyed upon the public in
the industrial field. .They did not rob widows and
_
orphans. Be that as it might, we recognized the bandits
as cowpunchers like ourselves, which they were, and we
recounted their activities as we sat around the aamp-,
fire; ... Such exploits as theirs, indeed, have the
stuff of the great sagas and ballads in them, the herotales that, have thrilled mankind for ages.
m
;v .
I think it well that the memory of these men1s deeds
and character which is all they left behind them - should
be captured and recorded, before it fades entirely.

-
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Certainly there is no feature of the life of that
period, for good or bad, more distinctly Western.57
Note should be taken of the novels characterizing

,

well the wild, reckless but courageous cowboy of Arizona.
He is a heritage which, so far, the state has disdained but
one who bids fair to become the Bobin Hood of tomorrow’s
'
critics.

v-r

57john H. (Jack) Gulley, Cattle. Horses, and Men of
the Western Range (Los Angeles: Ward.Ritchie Press, 1^40),
p. 57. (lack Gulley was Mborn in the purple.” The family
home since early in the 18th Century was Coupland Castle on
the border line of England and Scotland. He was educated in
one of England’s most famous preparatory schools, Harrow, and
completed his schooling at Oxford. While still a young man
he came to the American West, and in 1893 went to the.fam
ous Bell Ranch in New Mexico. Gulley stayed with the ranch
business, a real cowboy and bronco rider. His son, Matt J.
Gulley, lives in Tucson.)

CHAPTER VII

RANGE WARS, MORMONS, AND RANGERS
Following the Civil War until about

1885

the cattle

business in Arizona thrived in spite of Indian troubles and
rustlers.

Those were the exciting days for ranch men, and

the ones which have so stirred the imaginations of authors
of western fiction.

But, calong about then, the peak of the

cow business was reached; the range was over-stocked,
causing a decrease of forage and water, great numbers of
1
settlers moved in, and the.bands of sheep increased. .;Be
cause the cattlemen hadused the land for years without
interference, they set themselves to fight against these
threatening invasions.

• -

.

-

In Arizona the big issue has always been water.

Be

cause of it men have fought and died, and its story has been
told in blood and hatreds.

Even the Indians knew how.price

less was the water supply and" how hecessary was the raihi
Years ago the "Papagos would consult their gods in times of
-•■Laurence A. Stoddart and Arthur D. Smith, Range
Management (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1943), p. 28.
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drouth and, when so commanded by the priests of their dlan,
would bury alive some of their babies in the belief that it
would save the wild life and themselves from terrible
thirst. '-T'/

:

•-;

'-y ,' '-

:

■ -

With the enormous increase of livestock on the
rangesj the grass was eaten down so closely that the land
would not hold water and the rapid run-off carried away a
great deal that had formerly soaked in or collected in
sunken spots.

As this continued and dry years set in, the

fights for?the water holes grew more bitter.

.

It had been

the custom' to accept as f inal the rights of the rancher who
had first made use of the grazing lands and water supplies..
Whatever late-arriving ranchman, in contravention of this
tenet, intruded upon an already-filled range was met by a
boycott whenever he sought assistance in the handling of his
livestock.

This boycott was the one and only

permissible

violation of the Old West’s otherwise jealously enforced
precept:

"Help thy neighbor as thyself."
By the year 188? there were not only too many cat

tle outfits but the farmers had begun to move in and the
oyce Rockwood Muench, "Papago Baby Shrine,"
Arizona Highways, October. 1939, p. 16.
^Phillip Ashton Rollins, The Cowboy (New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1922),-p. 20.
r n
;
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ranchmen to f eel the pinch

et

n, , .

..

...

the wire fences which the immigrant settlers, under
governmental protection, were putting around their newlyacquired homesteaded farms; farms homesteaded on what,
until these fences, had been part of the open range,
. The stockmen, with their threats, their wire cutters * and
their guns, at times ejected the would-be farmer. But
he had the government behind him; and patiently, slowly,
surely his fences crept snakelike around the water
, . holes, isolated many sections of the grazing-lands and
killed the open Range by thirst.
,.
The farmers .procured various legislatures to enact
statutes requiring stockmen either to fence in their
... JLive stock,or else stand liable for their animals*
destruction of the farmer’s unenclosed fields. Immi
gration had brought the farmer into political ascend
ancy, and he thus through law ordered the open-range
. rancher to commit suicide. ',
■ In the past the ranchmen of the open range had
; .brought money into the country by making use of what
otherwise would have been mere waste but as political
. agents, they were only lukewarm to any party.: The
various farmers, on the other hand, owned land and from
this fact of ownership became ardent partisans of the
state where their lands were located.4
;

When the big cattleman learned that he must fence

his lands, he included all the great sweeps which he had
been using, often enveloping the plots of several nesters or
squatters..."The nesters were usually former cowboys of

,

some big outfit who had married;.the squatters were often
poor, alien, sullen, jealous of their little domain, knowing
nothing of. range freedom and western open-handedness and
caring less.

When the big cattleman fenced, he often shut

these people off from their roads and their water supply.
They, in.turn, would cut the:fences and the next time any
"

^Rollins, op. cit.. pp.
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of them went along there would be a cowboy with a Winchester
awaiting them — 'the war was :on.

,

As in all questions, there were two sides and a
proper balance of opinion must be held.

-

The big outfits

hired extra gunmen where they'were needed, but there w a s :~
some justification to their actions.

The squatter usually

got his land free from the government and his cattle free
from the neighboring :ranchers. -

: ..

.:

•

^

Cochise County, for geographical reasons, led the
way for most of the cattle business.

Her outlaws:were the

worst and her squatters were the most numerous in the San
Pedro, San Simon, and Sulphur Springs Valleys.

Hughes in

his South from Tombstone told the stories of both factions
and, after giving his own unhappy experiences with the

,..

powerful Boquillas outfit, then related how another smaller
rancher bested them:

.’

Bill Cowan was'an interesting old fellow. He.- came
to Tombstone and started work in the mines as a common
mucker. But he was thrifty, he saved his money and
soon was able to get a bunch of old cows. He lived on
the corner of Freemont and Fifth, a couple of blocks
from our house, where he built a high corral to keep
his cattle. But that was not satisfactory. •Soon he
squatted on some land out in Government Draw and took"
his few cows with them. They say that he did not even
have a pocket knife to earmark calves and cut steers
when he started; that he carried an old butcher knife
.. with him tied to his saddle strings. At any event,
his three or four old cows increased with remarkable
rapidity. The first thing anybody knew, Cowan was one
of the big cattlemen of Arizona. "When he died, he left
his son, Ralph, one of the biggest and best spreads in

■..
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5
... the country, stretching from Tombstone to Douglas.
,

That serious troubles were to emerge is evident,

and the struggles which- took place have inspired.some fic
tion writers to base plots on them.

They are not outlaw

stories in the finest sense of the word, but outlaw tactics
often were used.
The deadly battles between the big outfits and the
small were -bitter and tragic, but didn’t lead to wholesale
killing as did the fights which grew out of the intrusion
of the sheep on the ranges.

Cochise County had no part

in the sheep and cattle wars; they were a .conflict in the
northern part of the state.

One author has made the state

ment that the fiction writers of the West have greatly
overdrawn these range wars because they appeal to the peo
ple of New England where their work has a large circula6 ...
... ‘
' .
tion.
Perhaps in fiction the Tonto Basin war has been
exaggerated, but history tells us that twenty-nine men were
killed in all, many under gruesome circumstances.
If the cattlemen resented squatters, they may well
be said, to have held a deadly hatred for the sheepmen.

The

"woolies" as they were called, grazed close enough to

;

destroy the roots of many of the grasses, they contaminated
^Dan De Lara Hughes, South from Tombstone (London:
Methuen and Co., 1938),.p. 96.
.
^Branch, op. cit.. p. 124.
^Lockwood, Pioneer Days in Arizona, p. 287*
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the water until the cattle wouldn’t drink it except In dire
necessity.

This meant that the, cows:would trail much far

ther to get pure water and thus lose weight: and strength,
especially in dry years. Again, Arizona was open country ^
and there may be some who will say that the sheepmen had
as much; right here as the cattlemen.

-

The cow outf its, how

ever, had a different opinion. : Since they had fought
Indians and outlaws to make the land habitable, -they felt
their rights should not be infringed upon by any late
comers.

\

^ .. .

.. ::

. , ; ■; ^

-

The_plot of any good novel shows some sort of
struggle and,in,spite of the more drab and:sordid: side of
.the :range wars, there was plenty .of action and. conflict to
provide.literary, material. . William MacLeod Raine, author
of Famous Sheriffs and Western Outlaws. Guns of the Frontier,
and Sons of the Saddle (q.v.), wrote a novel that he called
To Ride the River With in which one faction of his fighting
characters is squatters.

Raine was born in England but t

came to Arizona at an early age and, following the Spanish-

:vv;.

:y r: v '

i:: •'

: :' ;

8

American War, rode with the Arizona.Rangers.

: ' '.'V..
With the -

•

knowledge and experience of a Ranger, he should write good
western stories and he is considered one of the better
'j

« -i-• ""
•
•
, ;„.
"William MacLeod Raine, Guns of the Frontier (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Coi ,1940), Intro, xiv.
•. .
j ::V"
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authors, but he, too, can’t resist having his rancher’s
daughter go through the terror of being kidnapped.
With the exception of this improbable episode.To
Ride the River With is a much better novel than most.

The

scenes are laid in Cochise County and the two sets of char
acters include Lee Chiswick, his sons and a daughter, Ruth,
of the L G ranch on one side, and Sherm Howard, his son Lou,
and their-squatter friends on the other.

A Federal officer,

Jeff Gray, who resembles an outlaw, Clint Doke, comes into
the story, ends all troubles, and marries the girl Ruth.
-

There is a great deal of shobting as the officer,

Gray, catches the squatter outlaws at the close of the
book.- It sounds just a little bit overdrawn, until quoted
by. the side of an actual happening:
Lanes of fire crossed.
Through smoke men’s bodies
loomed. The crash of revolvers - the cursing of
men - the sudden scream of
one hit .- all filled the air
with a dreadful tumult. A
rift-in the smoke showed
Jeff a man on his knees,
snarling oaths, still firing at him. The man was
Norris. From the officer's
gun flame darted. He felt
a stab of pain but gave it
no attention. Norris was
sinking lower. His head
r
touched the dust. The.wea- ...
pon dropped from his hand.
Chiswick was still on his .
feet but: so. were the outlaws. Smoke-shouts-oathshideous faces looming out

'

-y

^

Sheriff Owens shot Andy
Cooper, leader of a band of
horse thieves, and -shot
John and young Hamp Blevins
and a brother-in-law of the
Blevins by the name of
Roberts. The shooting took
place at the Sievin's home
while the sheriff was trying to serve a warrant on
Cooper for the horse stealing.
'
: ' !V-'-■
"The interior of the cottags," according to Will C.
Barnes, the author, who
witnessed the shooting,
"was a dreadful and sickening sight. One dead boy,
and three men desperately
wounded, lying on the
floor. Human.blood was
over everything. Two
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of the fog. Jeff met
-hysterical women, on® the
Mile-High and felt the crash
mother of two of the men,
of a gun-barrel on his hat.
the other, John.Blevin’s
Mile-High closed with Jeff
young,wife, their dresses
and tried wildly to get a
drenched with blood, were
shot into his body. A shot
trying to do something for
came from somewhere out
the wounded.
.
of the mist. Mile-High’s'
grip, relaxed. ; He stagger.
-,
_ .. - ■
ed against a wall and slid
down . ; :
: ."
- :;
The noise of the guns died
down. Norris lay- still ,in
the dust. Mile-High was unconscious , and just then as .
: ; r
Doke tried to escape, he
dropped, a bullethple in his
(Will 0. Barnes died in
forehead.
Phoenix in 1936. He had
Jeff Gray steadied himself
■ been an important figure
against a counter, then
in the West. He was solturned and. walked slowly
> dier, rancher, legislator,
back to the street. He
forest official, historlooked around at those left
ian, writer, geographer,
in sight.
observer - he was all
’’Anymore of you squatters
those things. His "Ariz- '
want to bust us wide open?"
ona Place Names" alone,
he asked grimly. -. .
published
by the University
Nobody accepted the inviof Arizona, would be a
tation. They all knew that
*
monument to the greatness
rustling the L 0 cattle was
and worth of any man, and
oyer and the law had
ara mark of his knowledge
rived to stay.
of the state.)9
As the guns roar and the blood pours out in fic
tion, it is very natural that the present citizen of
Arizona should say that the whole thing is preposterous;
but, on the other hand, it may seem quite logical to the
author, who reads the historical tales,that they are
"swell" sensational material for his coming novel.
r^Raymond Carlson, "Reminiscences of Will C . Barnes,"
Arizona Highways. April, 1942, p. 39.
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;lain® has not overdrawn the gun play in-To Ride the
10
River With
and, with the exception of the kidnapping angle.
.
11
it may be accepted as quite authentic.
v
“

v

In Medicine Men aW,C. Tuttle has left the reader to

guess where the setting may be.

The county is called

j

Modoc;and suggests Arizona since one;of the earlier stages
into Tombstone was known by that name.

The heroic cowboy

in the tale is named Hashknife, and certainly there has
never been a more famous, or infamous, brand in the state
of Arizona.
,

The supposed time is around 1900.

-

The plot centers around Bud Daley, an ambitious cow-

puncher , who has married May James and become a nester.
Lavellelof the Box S is. a leading citizen, rancher, banker,
and political czar of Modoc County.

He is a bachelor and

greatly in love with the young wife of Bud Daley. -His :
plans to get rid of t h e :cowpuncher grow very complicated
and sinister as the book lengthens, and. it is only the quick
wits and fast guns of Hashknife that save the situation.
To portray Hashknife as a ready gunman is most

,•-

authentic, only he should not have been using his guns to
help a struggling nester.

The intruders up around the

Holbrook country had serious troubles when they infringed
10To ride the river with, means in cowboy lingo,
”to be trusted in a pinch.”
~ .
^William MacLeod Raine, To Ride the River With
(New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1936), 283 pp.
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on the rights of the mighty Hash Knives.

The company was

owned by Eastern capitalists who desired dividends on their
investment, one sufficient to include

60,000

and over 3,600 square miles of territory.

head of cattle

To get the divi

dends the Aztec Land and Cattle Company was perfectly will
ing to let the manager and foreman hire gunmen and to use
any methods they thought advisable.

When the small out

fits located up and down the creeks and waterholes and'
had -prodigious calf increases while the Hash Knife cows
appeared to have been reading Margaret Sanger, the war was
12
on#''
.
•'•
Tuttle shows very well how unscrupulous the methods
of the large companies were and how the Eastern managers re
sorted to new and different tactics of warfare which
/ puzzled and tiled'the western cowboys.

In a manner, many

of the novels concerning the squatters and nesters were
really problem stories of the East meeting the West.

Some

times it was the Eastern farmer against the Western cattle
man; often it was a cowboy nester against an Eastern cattle
syndicate manager;
•

-

-

-

Medicine Men is not to be scorned and might be

graciously considered if it may legitimately be thought to
•^Lawrence Cardwell, "The Hash Knives," Arizona
Highways, February; 1942, p. 36.
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13
have an Arizona s e t t i n g . _
:

...

..

With the town of Apache and Malpais Pass named as

the setting, one may judge that Boss of Panandnt by L.
Ernenwein is an Arizona story.

The time very probably is

somewhere around;1910.
■

Lee Beauregards was a small chap in Texas when a

renegade named Roberts killed his father*

Now Lee is

v

grown :and searching for Roberts, swearing to have;revenge.
/

In Apache there i s a group of small ranchers who have
gathered together to protest the outrages of a larger.cat
tle outfit headed by a man named Strober.

Blake is tho

le ader: of the ranch pool, a widower with a marriageable
daughter, Susan.

vLee falls in love with Susan, stays to

help in the fight, and at the end of the tale kills Strebor,
who proves to be the renegade, Roberts, spelling his name
backward.

There is nothing much to recommend the novel

except for the parts showing the struggles of the small
ranchers’ wives in such a hard country.

~

During the worst

gun fight in the book, one of the young wives of the pool
set gives birth to a son.

In the majority of the novels,

little is said about the business of actual living; that in
itself was often dramatic enough to write about.

-

l^W.C. Tuttle, Medicine Men (Boston: HoughtonV
Mifflin Go., 1939), ;28k"";pp* ' "
.
v

:

-
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The: squatter *s wife usually endured hardships which
are unbelievable to the present-day woman.;: She worked with
no conveniences, cooked for hordes of men, and lay down
like an animal to bear her young.. One of the most justi
fiable murders of. the Gila Valley at about this time was
the result of a brother’s resentment at a neater’s treat
ment of his sister.:

The errant cowboy went to town from

the distant ranch to get a doctor to :go care for his wife
during her confinement.

He got drunk, sat. in a poker game

and forgot why. he had been in a hurry.

The ydung mother

and her baby were both found dead by the girl’s brother.
He killed the husband.in Jess Hill's saloon at Duncan but
was acquitted - justifiable homicide.

.

:

: There were a few women who homesteaded and tried to
make a living in what was a imn’s land.

They were not

:

usually western women, but were either from the-East or
more distant land.. Lady Lee of Miller Valley in the nor
thern part of the state was a Simmons, an English woman who
had married a Southerner,then later come West with him to
take up land.

A good novel about her life could be

written, and there would be no lack of gun play. - The.women
:of the West have not been given, sufficient consideration in
any of the fiction, but the author; of Boss of Panamint made
nj;
a small,effort to show something of their character.
I^l . Ernenwein, Boss of Panamint (New York: Phoenix
Press, 1942), 254 pp.
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. In the Tonto Forest there are still squatters, and

in September of 1943 there was a headline in the Tucson
paper,

i: ■>
..

o-

:

-:-r- •v ■

SQUATTERS TOLD TO VACATE LAND

The only difference is that now it is the government trying
to get them off the National Forest land. • In the news item
Lasster was shown to be the typical belligerent, old-time
squatter who had refused to obey;any law saying, "I’ll not
go to Tucson for the trial.
what takes place." :

I ’ll just stay here and see

No doubt the Forest Rangers were

wishing about that time that they, were Hash Knife cowboys .
of a few years past.

,

:

;

^

^

.The mining interest in Arizona has always been a
leading factor in. the development of the state. ,Generally
speaking, there has been no friction between: the prospector
and the cowboy; each has gone his own way, but in 194-3 E.B.
Mann published Stampede.in which there is a range war be
tween mine promoters and a rancher.
Mann has tangled and then unraveled a much too-com
plicated plot;, to be told briefly.

He places his story in

•Cochise, a small shopping center in Cochibe County, but
mixes in some of the pioneers of nearby Pearce.

That is a

district where there have been ranchers who had mining1
1C -

: ■

:

' ' '"

; / : .

v -

.

■L?News item in The Arizona Daily Star. September
25, 1943 •
:
'.'i;

V.:- .
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claims, and fortunes were made from the combination of gold
and cattle.

At one time it was promoted as an ideal sec

tion for small farms with the promise of water which never
materialized.
tale.

All of these ideas are incorporated in the

It isn’t authentic, however, because Mann didn’t

keep his situations in control.

There are a few good de-

scriptions, one of early evening on the roundup:
The moon rose, blood red and huge. Sitting in his
blankets beside the chuck wagon Tom Storm watched it
shrink to normal size and begin its climb along the
sky. Night noises came to him there, making a faint
familiar harmony. Coyotes on some naked ridge to the
south set up their thin, high, yapping wail.: The night
horses.on the picket line stamped now and then and made
little chopping sounds as they grazed. At intervals he
could hear the slow pad of hoofs as the night riders
neared him On- their constant rounds. Once a harder
sang for a little while, breaking off in mid-verse to
leave an aching emptiness of sound. Back of it all,,
the complaining sleepy murmur of the herd. ... . ,
- There are frequent comments on the doleful songs of
the cowboys and the peculiar rhythm.

There, is a reason.

The dolefulness is quieting, and the songs have a swing to
them which blends in either with the jogging trot or the
longer stepping of the lope.

Anyone who had ridden cow

ponies can almost feel the corresponding motion of the horse
as he listens to the singing .
the nervous cattle.

These lullabies were to calm

Reed Anthony. Cowman. is an autobiog-

raphy of an old cattleman in which he writes:
There is a close relationship between a man and his
herds. When hungry or.cold, sick or distressed, they
express themselves intelligently to man's understanding,
and when dangers of night and storm and stampede
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threaten their peace and serenity, they instinctively
turn to the refuge of a human voice.^9
Mann gives the reader some idea of how the songs
quiet restless cattle.

In the final pages of the book,

however, no song can stop the rush of .the animals as, ter
rified by guns and storm, they go over t h e -edge of the mesa
to become a writhing crushed mass at the bottom.
' 'The rancher's opinion of squatters is bluntly and
aptly told in Tom Storm's conversation with a girl who has
recently arrived:

.

...

^

_

."Is there gold on the Crazy S ranch?" she asked.
"Yes, but not enough to pay for mining it. Dad
proved that to his own satisfaction and went back to
raising cows. A man can make a living at that, you
know. ;That is, if he's lucky and if the squatters
don't cut up his range, with wire 1"
. There was a harsh note in his voice and the girl
looked up inquiringly. They were nearing Cochise now
- and the road ran between tight strands of new barbed
wire. Storm threw his arm out with a sweeping gesture
:. that took,in the dozen scattered shacks visible within
a radius of as many miles.
"A year ago this was all good short grass range.
Look at it now! Dinky farms where nothing will ever
1 :grow but tumbleweeds!"
"Progress!" the girl's voice cut into Storm's ris
ing resentment. "The plows march on, always. They
came through Kansas, where men like you said crops
would never grow. They'll come here, t o o Y o u cattle
men can’t stop plows."
"Progress," he laughed shortly. "Where's the
progress in turning cattle country grass-side down for
crops that will wither and dry up and blow away? I
was raised here and I've seen squatters come and go.
Poor devils! I feel sorry for them, for the honest ,
ones, at least. But you can't tell them anything.
:- •LC>Andy Adams, Reed Anthony, Cowman (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin and Co., 1907), p. 374.

■—
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They keep right on coming, and starving, and making
trouble on a peaceful range! And each year there’s
: more of them! He shrugged. "They say there's a fool
born every minute. It seems to me they all come ■ ' west!”
:'
^ ' ' v.
.'
' - .. ■ '
In many ways one feels that here is an author who
might write something worthwhile if lie only would.

He

isn’t content to write simply and convincingly, but spoils
good ideas by adding too many frills, in much the same
fashion that'a swing band can ruin a good piece of music.
.-17Arid so Stampede must be set aside with the discards.
1

Another nester story, written by Claude Bister, is

Forbidden Bench.

The plot is quite a probable one with a

supposedly reliable rancher, really a cattle rustler, in
"cahoots” with the sheriff of the county.

The scenes are

laid in Cochise County and the "Forlorn Hills” are de
scribed as similar to the Wonderland of Bocks in the Chiricahua Mountains.

The time is set as during the age of the

popularity of the Model T Fords.
V

'

There are four characters of interest:

Ed Holan,'

who has-no conscience when it comes to adding cattle'and
land to his already thriving outfit; Marge Willis, an
orphan girl from Tucson who has gone down to her small
ranch to try to make a living on it; "Bugs" Began, the son
17E.B. Mann, Stampede (New York: William Morrow
and Co., 1943), 299 PP.
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of a prosperous cattlemen of northern Arizona, who has
drifted down south to.see the country; and the "Cimarron
Kid," a half-breed Mexican and clever outlaw. :Nolan has
the "law" on his side, because of his influence in the
county, and the Cimarron Kid is a great asset in helping
carry out some of Nolan's plans.
Marge is a plucky girl who rides well and shoots
straight, but for all of that would have lost everything
if the roving Bugs Regan hadn't happened along.

Bister

makes the usual mistake of having the Kid carry away Marge,
and thereby weakens what had promise of being a good au
thentic novel.
At just about the time this story is placed there
was a young fellow named Hughes, with a partner called
"Dutch," who was trying to get started on a small scale in
the cattle business in Cochise County.

In later years he

wrote a book telling his experiences and calling everybody
by their correct names.

. Ed Nolan in Forbidden Ranch is

very much like the Henry Street told about here,as Hughes
is relating his troubles:

; ^

v :‘1

1°Bdf. Hughes makes some startling revelations :.
about many well-known families still residing in Cochise
County but, when asked to check the book, pioneers in
the San Pedro Valley pronounced it very accurate.
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;
All this time the Boquillas outfit kept pestering
and annoying us, trying to run us;out of the country.
Dutch and I decided to go see them after we had lost
some steers.
'
V- :
.
Henry Street, the foreman of the Boquillas outfit,
was at his desk, a bottle"of whiskey before him. Four
others were in the room; chairs tilted back, feet up .
on the desk, four of the meanest looking Texans I
ever saw. For all I knew these were the ones who had
driven our steers away. I eyed them for a second then
turned.to Street. He spoke first, "Hello there, Hughsie,M he said,"'Dong time, no see,* Anything I can do
for you? Hungry, Drink?” He passed me over the . .
bottle.
Henry Street was a remarkable character in a lot
of ways. He drank so much whiskey that his nose was a
tomato-red. He would go to bed with a quart of whis
key and by morning the bottle would be empty. He
bought his Bourbon by the. forty, gallon barrel from ...
Henry Heney at Fairbank.
. Street took a long drink out of the bottle after
Dutch and I had returned it. ”What brings you here?”
he asked. ,
...
„
I hesitated too long. Dutch couldn’t hold back.
"Veil, Meester Street,” he burst out, "vat the
hell you got to say about stealing those steers from
US?" . .
;. .. .... .:. . :
■. ...
.
Street was a pretty shrewd hombre. He.smiled.
"What do you say about stealing them yourself?" he
'asked. "You know damned well that the brand those
steers had was a maverick brand you and Hughsie. started
so you could work on company calves."
"You’re wrong, Street," I said. "Those calves were
given to me by George Thomas who runs a dairy in
Tombstone. That was his brand, on them. If you don’t '
turn -them over to us, I*11 have you and your men ar-'
rested for stealing, just plain rustling. The law ap
plies to you company men, too."
. "That ain’t stealing," Street laughed. "We *re
claiming them, that’s all. And we ain’t giving them up
until you’ve proved in court they’re yours. , ,
The four Texans looked at each other and grinned.
"I see," I said. "All right, Mr. Street, that’s
all I wanted to know." And we walked out. What else
could we do? Dutch was fuming. But we weren’t
licked. If they could steal twenty head from us, we
could steal back. We were rightfully entitled to get
back what was ours. I had,seen cattle companies
freeze out little men before and I knew their methods.
They had money"and gunmen at their disposal. They

'
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always started by stealing, pestering, dealing misery
every conceivable way; then they would send someone
over to offer to buy the outfit for a fraction of what
it was worth. If that didn’t work, they hired gunmen.
Sometimes they would frame them with cattle stealing and
have them sent to the pen. Then they would move bn the
land. I ’d seen it done more.than once but I didn’t .
think it would happen to me.^?
As Hughes goes on with his narrative, he tells how
they did frame him and send him to jail.

At that time

Porter MacDonald was an Arizona Ranger and a good friend of
the Boquillas outfit, so Hughes had little chance to keep
out of trouble.

When his case came up before the jury

Allen English, his lawyer, got him out of it.
the end the company won out.

However, in

-

Rister has followed through in his novel with care
and precision, showing proper reactions to the situations
he sets up and using perfect dialect.

He does an excel

lent job in showing the Mexican’s attempt at English;
Hughes, whose mother was Mexican, uses practically the
same dialect when quoting in his book.
Forbidden Ranch has a great deal more to recommendit than has most of the ranch fiction.

The novel shows

how ruthless the big outfits were with the owners of small
ranches.

It is to be regretted that Claude Rister doesn’t

put a little more time and thought into his writing.
-

:;l%ughes, op. cit.. pp. 82-85.
20
Claude Rister, Forbidden Ranch (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1933) , 256 pp. , ;
j
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Novelists: have.f ound, much of interest in the’many
tales of the sheep and cattle wars.

The fiction is no

more yaried than are the supposedly-true stories; every
old-timer recollected the stirring times a little differ
ently.

Names are confused and reported at one place as

cattlemen and in the next as sheepmen.

To add to the

confusion, some of the cattlemen apparently were going in
with the sheepherders to the extent that they hired them
to drive their herds over on the ranges of enemy cow out
fits.

In only one point do they all agree, authors and

historians, and that is in saying the greatest war of all
was in the Tonto Basin.

The trouble there has always been

referred to as the "Bloody Pleasant Valley War" - all with
capital letters:'

'

_

Zane Grey based his novel To the Last Man on what
he says are the facts as he 'gathered them on his trips
into the vicinity, but he explains that still in 1921
there was much secrecy and reticence about all of the trouble.

Many of the descandants of those who were killed

still live in1the valley, and those who moved.away didn’t .
forget.

In 1937 an old woman, eighty-four years old, whose

husband had been one of the feudists, threatened to leaive
him if he returned to the Tonto as he planned.• She remon-

you!

L

"So help mei - you buy that place and I ’ll quit
I ’ll go to Los Angeles after I law you out of
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my share of the property I ’ve helped, you. get. You, a
great granddaddy, wantin’ to go haok to that pesticated
country,.even if the fight is over. . I ’m sick of such
goings on and I can’t forget how I used to get up at
night and cook for them outlaws and go back to bed be
fore you let them in,.because you didn’t want me to
see who they were...”2-*' ■
:
'-

Grey’s novel can not be said to be historical in

any sense of the word, since he was so.badly confused as
to have the wrong side of the faudists win.

-It has to

be classed as pure fiction, authentic only as to possi
bility in the Tonto.

There were murders, even more than

Grey has used in his plot; there was a love affair between
two members of the opposing factions; the hogs did almost
eat the bodies of the two who were killed and let lie out
in the open; and, so, there is nothing too fantastic
about To the Last Man.

The Hash Knife, as Grey shows,

was:

v:.1 :

: ,

. :-

. -..

a.veritable haven for the;six-shooter specialists who
were fortunate enough to beat the sheriff's posse to
the Texas state line. They;were immediately put on
the pay-roll and assigned to policing the Hash Knife
range and eliminating any situation that, in their
opinion, was detrimental to the well being of Hash
Knife interests and no questions asked.
i
; ^
John Paine, a Texas gunman, was sent for to drive
the infringing sheep ioff the;Hash Knife range .• His
methods were simple and direct. He'd fide up to a
sheep camp and say, "Git.H The next morning h e ’d go
back to see if the herder had got. If not, the cow
boys would charge the sheep and start them:running. :.
It would be only a matter of time in such rough
sountry until the stampeding sheep would tumble over
the edge of a cliff or canyon.
■ -^Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit., p. 453•
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Should the herder resent this proeedur® and be so
Indiscreet as to reach for his rifle, six-shooters
blazed and what sheep hadn’t been killed were left to
the mercies of coyotes, wolves, and mountain lions
without a herder.
:.
When the Daggs brothers sent their sheep into the
Tonto under the care of the Tewksburys and the war with
the cattle-loving Grahams broke out, the Hash Knife out
laws (eight of them hired killers) went to the aid of the
Grahams.

That was the beginning of the end for the mighty

Aztec Land and Cattle Company with the Hash Knife brand
on 60,000 head of cattle.

The half-breed Indian Tewksburys

with their sheepherder friends by 1900 had wiped out the
Grahams and beaten the big cattle company, in spite of its

22
famous gunmen from Texas.

' -.

:v

:,

Grey weakens his novel- in having the cattle inter
ests win.

It is his privilege as a writer, however, and

he may have heard the story that way from some of the surviving Grahams, or, perhaps, his sympathies were more with
23
the cowman.
Tom Gunn wrote-a novel in 193 5 called The Sheriff
of Painted Post with a plot which combined a war over
sheep and squatters.
'" ■

■ ■ ■ ■

•

He placed the story in an Arizona
. - :
•

*

•• -

-

_

.

-

•

.

v-

- '

.

- '

valley where there were two rival towns, Painted Post and
220ardwell, op. cit., p. 37.
23zane Grey, To the Last Man (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1922), 31l pp.

.:
.... -

_________ _______ _____________________'
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Dos Pasos.. In Painted Fost the citizens were cattle
people who wanted the valley left as it was;, in Dos Pasos
there was a great deal of energy being spent to build a
dam, establish farms, and bring in sheep for winter feed
ing. .

■

• • - 2:

^

The sheriff of Painted Post is an ex-cowboy with a
bad record for gun play, but now.turned to the side of the
law.

As the war grows worse he sends for his friend,

Shorty, and they make the fight together.

One of their

worst enemies is Mallaby, who is using the under-handed
method of renting his sheep to one cow outfit to run out
the other.

Shorty sums up the sheep situation:

.

. He looked at"the sheep drifting across the valley.
The cattle would starve on the sheep browsed grass.
Sheep pastured to the roots of the grass. In a rain
country this was not so serious, but a desert range
was another matter...the short grass suffered perman
ently. .■
. .:
.. ; . V - •■'
Sheriff Steele, the ex-cowboy, was troubled about
the irrigation project:
Steele awoke next morning filled with a confused
sense of some impending calamity. As his thoughts
flowed back into their new formed channels, there
came memory of the news from Tucson. And with it a
new and oppressive weight of responsibility.
.
He rose and swiftly dressed. He left the jail
office, leaving Shorty still snugly unconscious in
. his blankets. He paused at the Ciinaman’s for coffee,
going from there to the feed corral. He laid a loop
on "Smith,H his horse, clamped on a cold saddle and
put town behind him. He paseared to the East. Up
beyond spread the bleak rim of the lava hills,
roseate under the rising sun. He rode towards the dam
site in the gap.
. - % -, • . •.
This wide, pulseless world of sage, dotted at
intervals by grazing cattle, he had ridden on many
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quests. He had seen It under cloud-blotted stars,
when danger lurked in every draw, and he had seen It .
under blazing noon. Now he saw it with new eyes. The
shimmery mirage of a phantom lake, down by the willowfringed river course suggested the day when this
range would be an inland sea. Wide shored waters
would isolate Painted Post and enrich Dos Pesos. An
unlovely storage reservoir with stinking,-green-r
scummed beaches. A man-made immensity that would
bring settlers into this clean new land. Settlers and
wire fences, irrigation ditches and roads, plowed
fields and ultimately gleaming steel rails that would
stab more of the open spaces.
It was^ this that the dam project entailed and it
was this that he was fighting. A thing that bore the
name of progress. Progress built on the ruination of
a cattle empire, just as cities of history were
founded on the crumbling walls of older, and perhaps
better, cultures. ... the road was a trail no longer.
From the rise he viewed the majestic-spectacle of-the
work on the dam but to Steele it was a sad one.
: It was the beginning of the end. Balk this in
vasion they might for a time. But the tenuous, everadvancing pageantry could not be stayed forever. U p .
and down across the western frontier from Canada to
Mexico he had seen the tentacles of restless immigra
tion creep and thicken. The em&ty land would be
filled with newcomers and frenzies. The sharp horizon
would be filled with smoke of the cities. The open
range would pass. The gay, splendid frontier code be
trampled under. He mourned inwardly, as the Indian
had mourned in a time before, to see the wilderness
yoked to a plow and despoiled.
Gunn here shows something of the feeling of the
Westerner as he sees the inevitable changes coming to
Arizona.

That feeling can be compared to the emotion of a

mother as she sees her baby develop into a man.

She often

tries to prolong his infancy and, in like manner, the
Westerner has sometimes tried to halt the growing up of
his .country....
In both The Outlaws of Painted Post (q .v .) and in
this. The Sheriff of Painted Post, the author appears to

—

..--— -..—

feel something of the emotions of the people he Is writing

V
There are some very authentic characters in W.C.
Tuttle's novel entitled The Keeper of Red Horse Pass,

The

plot centers around Kendall Marsh, a crook, who has left
Arizona and gone to Beverly Hills to live in style. He
has some questionable work to be done in Fainted Valley
and through his strong political influence gets Blaze Nolan
out of the penitentiary because he -thinks he is the man to
do it.

Among Marsh's plans is one to bring in sheep to

ruin some of the cattle ranchers.
Blaze proves to be above such work and is a strong
character.

Others in the story who are good are:

a gunman

from Yuma', a girl from the red-light district, and a halfbreed Mexican.

All are portrayed as they might have been

in real life.
Tuttle, in a manner, has followed the story of
Ernest F. Kellner in the life of Kendall Marsh.

So fair

as is recorded, Kellner was a fine man and not a crook,
but.he was eccentric and moved to Southern California in
his later, days.
time.

He had owned a ranch in the Tonto at one

It was to Venice and not Beverly Hills that h e .... .. .

moved, however.

Some of his-peculiarities were:

^^Tom Gunn, The Sheriff of Painted Post (New York:
A.L. Burt and Co., 193$), 259 pp.

__
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He had a watch ohain of diamond-set gold, its
links letters an inch deep across his vest, spelling
his entire name. His golden monogram was upon h i s ;
harness. His home w a s ;in the suburbs of Venice where
passers by could read his name emblazoned above the
gate posts. In the yard was a sunken mausoleum with
room for his body and those of members of his family.
Behind strong bronze gates, there lay in readiness a
massive metallic coffin made of copper assumed to
have been smelted in Globe. Kellner died and was
buried there in 1914.25
: ;
.
^
.
Wherever the author found material for his bookj he
has some very good characterizations and has succeeded in
making The Keeper of Red Horse Pass a better novel than

■ 26
many.

.
.

■t
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-
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Thirsty Earth by Will R. Robinson is not entirely
a ranch story, but a novel showing the development of
water projects in the Salt River Valley.

It follows

'

rather closely the territorial struggle, and even with
the names changed one can readily see many similarities.
The Episcopal bishop, Calder, in the story is quite like
the well-known Bishop John Mills Kendrick of early days.
.

The descriptions of the cattle' during the drouth

of 1892-93 are given very vividly:

:

Daylight found them in the hills where it was
cooler, but there was no sign of rain. The slopes
were scorched and barren. In the bottom of the ravines
bunches of glazed-eyed range cattle nibbled weakly at
Z^McClintock, op. cit.. p. 616.
Tuttle, The Keeper of Red Horse Pass
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,1937), 252 pp.
”
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.

stunted mesquite and.caotus .browse.
At one place where a little water seeped from the
base of a cliff, a hundred thirst-crazed battle milled
and bawled. A cowboy beat them back with his knotted
rope while he tried to tail a steer to its feet and
save it from being trampled to death.
"This is my regular .exercise, nowadays,^ the man
complained, "poor devils, when they move you can hear
their bones rattle, and once down it's hard to get
them up again."
"How long since it rained: here?" asked Alan.
"Rain," echoed the puncher. "Hell, mister, I
sweat more in December than its rained here in a year.
*Nuff to make a man blow his brains out to see the
cows in, the shape they*re in." ;He squinted around the
sky and. pointed far to the,; north. "See them clouds?
Every damned day they pile up there and promise things.
But they don’t; keep them promises. God Almighty! •
What a few buckets of water spilled from them clouds
would mean just now! Sure keep a bunch of dogies out
of purgatoryVs stock pens." : ; ; .
:
. . : They left him staring speculatively at the silvery
white clouds, so falsely beautiful.
,
,
Robinson has said once again, in a little differ

ent way, that the most valuable possession of the cattleman
is, and has always been, water.

It is no wonder they

fought and killed whenever their supply was being jeopar
dized, that they feared the intrusion of sheep and resented
the squatters.

Had Robinson chosen, no doubt he might

have written an excellent novel of a cattle ranch.
.' .-

.. .

: -- '

■" - V'i : -''

'

2?

Since

'

he didn’t. Thirsty Earth can not be included.
Spike isn't a novel but a little book written by
Badger Clark in which the cowboy, Spike, is supposed to
be relating his own experiences.

The language is good.-

2^Will R . Robinson, Thirsty Earth (New York:
Julian Messner, Inc., 1937), pp. 288.
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cowpuncher dialect, the humour is perfect, and the philoso
phy very characteristic.

Spike was an Arizonan and he ex

plains very clearly why there are so many bachelors on
the range.

His analysis of Kitty and Dolores and his de

cision to stay single with just "Old Blue," his horse, are.
excellently done.

Spike gets involved in a little goat.

trouble, instead of a sheep war, and comments about it:
r
It was them democratic principles of .mine that made
me do the way I done with the three Mexican families
that come down like a wolf on the fold and camped at
the Buckshot Springs with a big band of goats. I was
:
baching at the east ranch and the Buckskin country was
on my range. Goats spoil the range and I was responsi
ble to the old man for the safety of the grass in that
neighborhood, so it put me in a delicate position. I
:
jest naturally had to figure some way to get shut of
them goats.
28
Spike is good. All lovers of the West should read it.
Frances Gillmor used the age-long subject of a
girl's irrational love in her novel, Fruit Out of Rock.
The plot is simple, but the characterization strong and
/the story is told in sparkling style.

Miss Gillmor clips

her sentences as a jeweler cuts facets, and like the crafts
man gets a polished effect in' the finished product.

.v

The scenes, are laid in an Arizona canyon now con
verted into fruit orchards.

Three characters hold the

.2®Badger Clark, Spike (Boston: Richard G. Badger
Co., 1925), 215 pp. Clark worked for the Kendall Brothers
on the J O Bar just north of Tombstone for several years.
He is the author of the poems in 'Sun and Saddle Leather
and also of "The Cowboy's Prayer" so often shown on postcards with "Author unknown." He now makes his home-in
Custer, South Dakota.

_____

... :
________ ___ ^

_____________
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reader’s interest throughout the book:

Amanda, the

daughter of the pioneer ranchers; Stephen, the New Mexico
gbat»herder with his flocks; and Abel Bane, the equivocal
recluse who pioneered the business of raising fruit in the
canyon.

There is only threatened gun play, but bitter con

flict ^rages when the gbats1 menace the security of the ,
ranchers. Amanda is constantly, torn between the love, for
her home and her infatuation for the roving Stephen.

Opin

ions will differ as to whether the girl is a weak or strong
character - it 'Is all a matter of viewpoint.

;

..

.

In the -beginning the gdat^ are up on top but, as
the rains are delayed, Stephen brings them into the canyon,
takes them above the box, and finally fesorts to cutting
the trees along the. stream to use the foliage for feed.
This brings to naught all the precautions Bane had. taken
in planting the trees for flood-protection.

When the rains

do come, destruction and death follow.
The novel closes with:
Amanda and her mother walked beside the orchard.
The smell of mud was choking and oppressive, part of
the hot weight of the day. .They f elt the slippery
drag of-mud under their feet.
'
' ~ '’
:
"We’ll have to get the ditches dug out again be
fore the orchard needs another irrigation," said
"I wonder you have the heart to plan," said her
mother wearily... "In a single flood,” continued her
mother sadly. "All that your father planned here...
"I can’t see much ahead, Amanda."
They walked silently through the heavy, damp heat
of the day. Helme Margison looked at the canyon side
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above the fig trees.
c
"Your father and Stephen buried here, Abel Bane
,on his own place — It's a place of death now."
"Of life,” said Amanda.
- Her mother smiled bitterly.
.
- :
;
"It's strange that now you are the one who wants
to stay,sand I the,one who would go. A year ago it
seemed to me our place - but now -"
. "It?s still our place," said Amanda. "The only
place we have."
"We're beaten, Amanda. All,of us. The goats
she stopped; then went on, as if driven by her need to
state a whole. "And in,time they'll be beaten, too and the grass gone. There'll have to be something for
you in town."
"Ho,^ said Amanda.
•.. .
"It isn't good to cling too long to the past."
"It isn't the past," said Amanda.
Her mother spoke gently.
"To stay here thinking of Stephen won’t be enough
for you. He is still in the present for you - but
next year - "
FNext year," said Amanda quietly, "I'll have
Stephen's child to think of."
y
-.;. The two women stood together in the driftstrewn canyon. The river was loud in the day....
"The vegetables are ruined,f tthe mother, said.
"But when we clean the drift out w e ’ve got this land
still,": y y .
v
''y- .v
Amanda's eyes measured the width of the field.
.
"We.can cut back the leveled peach trees," she
said, "and set them out again here."
Fruit Out of Rock is a rather strange story which
lingers in the reader's mind.

Bane is the only live wes

tern character, but the book is authentic in every respect
and should be included as a reliable regional novel of
29 y.
y .
Arizona.
^Frances Gillmor, Fruit Out of Rock (New York;
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1940), 269 pp.
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The-wars over sheep have ended since adequate leg
islation has been passed;

As the water and food supply

lessens for the herds, they are moved over a well-defined
trail into the Salt River Valley.

An old Mexican, called

"Viejo,".goes along with the sheep and his burros,
patiently following his charges over a hundred ten miles
of Arizona terrain.

The line of march passes through the

Pleasant Valley:but no guns echo through the land - a l l is
now serene.

<

--

^

:

The Mormons, with one exception, have never been
cattle ranchers. but have devoted more time to farming
the Arizona valleys or running sheep. ^ Some wag has said
they didn’t like the reception given them by the Arizona
cattle.

The story of that attack may well be told here,

not particularly in connection with the Mormons, but to
show the size and ferocity of the -wild herds which formerly
roamed the range.

:

:

A member of the Mormon Battalion related this
story about the one engagement of their long march.

It

happened in the San Pedro Valley near the present town of
Saint David in 1846.
The animals, congregated on the line of our route,
on hearing the rumblings of our approaching wagons,
were startled, and some ran off in fright; Others,
ytOHollis B." Palmer, following, the Trail of the
Great Sheep Drive,” Arizona Highways, October, 1%1,
p. 18.
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however, to gratify their curiosity, perhaps, marched
.toward us.... Their terribly beautiful forms and ma
jestic appearance were quite impressive.
Contrary to the orders of the Colonel, every inan
had. his musket loaded and a battle followed. In the :
open ground", where the cattle could see us from a
distance, they would run away, but when near us,
,,
whether wounded or hot, they were the assaulting party.
Hence the roar of musketry was heard from, one end.of
the line to the other. One small lead mule was thrown
on the horns of a bull over its mate on the near side
and the near mule now on the'off side and next to the
bull, was gored until he had to be left with entrails
hanging a foot below his body. One or two pack mules
•
were also killed. The endgates of o n e .or two wagons
were stove in and the sick who were riding in them,
.of course, frightened. Some of the men climbed,upon. ..
the wheels of the wagons and poured a deadly fire
into the enemy’s:ranks. Some of them threw them
selves down and allowed the beasts to run over them’;
others fired and dodged behind mesquite brush to re
load their guns, while the beasts kept them stepping
, to keep out of their way. Others, still, climbed up
" in small trees, there being how and then one aval1During this battle which started early in they'
morning and continued until noon, a dozen or, more men
were injured, some seriously. The number of bulls'
killed is not known, but it is estimated at sixty.One writer says that eighty-one.were killed outright
before they suddenly retreated.
The cowboy has been credited with courage, and
certainly he needed it in the days when.cattle charged and
fought like the wild beasts that they were.Whatever the
cause, the Mormon boys farmed and went* oh'missions instead
of riding the range.

.^

The one exception was when the Indians.killed
D r . J"ames Whitmore in 1866 and Brigham Young purchased his
^Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit.. p. 381.
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ranch holdings for the Mormon Church.

John W. Young, one

of Brigham’s fifty-seven children, was sent to manage the
new outfit.

John made a good manager, built up the herd to

a maximum of ten thousand cattle and two thousand horses,
32
earning thereby the commendation of his father and boss.
Popular fiction writers dealing with the Mormon
people have presented distorted pictures of -them.

What

they accomplished, the beauty they established in the
desert wilderness could not have been done except by cour33
ageous and hard-working people.
Since fiction writers
sometimes mix ranch characters and Mormons in one novel,
there are a few to be considered.
In Zane Grey’s books, such as The Rainbow Trail,
there are cowboys stalking through the pages with their
spurs rattling; but they are never characters of any great
importance in what has set out to be a thorough-going tale
34
of Mormon farmers with sealed wives.
But there are some
authors who use the setting of the Mormon settlement for
•ao
Arnold and Hale, op. cit., p. 140.

33Raymond Carlson, ’’The Mormon People in Arizona,”
Arizona Highways, April, 1943, p. 33.
^^Zane Grey, The Rainbow Trail (New York: Grosset
and Dunlap, 1915), 373 PP»
(The term ’’sealed” refers to
a Mormon Church rite uniting a man with one of his wives,
which is supposed to mean that the union will continue
after death.)
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a novel of the heroic cowpuncher who Is to ride wildly
about doing daring deeds.
:

-■

G-un-Boss Reynolds by Charles M. Martin oomes under

this category.

The scenes are laid in what is known as the

Arizona Strip, the five thousand square miles above-the
Grand Canyon.

1

The plot deals with the peace-loving Mormon,

Tuqker, who owns the M T horse spread and is having a
great deal of worry because outlaws are stealing his
horses.

Reynolds, a roving cowboy, happens along just as

the rustlers are abusing a beautiful chestnut stallion
and, being a lover of horses, he shoots a rope in two, free
ing the horse and making some dangerous enemies.

The Mor

mons take him in and because he feels so sorry for them in
their helplessness against the outlaws, he takes up their
battle.

In the end he convinces them that prayer may be

sufficient for some purposes, but that "the meek shall
never inherit the earth" up in the Strip, and that the
"Lord loves them that love themselves" is a better bit of
philosophy.
The plot is very poor but the Mormon way of talk
ing is used very accurately.

The novel is not worthwhile

and the title, Gun-Boss Reynolds, was not a suitable
'

___

35

choice on the part of Martin.
3f>Charles M. Martin, Gun-Boss Reynolds (New York:
Greenburg and Co., 1937), 256 pp.
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I

. - . "While he was about It, Dane OdollAge'managed to
cover praotioally all phases of life up on the Strip In

1

his book Hell's Hip Pocket.

m

He Included outlaws and detec

tives, Mormons and-eastern capitalists,'cattle and cats, sand storms and sheep, Navajos and a pretty girl, all with
a well-educated," fast-shooting cowboy called Philander
Lee.-Just to make sure that all was included, he threw in
a drought with a war over, a water hole and a few murders.
In most remarkable fashion, Ooolidge managed to get all
hi's characters into trouble and out again with the whole
book far above the average.

The gun play may be overdrawn

in a few places, but that section of the state was iso
lated for so long that there was little law.

A close study

of the history, of early days in that region might prove
there was. plenty of shooting.

Taken in the main, Hell1s

Hip Pocket is a fairly just picture of that section of the
36
37
state,
if one recognizes the version of "Jack" Mormons.
Novelists have not made the most of the colorfulliterary material which attended the Arizona Bangers.

The

Rangers were organized in 1901 and disbanded in 1909, hut
many thrilling tales are told of their experiences during
those few short years,

to_addition to the territorial

36Dane ooolidge, Hell's Hip Pocket (New York: E.P.
Dutton and Co., 1938), 2$1 pp.
’
^^"Jack" Mormons are those who have drifted away
from the teachings of the church.

___

' - ■ ... ....... .... •
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organization there were county.and city rangers, men who
were banded-together to establish:somersort of law. and
order.

The first captain of the Arizona Rangers,; Burt

Mossman, was a perfect fictional character who has-appar
ently been overlooked.
:

\

To sketch him briefly:

- Burt Mossman was a glamorous sort of:a daredevil
with a gift for the sensational and the gambling
instinct. : As the fighting foreman of.the:Hash Knife,
and later as the first captain of the Arizona Rangers,
he -played a not inconsiderable part in pioneering
Arizona, and played it with a swaggering dash which
made him a sort of frontier Don Juan. He was hand
some, a good mixer, and perfectly fearless, but liked
the reputation of being tough and ran with the wild
bunch, although he had a good head on his shoulders.
Today he is one..of the biggest cattlemen in the
United States.3°
Most of the fast shooting gunmen of the Hash Knife
drifted on to other parts; of the country, often with
out ever revealing their right names. Burton C.
Mossman however was the exception to the rule. He
failed to either disappear.or get killed but used his
outlaw psychology to head the Arizona Rangers.39
l

Here was a man who would not have left much to

their imagination but provided plenty for the writers to
build a plot about.

But instead of using good authentic

Arizona material, the.authors conceive their own ideas of
the Rangers and expect Arizonans to be pleased with their
characters.

In 190? when the Rangers were very active,

MacLeod Raine wrote Buoky 0*Connor, in which he gave to
3%.D. Tussey, "He Tied That Steer," Arizona
Highways. January. 1939, p. 24.
39JQfardweli. op. cit'.. p. 37.

r
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Arizona some amazing.publicity.
To begin with he placed his setting.in Socorro,
Arizona - a very foolish idea since Socorro,'New Mexico,
is so close".

He followed some of the activities of Bucky

O ’Niell who in reality was an officer, but not a Hanger,
and gave a great deal of space to a Mexican revolution: :
which included-a senorita and her romance.

His attempt

to show Bucky O ’Connor as he might have been is decidedly
useless, but three other men - Wolf Leroy, the rancher
Mackenzie, and David Henderson - are much better.

Wolf

Leroy was an eastern crook who fitted up his Arizona cabin
with all the luxuries of his homeland; Mackenzie.was a

•.

realistic rancher with sterling honesty and a rugged sense
of justice; David Henderson was a truly loyal friend.

•.

Raine also uses a scene of a train hold-up, good regional
writing since outlaws boarded trains at rather regular in
tervals during the wild days of the past.

That, too, is

something-which appears to have escaped the notice of

"

novelists who could have used that theme for stories with
plenty of action.

'

.

:

:

: At the date Raine wrote Bucky O ’Conner he could :;
have filled the novel with excellent, authentic characters
and lost none of the speed and action which is demanded '
in western books.

He didn’t make much effort to do that,

but created an overloaded plot which ruined the better
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40
aspects of the novel..

;

-

The Ranger *s Code was written by. a less-known
author, Johnston McCulley, but by a person who knew more
about Arizona.

His story takes place in Cactusville around

1915 where crooked gamblers are fleecing the cowboys and
miners on every pay.day.

That has a good Arizona flavor.

The very earliest gamblers were far straighter than the
element which followed them, and the;later ones were just
about what McCulley shows them to be.

.

The title has to do with the code of the Texas
Rangers never to draw their guns first.

Trained in that

organization, Dick Ganley follows the code in Cactusville.
He goes into the town as- a deputy and openly announces
his intention of cleaning it up - which he does.
waitress,,Myrtle Baines, are the best characters.

He and a
The de

scription of the small western town is good, and the
Saturday night dance happenings could not be told better.
Dances and desert descriptions are generally good in all

,

of the novels.
With the exception of a little over-enthusiasm for
the bizarre in the chapter where the cowboys brand a.man’s
cheek, the book is authentic. From The Ranger’s Code the
Mhfilliam MacLeod R a i n e , Bucky 0 ’Connor (New Y o r k :
Grosset and D u n l a p , 1907), 345 pp.
-
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third feminine character may he chosen for the "annals."
Myrtle Baines is a real Westerner who shows good sports
manship as she sees the attractive young ranger falling in
41
love with the other girl.
" r
•
Banger.

Jay Lucas wrote a novel in 1939 called the Desert
It is dedicated to:

'

'-'"Curly" lnnis::- ■■

; ^

r

:

.

--

May this remind him of the old Bar
Heart range we knew so" well.
The introduction says the book is"hot historical, hut that-:
many in Arizona will recognize old friends of the Arizona
Bangers among the characters.

•

;

v / :

The hero-ranger is Clint Taney;’currently in dis
grace but determined to prove he has been accused unjustly.
To get the necessary proof the ex-ranger joins a gang of ~
rustlers, brings in his man, is reinstated, and wins his” ■
girl’s love.

^

The only valuable part of the story is the descrip
tion of the men wandering on the desert without water.
Again it is noticeable that authors who are very sentimental
in the most of their writing come forth with some good
realistic stuff when they tackle the desert scenes.

The

41Johnston McCulley, The Ranger*s Code (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1 9 2 4 ) , 2 9 5 pp.
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parts about Yancy and his prisoner, Fletcher, fighting
death together in the heat should be catalogued as the

42

'

best part of Desert Ranger.
The bulk of the fiction discussed in this chapter
is decidedly poor, and for no good reason.

There are

plenty of people still living and young enough to remember
clearly a great many facts about all three subjects - range
wars, Mormons, and Rangers.

In-many instances the truth

is much stranger and just as stirring as anything the au
thors have been able to think up to put in their plots.

In

Tucson alone there are people who have buried loved ones, who
were killed in gun fights over water holes on their ranches;
there are men who served as officers working daily with the
Arizona Rangers; and there are school teachers remembering
times when their enrollment consisted chiefly of the children from the four homes of the wives of one Mormon elder.
Arizona abounds with stories about range wars. Mormons, and
Rangers but, so far, no novelist has presented them realistically.

^

'

42Jay Lucas, Desert Ranger (New York: lee Furnam
Co.,1939), 384 pp. (Lucas is listed as the author of
The Arizonan, not available.)
^ F o r obvious reasons family names are not given.
One man who ably assisted the Rangers and still has medical
care for bullet wounds he received at that time is Jeff
Milton, 1416 East Tenth Street, Tucson.

CHAPTER VIII
:

/

;

. c- : -

-.r _ ;

'

EAST MEETS m S T

Like all good stories this one can begin with.sOnce
upon a- time" to say that, in the beginning and before, the .days of history the only people in Arizona were Indians.
When the white men found the land there were around 900,000
within the present limits of the United States, many of
them in this territory.

Their number has dwindled, but one

person out;of every ten in the state now is an Indian.

Who

the other ninety per cent are, from where they came and
why, would fill many volumes.

The first to join the; Indians

were the Spaniards, then Mexicans, followed by.adventure
some souls from all over the world, and especially from ....
Texas. ;These groups mingled together until by 1900 the
territory had taken on some semblance of organization, and
the rest of the people in the United States began to hear
about its climate.; Tuberculous victims were assured that
in Arizona they would find a panacea for all their pains,
and so the first influx of Easterners began.

What they

found when they arrived has been well described by the
California artist, Maynard Dixon.

He says:
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Arizona - the magic name of a land bright and mys
terious, of sun and sand, of tragedy and stark endeavor.
So long had I dreamed of it that w h e n ! came there it
was not strange to me. Its sun was my sun, its ground
my ground.
- ■■ ■' ■
; -r
.That was in 1900 - only thirteen years after
Geronimo and his Apaches had surrendered to our everpursuing cavalry. Arizona was still "ARIZONA." Cow
ranches still raised cattle, cowpunchexs were not yet
picturesque and worked steers instead of.dudes.
Indians were still Injuns, and you could read in the
pitiless eyes of the Apaches the memory of burning
buildings in the gray dawn and the long shuddering
screams of torture. The prickly silent desert was
still a place where you could get lost and die of ter- .
rible death of thirst; where 1 2 5 -in-the-shade was still
1 2 5 -in-the-shade and a red earthen olla, swung under
the ramada, was more essential than the most gadgety
frigidaire can ever hope to be.
; ,
.
-Arizona was still^frontier." Yes-men-were few and
not well: thought of , and the citizens generally ad
hered to the precept, "So live every day that you can
look every damn man in the eye and tell him to go to
hell" - which they frequently did.
The business district of Prescott had been burned
flat and upon my arrival the place was humming like a
new mining camp. Stores, saloons, banks, and gambling
places were doing business under pine boards and can
vass. One citizen was pointed out to me as a good man
not to monkey with. He was tall and wore a wide hat,
his grey eyes were mild and sad, his moustache had a
forlorn droop and he sagged a little at knees and
shoulders. It seemed that some young enthusiastic cow
boy had done a bank hold-up and was making a galloping
getaway when the sad-eyed man, at long range, nailed
him with one shot. When complimented, he remarked, "I
seldom miss." I glanced down the long pine bar. A
dazzle of glassware and bottles showed you could buy
any drink to be had in the most rococo thirst parlors
of'New York or San Francisco. From behind it , placed
at intervals in pairs, protruded the butts of the
drinkers’ six-shooters.
. :
In those days being an artist was something you
had to endure - or be smart enough to explain why. It
was incomprehensible that you were just out "seeing
the c o u n t r y I f you were not working for the railroad,
considering real estate or scouting for a mining.company
or cow outfit, what the hell were you? The drawings I
made were-no excuse; I was regarded as a harmless
lunatic. ’;
,
.'«■
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:

In Phoenix I met gome of the old-timers at the
Hassayeunpa Club. ’♦Well, son,” said one, "if you want
to see Arizona, just put a box o ’ soda crackers and a
• jug o ’ whiskey in the back o ’ the wagon and you can
travel from one end of the place to the other and never
spend a dollar." Anyway, it was safe manners then in
the Territory to "set ’em up" - and ask no personal
questions.
'
The Agua Fria Valley, really a high plateau, was
my first look at a mesa and the terrific drama of dark
thunderstorm and cloudburst. It was then a grassland
but at the end of four years of drought the plain was
dotted with the mummified carcasses of cattle. Here
was a new world full of great imaginings. Here I
first saw cowboys of the Texas type: "rim-fire" sad
dle, tied rope, batwing chaps, - very different from
the old Miller and Lux vaqueros of the San Joaquin.
Out of all this I made a drawing of a cowpuneher
on a starved-looking pony gazing down ruefully at a
mummied steer, named it "Drouth" and sent it to
Harper’s Weekly; It came back with the comment "Not
serious enough."- If the editor could have heard the
Arizona comment on that..... But, of course, that was
forty-one years ago.1
•. 'And that was Arizona some forty years ago when the

"West" was getting established so that the "East" could
have a place to come visit.

From then on there has been

a steady flow of Easterners entering Arizona, and the

'

novelists have no limitations as to the type of those char
acters which they choose to put in the western setting.

It

isn’t the purpose here to say whether those characters are
authentic or not, but to try to show how well the authors
have portrayed the Westerner’s reactions, i

-

As has been pointed out the Westerner is made, in
most cases, and not necessarily born so.

Certain patterns

1Maynard Dixon, "Arizona in 1900," Arizona
Highways, February. 1942, p. 17.
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of behavior have come to be considered characteristic, and
when a writer deviates from that his work can not be ac
cepted as good.regional writing.

One western woman has

some opinions, about how these patterns got *set."

She says:

j The.arid Southwest has always been too strong, too
indomitable for most people. Those who can stand it
have had .to learn that man does not modif y the country ;
it transforms him, deeply. ...
.... Here many made fortunes but the most important
thing the cowboy made was himself. Not since knighthood
had the Nordic had such.a chance to apotheosize himself.
All his virtues rose to heights; his shortcomings did
not matter. Self-reliant, brave, and resourceful, he
was completely independent and recognized no master.
Eugene Manlove Rhodes said; "If Ghenghis Khan, Alexan
der, Napoleon, and a cowboy were out together, there
would be just four men."/
; If it.is true that the West transforms"men, then
the Arizona ranchers and cowboys in fiction must live up.to .
the accepted standard.

As the Westerner and Easterner meet

in novels there should be contrasts.

The" typical Arizonan

must not be shown as subservient to any person or thing except the natural.forces of the state.
Taking some of the novels chronologically which
have plots including both well-defined eastern and western
characters, it was Zane Grey who wrote one of the earliest
about Arizona.

It is The Heritage of the Desert and, as is

2Eergussen, op. cit., pp. 18-26.
(Erna Fergusson
is;a granddaughter of the Hunings, pioneer ranchers in New
Mexico. In years past children dreamed fairy..stories about
the lovely old rtHuning Castle" in Albuquerque.)
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usual in Grey’s novels, it loses much from being too
crowded with Indians, Mormons', Mexicans, health seekers,
wild horses, outlaws, and scenery; not in a complicated
plot, but with one that trickles thinly along-and ends’ up
not much more than a narrative.

;

The-Easterner is-a young man named Hare, who is
called a ’’lunger,” as was the custom.

He is taken in by •

the Mormon, Naab, who doesn’t fear the tuberculosis germ's,
and nursed back to health.

Haab is very much like the

kindly old Jacob Hamblin of early days - kindly yet fear
less when dangers arose.

Grey pictures Naab as counseling

with the Indians, leading his people under a communal
system; and busy with many wives.

Comparison with the life

and habits of the Mormons, as given in James H. MoClintock’s
■
3
.
Mormon Settlement in Arizona, shows that the author was
most accurate in his characterization of Naab.

There is

one other good portrayal of a half-Indian and Mexican girl
with whom Hare falls in love.

'

None of Zane Grey’s books is written solely about
cattle ranches, but all of them"include just enough of the
ranch atmosphere to put them on the border line.

They are

of some value in*the way of ranch literature in that they
give the best descriptions of much of the range country.
3James H. McClintock, Mormon Settlement in Arizona
(Phoenix, Privately printed, 1921), 307 pp.
'
—"
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and often very realistic pictures of horses.*

In this par

ticular novel.there are described Vermillion Cliffs,
Thunder Elver, the Painted Desert, and the village of
Moenkopi in excellent fashion.

The wild stallion, Silver-

mane , and the mustang mare, Black Nolly, are very appeal
ing.

But The Heritage of the Desert isn’t valuable as
. ,-4 .
ranch fiction.

:

In 1924, fourteen years later, Grey wrote another
novel. The Call of the Canyon, in which his "lunger” is
more politely called a "health seeker", by. the name of Glenn
Kilbourne.

Qak Creek Canyon is the setting, and the tale

is a love story which might have been placed anywhere.
Only one very small.part attracts attention relative to
ranch fiction.

.

•.

Glenn Kilbourne is more or less in love with two
girls:

one, a Westerner, Flo Butter, and the other his

fiancee, Carley Burch of the East.

He makes many compari

sons : Flo is uneducated, healthy, frank, honest, and very
capable in her kind of work.

She has a keen sense, of

humour and is emotionally well balanced; Carley is selfish,
pampered, vain, wealthy, deceitful and, in spite of. an ex
cellent education, not able to do one constructive thing.
^Zane Grey, The Heritage of the Desert (New York:
Grosset, and Dunlap, 1910), 2 9 6 pp. — "
:
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In the kindness of her heart, Tlo decides to have
a party when Carley comes out from her eastern home to
visit Glenn.

He has been living with the Butters while

making his fight for life, and has come to the conclusion
that simple living and honest work are much more worth
while than sophisticated society and idle ease. .He makes
no attempt to prepare: Carley for the party, and she with all
her vanity decides really- to show up the Arizonans.

She!

chooses her.most extreme and daring dress, expecting to
excite the envy of Flo and her friends as well as the ad
miration of all the men.

She does neither.

They all think

she looks foolish and that she probably will get the
pneumonia she deserves.

The western men conclude she is

"no"good," sure that no worthwhile woman would:be so lack
ing in modesty as to make such a show of her body.
The next day one of these men finds Carley alone .
in a cabin. He approaches her in the fashion he has al
ways used with the girls of the rough element.

When she7

rebuke's him he takes it that, she is merely being coy, and
her situation is very .tense.. He finally^ understands that
he has made a mistake, and in his fury tells her just what
he thinks.

He calls her a total loss with a cultivated

boyish figure which makes her look like a "lunger" and un
fit for motherhood, adds that she is a cheat and must be
mentally unfit to act like a red-light girl if she is
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decent. He compares her with Flo, who is wholesome and
modest, tells her Flo could go anywhere alone and never be
molested.

: :

It would seem as if Grey struck the keynote there
as to the reason not even outlaw cowpunchers ever- annoyed
the ranch girls.

The girls themselves behaved in such

fashion that there was never any question about their
morals.

They were good friends, good pals, but never imi

tated the wrong class, and this much of Call of the Canyon
5
.
"
is most authentic.
•

Only two of -Harold Bell Wright’s novels dealt with

Arizona ranch life, When a Man’s a Man and A Son of H i s :
Father. The second one was published in 1925 with Tucson
as the setting.

The western characters of interest are

Big Boy Morgan of the Las Rosas Ranch and his Chinese
cook, Wing Foo; Zobetser is a Tucson pioneer, a crook, with
ideas of increasing his power and obtaining the Las Rosas
Ranch. ..He has a gang working with him, but Wright doesn’t
show the ’’bad” man with the same zest that he shows the
struggling downtrodden.

There simply isn’t the dash and

spirit which was a part of the genuine western crook.
Big Boy Morgan doesn’t ever give the reader the
feeling that he really is ’the son of his father.’ All
^Zane Grey, Call of the Canyon (New York: Grosset
and Dunlap, 1924), 291.pp.
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along he broods and drinks but doesn't act with convincing
force. He is surrounded with eastern guests and Nora
O'Shea, direct from Ireland, who certainly has more spirit
than Morgan.

The Mexicans, Pablo and Dolores, show the "

scheming traits of their nationality and total lack of em
barrassment when caught, which is characteristic.
Morgan is an authentic character in one respect.
The son’
s of many of the pioneers were not so strong as
their fathers simply because the older men protected and
pampered them.

A great many of the boys lost the big cat-,

tie outfits which had been their inheritance, sometimes
from lack of interest but more often from lack of ability.
Wing Poo is good.

One old Chinaman on a ranch could manage

to do more work and learn more about all that went on than
any other lone servant.

The Chinese houseboys were loyal

and there were enough of them hired on ranches to make it
worth while to preserve them in literature.

At the end of

A Son of His Father. Wright gives a closing speech to Wing
Foo:

"Me sabe - Boss Big Bloy, him catch urn Missee Nola

evlybddy catch urn happiness - that mo bette".
suppee now."

Me catch um

And so the novel is finished", not a very au

thentic picture of Tucson in 1925 and not very good writing
for an author who made his home in the vicinity.
' ^Harold Bell W r i g h t , A Son of His: Father
D. Appleton and C o . , 1925), 355 PP*
..

(New. Y o r k :
—
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No matter v/hat classification of western ranch,
novels is decided on, there will be one or more from the
prolific pen of Charles Alden Seltzer.

In Son of Arizona

he describes the Catalina Mountains and the desert coloring
in a way that would make an Arizonan long for his homeland which is good writing.

After placing his story, he intro

duces his "son of Arizona” who is Bob Blakeslee returning
home after eleven years' absence to beg forgiveness from
his father, with whom he had quarreled.

He finds that

his father has been dead for some time, that the ranch is
in the hands of the unscrupulous Lansinger who is.an edu
cated eastern crook moved west to specialize in murder,
rustling, crooked gambling, and fleecing unsuspecting dudes.
Bob has made a fortune during his time away from
the ranch and, incidentally, learned that it is often better
not to rush headlong into questionable situations.

Conse

quently he plays along with Lansinger until the proper time
to present all his evidence and bring everything to a suc
cessful close.

The few old cowhands who are left from the

days of Bob’s father show the true western loyalty; the new
ones hired by Lansinger were different.

Bob silently makes

some observations:
Outwardly, at least in attire and appearance, the
riders of Lansinger *s band were little different from
the others. It was only when he studied them closely
that he noticed a difference. The average cowboy was •
frank and unsophisticated. If vice conquered him he
was ashamed and repentant and went about with lowered
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•

head and downcast eyes until he felt that he. had -re
established himself. When he erred in his work he felt
the disgrace; keenly. If victimized, he silently endured.
His faith in the essential honesty of his friends and
acquaintances stayed with him until.it was proved be
yond a doubt that it had been misplaced. And even then
he grieved over. it. He was credulous to. the point; of. „
verdancy.
The new hands were not like that because they were

not regular cowpunahers but thieves and swindlers.

The ex

pected kidnapping is included in this plot as in so many
others, but is quite plausible when directed by the Eastern
er.

In spite of several commendable parts, Son of Arizona

as a whole is hot acceptable.

'*

Jackson Gregory incites the reader’s curiosity

•

about The Shadow on the Mesa by the following dedication:
To my son, Roderick,who being gifted with under
standing will sense those unspoken thoughts,which flock
about his name as I inscribe it here. December 2k-,
1932.
■
Gregory follows with a plot centered around Jerry
Boyne, who drops down into southern Arizona- in an old:mono
plane which, it appears, has successfully taken him over a
good part of the world.

Fifteen "years "before he quarreled

with his father and left the High Mesa Ranch. When Jerry
reaches the ranch he finds an imposter posing in his place
as the returned son of the old rancher,who has been dead
many years.

He doesn't reveal his identity until many

7CharlesAlden Seltzer. Son of Arizona (New York:
Grossett and Dunlap,' 1931) , 3 1 5 pp.
.
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wrongs are righted and some mysteries cleared up.

The im

poster is an Easterner who is working with a woman gangster,
a former Follies girl.

She -is now the widcw of a wealthy '

Mexican and lives on his vast estate just across the border.
She , too^ has her own plane, the Hawk, has" many guards about
her, and flies about dropping bombs on all of her enemies.
If it is possible, Gregory not only overdid the :
parts of the Westerners, but slightly exaggerated the activ
ities of his gangsters'as well.

There is nothing of any

importance in The Shadow on the Mesa and one wonders what
possible "unspoken thoughts’*'Gregory's son, Roderick, might

8
have found in the book.

. vc.

>

>. r

-r e

" . Two years after Son of, Arizona was published.
Seltzer came out with another ’Novel of.the West *, with an
introduction saying:

•

; ^

:

-

:

:•

Seltzer himself used to punch cows and. ride the
ranges with just such chaps as he writes about in the
stories. That’s why his cowboy yarns are real, full
of lightning action, reckless courage and romance.
The hovel i s .called Clear the Trail.

The cowboy,•

Mike Dolan, used in a sensible plot could be given favorable
criticism.

But never in Arizona, and especially in the San

Simon Valley, could anyone find one iota of fact to corres
pond with the- Square D Ranch and all that happened around
it.

There is a gang of Mexican bandits headed by Vanio

°Jaokson Gregorys The Shadow on the Mesa .(New Y o r k :
Grosset and D u n l a p , 1932), 28? pp.
—
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Tails; there Is ”11 Tigre,n a lone outlaw who rides the
beautiful horse, El Rey; there is a ranch of 300,000 aeres
with two towns on it; and the busiest m a m im all of this is
an eastern prize-fight promoter who finally gets the Irish
cowboy, Mike Dolan, into the ring.

Mike Dolan inherits the

ranch, fights a bout with the champion prize fighter of
the time in one of the towns on his ranch, and the novel
ends in a whirl of impossibilities so far as the plot is con
cerned.

But, in the usual Seltzer fashion, the author man

aged to make the reader feel the western atmosphere in some
of the situations.' ' .

;

One scene that is well done brings in the Mexicans
who lived on the Square D Ranch.; Mike Dolan had been noti
fied in Wyoming that his uncle had willed the Square D to
him.

When he arrived at the Arizona property he came first

to a small adobe house where he paused as he heard a woman1s
voice:

■

-

'v. -

"You can*t see her today, Senor Latimor. She is
seek." Michael had a quick impression that the woman
was not sincere even if he couldn't see her face.
The man, Latimore, was also convinced that the
woman was not telling the truth, and he answered scoffingly:
"Come on now, no lying to me. She wasn't sick yes
terday, and I ain't believing she's sick now* What's
the matter with her?"
' v:.v> v . .-y-:
.n
;
Senor Latlmore had a big voice, throaty, deep, and
wheezy. Michael decided that he was big and fat.
Senor Latlmore laughed.
"I think I know what is the matter with her," he '
said. "She's soared of me. Maybe I rushed her too
hard yesterday. Maybe she doesn't like my kind of
love-making."
;
-
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; "She like no k l M of love-making, senor,” protested
the woman. "She is not old enough for love-making. She
only fourteen, senor." '
: :
3
"She1s old enough.if the right man came along," he :
growled, "hut lia boss here and I ’ve taken a shine.to
heri You.damned greasers ought to be proud that I ’ve
noticed Lupita. I ’ve offered her plenty."
.. v
■ "But not to marry her, Semor lmtlmbre, and weeth nyr
girl:it is to marry;” protested the woman.
"With me marriage don’t count. I ’m the boms here
now and if I want a woman I t ake her.?
^
3 >Michael.felt contempt and rage at-what he heard; He
went to the corner of the building, leaned up against the
wall and gravely and steadily contemplated the man and
woman who stood in front of the cabin doorway.
As Michael Dolan had come along the way he had
learned that since his uncle’s death the Square D had ab
sorbed some undesirable help and he knew Latimorewas one
of them.

Without saying who he was, he Interfered with the

bully’s plans and ended by beating him cruelly with his
fists.

Michael was able to ©utfmatch;coaJletbl|e the larger

man because he had Just finished serving as a sparring partner for the world champion fighter itiio had been vacationing
on a Wyoming ranch.

After the fight ended he told Latimore

to forget about the youthful Lupita.

The Mexican girl

proved to be the daughter:of the ranch hand, Pedro Yergez.
Dolan leisurely moved on to the headquarter’s ranch
house, and the following day rode up to find the cowpunehers
gathered in a circle in the yard too absorbed to even notice
him at f i r s t L a t i m o r e 1was already there and in the middle
^The training of John L. Sullivan in the West was
probably the inspiration for this. See "When the West Was
Young." Arizona Highways. April. 1940, p. 30.
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of the group was raging and waving a knife:
"The darned oiler knifed me," ye yelled. "Look
here? - he exhibited his arm - "right here." He turned
now and Dolan observed the light of wild frenzy in his
eyes. "I*m going to slit his damned throatI" he .
shouted. He took a step toward the Mexican, but Larry
moved toward him with a manner of authority, speaking
coldly and wamingly.
"No you don't, Latimore. Before there's any killing
here we'll find out-what it's all about. Pedro's been
a good man, steady, quiet, and dependable. If he's
tried to knife you there must be some reason for it.
Looks like he beat you up, too. Pedro, what have you
got to say about this?"
Encouraged by Larry's words, Verges rose and began
babbling wildly in Mexican. Larry held up a protesting
hand.
"I 'speot we'll get along better if you'll just
speak English," he admonished.
"Bell Latimore is ron away weeth w y daughter - my
LupitaJ** screeched Verges. "Las' night he's catch her
down at the water hole and carry her off on his horse.
It's dark and we don' know which way he's go weeth
her, but me and my woman we hunt and hunt, and thee#
morning we fin* heem in.de dugout on Silver Creek.
When he see us coming he leave dugout and ron away on
hees horse. Vie find Lupita in the dugout - pobrecita Dios!" Verges * voice-failed him. His passion was so
great he shook all over and his eyes gleamed with an
insane light. "What he's done to my Lupita! I swear
I keel him, so I come here fast and find Latimore in
the bunk house. I try to keel heem with the knife, but
he put his hand up and the knife scratch hees arm. I
keel heem! I keel heem!"
He made a lunge at Latimore. Sneering, Latimore
knocked him down with a.blow of his fist. He would
have kicked him but he saw a leveled six-shooter in
Larry's hand.
"Easy, Latimore. If what Vargez says is true you're
the guy that will get a beating."
"You're taking that greaser's word against mine?"
sneered Latimore. "He's a damned liar. I ain't been
near his. Lupita!" ..
There was a.silence. All of the riders, including
Dolan in the background, were watching Latimore. The
oowpunehers were studying his face wondering if his
statement were true.
"Him a married man, too,” one of them said under
his breath.

:
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*1 reckon it looks pretty bad for yeu> latimore," said
Larry. There was now a sound from the'direction.of the
bunk and mess houses - a pattering of feet, a swishing,
and a wailing cry, sibilant and passionate. Every man
in the group turned to see a Mexican woman running
toward them, dragging a young Mexican girl with her.
Dolan recognized the woman as SenoraVergez with
whom he had talked the day before. The girl was her
daughter Lupita; The girl was well developed, pretty.
Her hair was in wild disorder, her cheeks tear-stained,
and she was holding her arm up across her face cover
ing her eyes as her mother dragged her forward.
: The mother’s eyes blazed with fury and venom when
she saw Latinore. She broke through the ring, drop
ping Lupita1s hand and leaped at him as if she would
scratch his eyes out. Latimore kept her away by
forcing her backward with a ponderous hand and arm.
The Square D riders looked as if they wished her suc
cess in the .attack, The daughter sunk down in a
huddled heap at the edge of the circle.
Latimore grew vicious in his•attempts to push
Senora Verges back and clenched his big right fist as
if to strike her. When he did there was a warning
■
from a protesting growl of the encircling riders.
The Verges woman made no progress with her physical
attack on Latimore and so, womanlike, she resorted to
. tears. Through them she hurled epithets at him and
when he mocked her she turned pleadingly to the Square
D cowboys.
- :;■. ;
.'-"; - •
Michael Dolan forced his way through the ring of
ridersi Senora Verges looked at him, amazed at seeing
the stranger again. She moved over and stooped down
beside her daughter. Pedro Verges stood silent.
Dolan *s lips straightened grimly.
**I didn't finish my job yesterday," he said, "I
should have known you'd go hack to the Verges shack.”
Without a moment's hesitation, Dolan swung at him,
knocked him down, removed his gun, then before silent, as
tonished oowpunehers, deliberately and methodically pun
ished the giant until he lay with closed eyes and blood
drooling from his mouth.

Dolan turned then to Larry.

"You can have him now," he said.

-

■
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He turned, walked through the ring of Square D
riders, mounted his horse and rode away toward the
small town in the distanee.
In Clear the Trail Seltzer has given very authentic
reactions to such situations on most any_ ranch in Arizona.
The Mexicans might behave Just as they .did, and the welldeveloped Lupita would be coquettish and coy to attract any
man’s attention, then throw her arm over her face in shame
when she got. into difficulties.
,

v

. ,

.

The late Charles M d e n Seltzer was close to being

an admirable author of ranch stories: he put much more
action and feeling into his novels than did either Zane
Greyr, or Harold Bell Wright.

All of them must have loved,

Arizona, but they must have loved the sale value of their
work more.

All of them spent ample time in the state to

know that they were writing for the public and not for
Arizona.

.

But perhaps the time will come^when they will be

given greater glory for the s m l l contributions which they
did make. .

,-. ■

:•.

• - <

,• ,■= .. ?.-:

Out Yonder by Gipsy Clark is a good book.

.There

is no speedy action and fast shooting, but plenty of per
fect descriptions of life on a small Arizona ranch, with
no capital to back the undertaking.

The author appears

to have risen from obscurity to write this one novel, and
^
r ; ^Charles Alien Seltzer, Clear the Trail (Hew York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1935), 309 PP*
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then sunk into oblivion again so far as literary efforts
are concerned.

The reader feels as if the plot might be

based on actual experience and there is the suggestion that
all of it was written from the feminine Viewpoint.
The leading characters are Dink and Annalee.

Dink

had gone East to appear in rodeos and Annalee, the pam
pered daughter of well-to-do parents in one of the cities,
had fallen in lore with him and insisted upon being married
immediately.

When they arrive at the little shack which is

to be home, all of the glamour is lost.

Dink lays away the

"show" outfit and gets into working clothes, busies himself
with the problems of border troubles, rustlers, and finances.
That leaves him with little time or energy to pay much at
tention to his bride, and - anyway - he was accustomed to
ranch women who did their share of the work without expect
ing any especial consideration.

•

-

The pretty, dainty Annalee soon became just plain
Annie, showing too frequently her inability to fit into
Dink's scheme of life, and before long he began to wonder
if it wouldn't have been better to have married the Mexican
girl, Eefugia.

'
,J

'v:;

-

The first World War breaks but and Dink is drafted.
He leaves the next day after Annalee*s return from her
eastern home,where she had gone thinking to give up the
idea of ever becoming a Westerner.

She hadn't found happi

ness away from the ranch as she had expected, so made up
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her mind to return to Dink.

When she found he was leaving,

it was a major catastrophe in her life,but she settled
down into the tremendous job of oaring for their cattle by
herself.

She did wonders and was proud to show her results

when Dink returned from France', but by then it was her hus
band who had weakened.

The victim of shell shook and gas,

he had no interest in either her or the ranch.
Annalee nurses him back to health and, along with
that, proves her ability as a competent business woman.
Years go by and government regulations are made, dude
ranches spring up, fences and highways cut up the range
until Dink feels as if his place has become nothing more
than a cow pen.

Strong and well again, he can't stand the

hemmed-in feeling and impatiently and definitely decides
they shall sell out and seek once more some open country.
Annalee looks at the comforts gained after years of
struggle, thinks of the security which has been obtained
with such great effort.

There was a time when she would

have remonstrated, but now she thinks of the superior at
titudes of the dudes, the problems that have come from
the progress of Arizona, and willingly and happily she
sets forth for Sonora to begin again as a pioneer.
Out Yonder is an excellent novel, and it is to be
hoped the author will some day be inspired to write others.
She knows the ranch life and gives it to her readers with
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’

skill and ease.
,

,

In the 'East meets West * novel called A Stranger In

Black Butte by Hoffman.Birney, the Easterner is Nora Jane
Moran, an Ohio girl who has inherited the Bar-Bafter-K
Ranch from her uncle.

.

The ranch is located in southern

Arizona and the time is recent enough for Nora Jane to
drive her own car through to her new possession.

As she

nears Black Butte, she meets Ted Coinrt, a young fellow who
assists her through the many difficulties emerging from
her strange position.

. .

:

;;

The plot is based on a struggle for the Bar-BafterK, not because it is,such an excellent cow ranch, but because there are a couple of men who know there is a deposit
of wolframite there.

One of these men is Augustus J .

Carver, banker, lawyer, leading.citizen of the town "when he hawks Black Butte spits," - a n d he is very dishonest even if he is a vestryman in the church.

The other man

is the good-looking young Ted Court, who is a descendant ,
of the Cortez family, the original owners of the ranch
under an old Spanish grant.

Court wins all arguments, kills

Carver, and in the end marries the Ohio girl, thus;saving
.all interests. -

; . ':; - ;::::.;• . :- '-' '':;v ‘'

^ G ipsy Clark, Out Yonder (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Co;, 1935),317.pp.
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It rightfully may be assumed that the town of

'

Black Butte refers to Douglas, and by no great stretch of
imagination one can find many similarities between fiction
al characters and well-known citizens.

The 'Black Butte*

is known locally as Nigger Head. All of the gun play is
■
. '
greatly overdrawn, since Douglas has been noted for ex
treme quietness along that line.
Ted Court and his faded proofs regarding the
Spanish land grant could have been, since several of the
grants were in Cochise County, the San Ignacio del
Babocomori, the Boquillas, the San Bernadino, etc.
however, is not the best character.

Court,

The most typically

western man of the book is the old Doctor Morgan, who
knew a great deal but talked very little.
Birney doesn't concern himself with minor details
in his writing.

When he chooses to use a Mexican word,

for example albondigas (meat balls), he misspells it;
when he refers to Tombstone, he errs.

Into Carver's mouth

he puts these words:
"Sooner or later, the
the hole and finds that's
Virginia City, Tombstone,
not so long ago, holes in

miner comes to the bottom of
all he's got left. Look at
- both of them. Millions
the ground now."

It is irritating for an author to make such ob
vious mistakes about a mining camp as well advertised as
Tombstone.

Everyone knows it came to an end from too much

water, and not too much digging.

Birney lived in Tucson,
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and in 1928 took a trip over the state.

He tola about that

trip in a book which he named Roads to Roam and Commented
in it that he was an author.
Grey:

He made a criticism of Zane
;■
:v ;•-

We camped in Surprise Valley, jmde famius by Zane
Grey in his "Riders of the Purple Sage" arid its
sequel ;"The Rainbow Trail” (q;v.!} * It turned out to
be quite a surprise. Brother Grey, had renovated it
considerably when h# gave it a place in fiction*
Lassiter would have had a hard time blocking this eas
tern approach by rolling any rocks, and the valley
was cluttered in most untidy fashion with blocks of
sandstone about the size of a three-storied house
that had been chucked promiscuously about.
There are ho cliff dwellings there. The big com
munal house that Grey put in Surprise Valley as a
;
place where his hero and heroine could find refuge is
actually Batata’kin — the Side Hill house - in Tsagi
; Canyon. Grey’s action in moving, it a few score miles,
however, was perfectly legitimate. All of us writing
guys do tricks like that.12
I

Birney expresses a little irritation that Grey

didn’t stick to facts, but in A Stranger in Black Butte he
doesn’t do any better.

In western stories everyone readily

agrees that "all writing guys do do tricks like that."
Because there are too many such errors in A Stranger in

......

i3

Black Butte; it is not to be called authentic.

-

If Kingdom in the Pactus had been published anony
mously, no one would have suspected that it had been
lzHoffman Birney, Roads to Roam (New York: A.L.
Burt Go^,1930), p. 282.
^%offman Birney. A Stranger in Black Butte (Hew
York: Grosset and Dunlap, 19^6jm -
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written by Seltzer.

The novel is entirely different from

any other western ranch story.

There is no flash of gmm

play by the hero, Captain Luke Hardin, but a search for
God and faith in mankind.

The Captainj who had served in

the first World War.returned to his Arizona ranch home to
find that his agents had turned it into a dude ranch but
still called it the Diamond H.

He was disgruntled about

the matter but tod obsessed with his more private grudges
to do anything about it.

He had seen a younger brother

on the front sent into action by a Colonel Barkus; the boy
had been killed and tiirdin with hli bid staff sergeant,
Lawler, was hunting for Barkus to have revenge for what he
thought had been unfair military discipline.
Barkus living in his own vicinity.

^

He finds
,

Through association with a beautiful girl, Judith,
who 1ms a queer, drunken but religious father, Captain
Hardin finds God, loses his resentment against the Colonel
and gains happiness.

He moves the dudes out, takes over

his ranch, buys out the local bank, arid spends some of his
great wealth to build a beautiful desert church on one
corner of his land.

The description of the small church

corresponds very nicely with the one which a well-to-do
ranch family built at Vail.
The plot of Kingdom in the Cactus is quite possi
ble, and the book acceptable enough even if it-is most
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unusual.

T© have the author, Charles Alden Seltzer, write
14
something that reads like Sheldon*s "In His Steps" Is some15
what of a shock but a rather pleasing one.
Wilbur 0. Tuttle wrote an Arizona ranch story
called Wild Horse Valley in which he combines a rancher and
a sheriff in one character, Henry.

Like so many of the

fictional ranch owners, Henry, too, had inherited the J Bar
C from his deceased uncle, and Henry was a great surprise
to the country.

Christened Henry Harriaon Conroy, he was

of tub-like proportions with a moon-like face and a huge
putty-like nose.

That nose was famous. For years it had

featured in vaudeville, with the tub-like Henry behind it,
squinting his eyes merrily.

When vaudeville warned, Fate

in the form of the inheritance brought the erstwhile come
dian to Tonto City.

(Well named, since the citizens do

foolish things and tonto in Spanish means fool.)
Henry with his spats, cane, derby hat, and"flaming
nose was a great joke to. Wild Horse Valley people.

In a

sort of humorous spasm started by the cowboys, Henry was
elected sheriff.

Henry, in turn, appreciated the situation

and humourously appointed some unusual deputies - and a
jailer.

v..„

^Charles Aldeh Seltzer, Kingdom in the Cactus.(Garden City: Sun Dial: Press Co.,: 193^) , 27^ pp.
v
\

■ -

*

::

l/Gharles M. Sheldon, In His Steps (Philadelphia:
Henry Altemus Co., 1900),:301 pp.
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Tuttle has oarried to extreme the idea ©f the
practical joking so common to eowpunchers.

They love to

tell tall stories and ezeel in thinking up j ^ e s to pJjty
on a "tenderfoot."

Serving "mountain oysters” on a chuck

wagon menu is a good example.
Edward Dale in Cow Country mentions these charac
teristics by saying:

;

Perhaps the most pronounced characteristieof the
cow hand in common practice with that of the Western
ers was his tendency to tell tall tales. These were
usually repeated for the benefit of the chance lis
teners and might go like this; "out where I live the
hawks are so bad that we put bells on the children to
keep;them from being:carried off. I shot one myself
not long ago that had a wing spread of a little over
fifty feet." The other eowpuncher looks up, grunts,
and says, "hmm, must have been just a young one."
Fancy ideas about food always produced some witty
comments. One of the oldest stories goes that a
Western,cowboy had gone;back to Kansas City with a
train-load of cattle and found his way into a swank
restaurant for his evening meal. At the next table,
a girl and two boys were giving their orders:
"Waiter," said the girl, "I want a steak, a thick
one,-rare, please." "Bring me.a steak, too," said
one of the men, "and make mine very rare." ?I*11
have a steak myself," said the other man, "but I want
! mine extremely rare.. Just sear the outside a little."
When it came the cowboy*s turn next, he drawled to
the waiter* "Just cripple the steer for me and drivf
him in. I ’ll eat him that way."16
The cowboys have always thoroughly enjoyed dropping
the most horrible suggestions.about the West i n .the most.
l^Dale, op. cit., p . 137. During the Stock Show
this year I told this joke to John Meadows, an elderly
rancher from the Bar Boot and 0 K Ranches near the Chirieahuas. He said, "Well that ain’t, the way I heerd it. I
heard a eowpuncher went into a restaurant and the girl asked
him, ’Would you like to have your steak rare?’ ’Well,*
sez he, ’I don’t care how much it rareg jeet so it stays
still long enough for me to get a fork in it.*"
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casual fashion to their visitors.

If the newcomer took

everything strange even to, perhaps, eating fried skunk
or rattlesnake, in good spirit he would he accepted into
the inner circle, but woe be unto him if he became indig
nant.

After all, it was the corresponding initiation into

the range school which is given in the college fraternities
and the same rules applied.

One point in passing -real

cowboys have never carried the practical joke to the
place where an inexperienced rider was put on a dangerous

The philosophy and ready wit of the ranch hands
has no explanation.

It was found very generally among

them, but it moves to the field of the psychologist to give
the reasons.

The average cowboy did not indulge in re

peating vulgar jokes.

He made blunt references to certain

phases of his work, but around the ladles "bulls* became
"animals’* only.

Unless he had been given the advantages of

education, he never told questionable stories in the

7

presence of women.
And so Tuttle finds it amusing to have the vaude
ville artist, Henry, hilariously elected as the sheriff.
The tale continues with Henry more Interested in breaking
up a crooked mining game than in anything that has to do
with the ranch business.

Sode messages, hide-outs, a great

deal of shooting, and mysterious-visitors fill1the pages
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in an utterly useless fashion .so far ae Arizonans are con
sidered.
It appears to have been Tuttle who started the
style for the hired girls in the western novels.

From this

time on they continue to appear with the same general de
scriptions whether they be Indian or Swedish, and always
they end up with "a single eagle feather pointing straight
to the sky adorning her hat,*, or "on top of her taffycolored hair perched a small hat with a single feather
sticking up in front."

Such types of household help have

not been the general rule in Arizona; domestics usually
are Mexican, Indian, Chinese, or "Okies," and none of
them, affect such styles of headgear.
There is one small paragraph that is most charac
teristic of some small-town hotels in Arizona.

Mr. Beloit

and his daughter, wealthy Easterners, have.been sojourning
in Tonto City at the Scorpion Eotel accompanied by
Mr. Livingston, who is Mr. Beloit1s secretary.

They are

preparing to leave when
M r . Livingston came down the stairs of the hotel.
"I have enjoyed my little visit with you in Tonto
City," he told Henry;"but shall be glad to get back
home.. Mr. Beloit and his daughter have stood it well.
In fact, for a while I was doubtful if they irould agree
to stay here. The accommodations are not.. ■;.well, not
just what they have been accustomed to having."
"I wonder," mused Henry, "what the bedbugs will
think when they are again obliged to seek nourishment
in plebian blood."
"There are bedbugs in this hotel," declared
Livingston.
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"After having slept.here a year. I ’m afraid that
you haven’t any new discovery for me," added Henry.
The small-town hotels did have bedbugs, accommoda
tions were terrible, and often the other guests were very
undesirable.

The most unusual story of all is told of

John Hays Hammond’s experience in early days in Globe.
got in the camp and couldn’t find a room anywhere.

He

Finally

a hotel-keeper agreed to let him use a room whose oc
cupant was known to be temporarily out ©f town.
Hammond went to sleep but was soon awakened by a man
who loudly demanded the return of his bed. Luckily
Hammond was able to offer the stranger a drink of
whiskey, and its powers of appeasement were such that
the two men shared the bed for the rest of the night.
Hammond left Globe early the next morning and was gone
for several days. When he returned, he saw two
bodies hanging from a sycamore tree on Broad Street, V
and one of them was the stranger with whom he had re
cently shared bottle and bedi
The man had been hanged for murder and express
■. 17 ' '
l
.
' ::
.
:1.-.
robbery.
It is unusual, to say the least, to be able to
find nothing authentic about an Arizona novel but a few
lines about bedbugs; however, for Wild Horse Valley that is
18 .
—
”
the best that can be said.
:
Marblefaoe is a novel by Max Brand that by a great
stretch of imagination might be thought to have its setting
in Cochise.

There is a bitter struggle for the county seat.

^Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit.. p, 196.
18Wilbur 0. Tuttle. Wild Horse Valley (Boston;
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1
9
3
8
)
"
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but the impossible plans carried out on both sides to win
the honor are utterly preposterous*
ish in any land.

They would sound fool

The hero of the Sale Is Marblefaoe, who

is an ex-pugilist and in the ring had been so Injured that
he kept his face expressionless.

The story is written in

the first person, which is a.deviation.

A few lines might

be quoted as fairly good:
None of them was really out of the West, but all of
us would become good Westerners in the course of a few
years, or else get our fingers burned and depart for
a less strenuous last.
The most typical Westerner I ever knew was a Texan
from Philadelphia. Westerners are made, not born.
I've seen a man fit into the wildest West in three days,
if he was the right sort. Or, again, he might not do
it in thirty.
His mistakes were more or less forgotten. It's
the way with people in the West. In the last, if you
slip once, your neck is broken forever, but in the
West, we have a feeling that every man has the right
to make a fool of himself now and then. It's the best
quality to be found in the whole country.
The story ends with a serene picture of a ranch
with thousands of white-faced Herefords grazing and the
smoke curling up from the mine company's smelter stacks in
. ..
■
•
19
the distance. Marbleface. however, is not worth reading.
Peter

B. Kyne

novels are always entertaining read-

ing, but his Dude Woman with an Arizona setting isn't much
of a find in the search for good regional literature. The
19Max Brand, Marbleface (New York: Orosset and
Dunlap, 1939), 280 pp.

time is eonteaporary, the main characters are:
Len Henley; a Oochise county cattleman who has
climbed to the top of Arizona’s financial ladder.
Leonard Henley; his son, affectionately known as
Don Leonardo, a graduate of the University of Arizona
who has used his education for nothing rore than to
appear well as a trick rodeo performer.
"Margaret Ames; a lifelong friend of old Len’s
with plenty of money with which she is generous.
Mary Sutherland; an Eastern girl who has come to
take over the Wagon Wheel ranch.
Hank Wade; the sheriff of Yavapai county, friendly
to Mary.
Breezy Wade;cHank’s son, who has joined a gang of
cattle rustlers.
Burden; a rancher, who tried dude ranching and x
failed because he had no conception of the luxuries ex
pected by his Eastern guests.
■
The Henleys have lost all of the crudeness:which
they might have had on the ranch, now wear dress clothes, ,
and send orchids with the greatest of ease.

Len and

Margaret, Leonard and Mary furnish all of the romance.
Mary becomes hardened to the country very quickly, and
without hesitation shoots and kills the sheriff’s son,
Breezy.

She is remorseful because of her friendship with

his father, so hurries to explain to him.

At this point

Kyne slightly overdoes the part of the sheriff.

In answer

to Mary he says, "You needn’t be sorry, Mary, you performed
a splendid duty for Yavapai county.M

:

So far as can be ascertained the western sheriffs
were human enough to, at least, say nothing if an errant
son was killedT There is hb record b f one ever having
applauded the,murderer.

All the way through the book false
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impressions are given.

There is only one very authentic

fact, then Kyne went too far and ruined it.
't '
t'
Burden found there were rattlesnakes under the
- .> ,/ -

-

kitchen floor.
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At about that time, the old mother cat

disappeared from the ranch and he was quite upset because
he needed her to catch the snakes and eat them.

The old

cat would get rid of the snakes most effectively, and all
ranchers used them for that purpose; but cats don’t catch
rattlers and they don’t eat them.

They annoy them as they

do mice, and when the snakes strike they jump aside.

It

apparently is a game the reptiles don’t like and without
much delay they move away.

It is a system which eliminates

whole families very nicely, since no expectant mother snake
will stay near the cat when it is time for her babies to
be born.
Peter B. Kyne’s Dude Woman is a good novel to read
for pastime, but has no other use.
^ V1

;

J.-..::-:v- ’

The characters with

'V:" .',y-v

[J.?

v; <

very few changes would have been equally as good in a
story of any other state in the union.
Arizona Peud by Frank B. Adams has a very mislead
ing title.

Arizona ranchers have never had but one real

feud,the Pleasant Valley War, and they were really Texans
p-’

Ph;-

' p v l ,h_

■'yvy.yir.; ,

y.t h y ;., '

who failed to get their troubles settled before arriving

2^eter B. Kyne. Dude Wbaan (Hew York: II.CV Sinsev
and Co. i Int$•> 1940), 280 ,PP.
pp. ... * . ]

■ -y '- y- :

f
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in the Tonto.
The town is identified as Outlaw, Arizona, and the
feudists are the Seeleys and the Dovers.

The plot includes

poisonings, shooting, prize fighter, newspaper reporters,
and an escaped lunatic from Phoeniz.

Added to the story is

an authoress who owns the Bing Bar X Ranch and earns the
money to keep it and an invalid father going by marrying
and divorcing husbands', then writing a story about each af
fair.
The description of the rodeo at Outlaw is good and
worthy to be put in some collection of Arizona stories.

The

band, the stock show, the food, the dance, and the parade
of the citizens in their "Ole West" regalia are made to
sound as foolish as they often are.

Adams defines the diff

erence between the real ranch element and the would-bes,
the behavior of the visitors attracted, and the incongru
ousness of the whole celebration with the skill of a keen
observer.

That part of Arizona Feud should be salvaged

from the rest of the book.
Arthur Henry Gooden laid the scenes of his novel,
Guns on High Mesa, in the Flagstaff area near the San Fran
cisco peaks and in the Coconino pine forest.

It has a

plot in which there is trouble between.lumber interests and
2^Frank R. Adams. Arizona Feud (Garden City:
Doubleday Doran and Co., 1^41 ), 278 pp.
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a young rancher, Storm MaoKenzie.

Storm had been b o m one

wild night on the Diamond M Ranch and as the years rolled
by had taken up the running of the "spread" where his par
ents had left off.

The entire country had filled up with .

Easterners who appeared greedy to invest their capital in
order to glean some of Arizona's riches.

Many of these men

Storm did not trust, especially Lester Ward of the Great
Western Lumber Company who was conniving with Ed Manners, a
crooked local banker, to get a stand of pine which right
fully belonged to the Diamond M and was needed as a water
shed.

(Very good - ranchers had to protect water.)

The

outlaws, headed by Red Tessap, were working with Ward and
Manners so the outlook for the young cowman was not very
hopeful.

'
The story moves rapidly with plenty of shooting and

a raging forest fire near the close.

The young Westerner,

Storm, is shown to outwit the eastern tycoons, finds that
Fanny Winston is lovable, eastern or not, and rides to hap
piness on his beautiful horse, Cacique.

(Cacique is an

Indian word which means prince or ruler.)
Fanny Winston is an appealing girl, but Storm
MaoKenzie is only fair as an Arizona rancher.

The best char

acter of the West is the faithful old Mexican woman, Ynes,
who has been a servant in the MaoKenzie household ever
since Storm's birth.

She loves her 'Stormito' and is sure
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that her prayers have been answered when she knows he plans
.

.

.

to get Married.
The novel is mediocre, but Gooden shows some prom
ise as a coming author of Arizona ranch stories.

His Guns

on High Mesa might be kept in mind, at least for comparison,
'

.

.

.

22

should he continue writing about the West.
"If I were to live with these men for a thousand
years, still I would not understand them," is the only ac
ceptable sentence in the whole of W.H.B. Kent's novel
called Range Rider. Kent has written the story in the
first person with much repetition of short terse sentences
which give the reader the same feeling as does listening to
a "monotone" sing.

The time is set back in the territorial

days, and the gun play is between the riders of the Arrow
head Ranch and those of the Rocking A.
Gall Gordon is a western girl who owns the Arrow
head; Ruth Armstrong is an eastern girl who owns the
Rocking A but is permitting a crooked foreman, Cord, to
operate it.
head.

Slim is the dependable employee on the Arrow

The hero of the tale, if he may be so labeled, is

Mr-. Peter Stirling of New York, a recent graduate of Yale.
As a homesick eastern boy, Peter is shown in excell
ent contrast against the western cowboys; but when Peter
^Arthur Henry Gooden, Guns on High Mesa (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1943), 243 pp.
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becomes a cowpuncher and gunman himself, he is pitiful.
That is when he becomes of interest as an Arizona character.
It has been the purpose of this survey to find typical west
ern ranch men of fiction, but many of the ranches are now
falling into the hands of "Peter Stirlings of Tale” and
their type should be included.

Kent has attempted to write

of the past but, as a frontier character, Peter should never
have lived to the end of the book.

As a contemporary char

acter, Peter should be recognized because his kind has ar
rived in Arizona.
In the novel Peter falls in love with the western
Grail Gordon and, as her husband, takes over the running of
the Arrowhead.

He learns to swear, but not with conviction:

Below his white forehead, his face is burned black
with wind and sun; he sees the incredibly brilliant
stars of Arizona flee across the night and hears the
whip-poor-will call mournfully, persistently, "poor
Will, poor Will”; he sees the buzzards crawling in and
out of the sage ..brush like maggots in dead meat and he
recognizes the crazy, jibing laughter of the coyotes in
the hills.
Range Rider by comparison makes classics out of many
of the average novels of Arizona ranches, and in no sense of
23
the word can Kent be considered as a promising writer.
The best novel with the "East meets West" plot is
Man Tracks by Bennett Foster.

It, too, is a story of

23w .H,B. Kent, Range Rider (New York: Macmillan Go.,
1943), 193 pp.
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territorial days when there were still Apaches, Crook and
his soldiers, dishonest sheriffs, and rustlers.

The plot is

very plausible and is skillfully brought to a satisfactory
close.
Lane McLain is a young cowman who owns a half inter
est in the Hatchet Ranch.

His partner is an Easterner,

Wade Warrend, who has a marriageable daughter, Judith.

The

story begins when the Warrends arrive to spend a season in
Arizona.

With them is young Crosby,who decides to buy an

adjoining ranch from a rustler named Seay.

Crosby has a

great yearning to be a real western rancher, but he has to
learn a lot about counting cattle before he can successfully
start running them.

Lane helps him out and he gets some

lessons in "wet" cows, branding, running a chuck wagon, and
handling financial affairs on cattle deals.
The dinner parties, Beth - the genuine western ranch
girl - and Judith's interference in matters she doesn't
understand all make the novel very enjoyable.

The political

situation of territorial days is written about in reliable
fashion and shows some of the reasons for stockmen taking the
law in their own hands.

All of the descriptions of work on

the range are accurate.
Bennett Foster has written a novel worthy of high
praise, and Man Tracks should be recognized as one ofthe
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best of any criticized so far.,
Lost Canyon by Clinton Dangerfield is a story of ex
cellent contrasts of a strong western man:and a weak East
erner.

Don Duvall, a competent cowboy, is hired by the

wealthy Easterner, Hawley, to straighten up his dissolute
son, Rex.

Hawley has millions but finds no happiness be

cause of Rex.

Thinking to solve the problem, the millionaire

buys an Arizona ranch, puts Rex on it, and commands Duvall
to "make a man of him."

Duvall fails in his assignment, Rex

is killed, and many troubles arise before the happy ending.
The setting is established by "Out here in Arizona
we have men ..."
the story.

Work on the ranch is carried along with

At one place the cowboy, Don, is worried about

his horse:
When they got down to the corral Don found that Centerfire was in trouble. He had a violent attack of
colic.
He therefore sent Snag with young Hawley... Rex
could make no impression on Snag. The boy might make
this cowboy any offer he pleased, but Snag would bring
him home just as he took him out.
Duvall was still laboring over Centerfire, oblivious
of anything happening outside as the horse kicked and
thrashed in his agony. ...
Some days later:

.

"I’m the man h e 's trying to kill,” said the cowboy
grimly. "He's shot my horse. Thank Cod I didn’t have
Centerfire with me! He was sick again this morning, so
I didn’t take him out."

24Bennett Foster, Man Tracks (Garden City: Double
day Doran & Co., 1943), 249 pp.
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Any story of ranch life is improved if the author
includes a few paragraphs showing real work;

Too many of

the books read as if they were recounting the characters of
a play rather than people who actually lived.
The novel would have been better if the "lost can
yon" had been 1,6ft out.

In those chapters Danger field re

members Zane Grey and in like manner traps some of his char
acters in a box canyon.

Eliminate that part of the plot

and the rest is good, with Duvall and Hex well portrayed.
The author shows in fiction what Hough pointed out in one of
his books:
We still revel in Wild West literature, but there
is little of the wild left in the West today. The most
lawless time is today but it is in the most civilized
parts, the East, and not in the West. The worse men
are those of the cities and the nature of their crimes
would make the hardened desperado of the West blush for
shame.25
Dangerfield does good work in showing how the out
law type of the West compares with the drug-addicted crim
inal of the East. With a few minor changes Lost Canyon
”
26
could be given top ranking among Arizona novels.
Seltzer’s Silverspurs is a tale of the fight be
tween rancher Allison, his daughter Janet and the cowboy
2 % o u g h . The Story of the Outlaw. p. 394.
2^Clinton Dangerfield, Lost Canyon (New York: G.
Howard Wyatt, 1932), 281 pp.
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Prentiss, and the outlaw rustlers headed by Silverspurs.
Janet has been educated in the East, and her college friends
clutter up affairs when they visit the ranch.

Here again

is the strong-minded, western cattleman, a. widower with an
only daughter.

All authors are convinced, it seems, that

the Arizona ranch wives bore one girl baby, then quietly
died.

Such a notion parallels the idea that there are al

ways many children in the families of the poor itinerant
farmer of Oklahoma.
Prentiss is one of Seltzer’s best characters; he has
common sense, works and fights like a regular cowboy, kills
only one man and does that legally.

Siiverspurs should be

remembered, not for the outlaw inspiring the name, but for
'
one realistic cowpuncher.
...

-

There is more humour in Tuttle’s western stories than
in those of any other author.

In Bluffer *s Luck the old

reliable plot of a tenderfoot inheriting a ranch is used.
This particular ranch is in Lobo Wells, Arizona, and the
main characters are about as usual.

Whispering Taylor and

Sailor Jones, two old cowpunchers left over from the "trail"
28
days, provide the laughs in the book,
and thereby heighten
*

27charles Alden Seltzer. Siiverspurs (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1935), 2 7 7 pp.
2®Many duck hunters in Cochise County will recall
Gus Wheeler (died in 1928), the old trail driver, who lived
at the Cienaga between Rodeo and Lordsburg. Tuttle’s char
acters, Taylor and Jones, are very similar.
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its interest.

The entire novel is so much better than many

of the others written about ranches that it seems advisable
29
to keep the name Bluffer's Luck in mind.
Under the Tonto Rim by Zane Grey first came out ser
ially under the name "The Bee Hunter," a much more appropri
ate title since the story has nothing to do with the usual
Tonto tales.

It relates the experiences of a welfare work

er, Lucy Watson, among typical ranch people.
Lucy finds a cowboy friend in Ed Denmeade and goes
through a series of amazing experiences as she tries to ad
just to western ways of that period - somewhere around 1900.
The dance scenes are beautifully done, and the author has
excelled in showing the living conditions of the backwoods
families.

At one place he says:

The table was too small for so many. At first
glance Lucy saw that it was laden with food, with more
coming.. Pans of smoking biscuits, pans of potatoes,
pans of beans, pans of meat and gravy, and steaming cups
of black coffee. Lucy noted the absence of milk, but
ter, green or canned vegetables.
It is a recognized fact that often ranches with
thousands of cows on the range will not have a bit of milk,
butter, or cream on the table, and many cowboys do not know
how to"milk.

Vegetables other than beans, potatoes, and

Unions were seldom found in the cow camps except for occa
sional cans of tomatoes.
29w.C. Tuttle, Bluffer's Luck (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1937), 25l"pp:
'
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Tor a detailed account of the intimate home life
.
30
on early ranches, Under the Tonto Rim is superior.
Many years ago Harold Bell Wright spent some time
on the old Cross Triangle Ranch in the Williamson Valley
near Prescott.

The author used his experiences there in

When a Man*s a Man.

The novel isn't a good western story.

Wright leads his character, the discouraged Easterner
called Patches, from the depths of despondency to great
heights of optimism - a favorite trick.

One by one the chap

ters are built about the rehabilitation of Patches, and it
is not the purpose here to judge the Easterners; they may
be authentic or not.

The question is whether the author has

shown the ranch people's reactions properly.

On the whole

the Baldwins and their cowboy, Phil Acton, appear as quite
normal ranch inhabitants.

They are interested in the Pres

cott annual rodeo, the advent of the first automobile in the
valley, and the romance of their foreman with a neighbor's
daughter.
When a Man's a Man is in the same class with many
of the other books written by authors who specialize in
31
Westerns; in its entirety it is not worth much.
Certain
30zane Grey, Under the Tonto Rim, (New York: The
Curtis Publishing Co., 1926}, 281 pp.
3lHarold Bell Wright. When a Man's a Man (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1916), 34? PP*
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parts of the story might he considered useful if an an
thology were compiled,
W.C, Tuttle wrote Wandering bogies the same year
that Bluffer's Luck was published and, like the first, it
is humourous.

The scenes are laid in Encinitas, Arizona;

the time, early in the twentieth century; and the plot, a
mixture of cowboys and miners.

Into the midst of these

rough Westerners comes Orville Woodruff searching for his
father's lost mine.

The cowboys, Micky and Spook, take the

gullible chap in tow, and the fun begins;

Micky is the

best character, and in very romantic fashion the book ends
with Orville highly successful in all his attempts.
Collections of cowpuncher's funny stories have been
32
made,

but Tuttle handles the humor of his characters in

such a manner that any story is comical.

The writings of

Tuttle are above
average, and Wandering Dogies is oorre. 33
spondingly good.
Majesty's Rancho is Zane Grey's best contemporary
story.

The "rancho* is located out from Douglas at a

place called Bolton, probably Apache. - Majesty returns to
her home bringing her eastern friends with her.

They have

32joe M. Evans, The Cow (El Paso: Guynes Printing
Co., 1944), 71 pp.

33w.C. Tuttle. Wandering Dogies (New York: Grosset
and Dunlap Co., 1937), 244 pp.
'
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all been attending U.3.G. and are very modern young ladles.
The ranch is luxurious, as well it might be; the stolen
cattle are trucked to Tucson, quite possible;.and the
Arabian horses and thoroughbred'Herefords constitute the
stock, very probable.

The one serious mistake is that Grey

arranges to have Majesty kidnapped and carried off to
Cochise Stronghold.

It is just too bad somebody can't

really kidnap an Arizona rancher's only daughter!
Majesty's Rancho was ruined in the plot, but there
is an interesting comparison to be made between the descrip
tions of Majesty's home and the one in Under the Tonto R i m .
Zane Grey may go down in literary annals as a writer who
excelled in description.

His books aren't good, his plots

are weak; but when he describes the breaking of a wild
stallion, the readers feel the struggle between man and
beast; when he gives his picture of Arizona scenery, those
who have been there see it again.

'Whatever future critics

have to say about the New York dentist who "went Western,"
Zane Grey’s fifty-five books can never be completely ig34
nored.
The fiction classified under the heading "East
Meets West" is better established as to period of time than
'
'
. . . .

-

34Zhne Grey. Majesty's Rancho (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1939/, 2 $ 2 pp.
""

are most of the novels.

The settings reasonably corre

spond to the actual environment, changing along with the
years as contemporary stories were written.

There has been

no prolonging of one era which is so prevalent in the out
law tales.
The Westerners have been pictured as friendly to
eastern visitors, except for a tendency to poke fun at
them.

That is a reversal of the practice in general fic

tion; more often there the cultured character is ridicul
ing the uncouth one.

The characters are not so strong nor

vivid, but are more law-abiding and not so apt to provoke
skepticism as do those in the stories with more gun play.
The plots are simpler, with more emphasis placed
on the love theme.

The plan of these tales is more lucid

because the good stay good, and the bad, bad.

In the out

law novels there was a great deal of switching from one
side to the other.
There is little to be found which will serve to docu
ment the books included in this chapter.

They are written

of a period too recent for pioneer reminiscences to apply,
they are not sufficiently thought-provoking to stimulate any
heated discussions, and there are no definite opinions
about Easterners in Arizona.

Some think the man from the

East, be he capitalist or penniless health seeker, has some
thing to give to Arizona.

Others are isolationists - keep
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the state for those who made it I
Whatever one*s opinion about actual conditions, all
can agree that the literary efforts fall short of the possi
bilities.

Writers of every degree have flocked to the West,

been welcomed, and offered assistance, yet none of them has
given a true picture of Arizona to his readers.

Maybe deep

down in the heart of the country there is the same baf
fling reticence found in the cowboy.

Maybe the novelist

can't write realistically about the lives of people he
doesn't really know!

CHAPTER IX

MYSTERIES, MISCELLANEOUS, AND PIONEERS
As the popularity of mystery stories increased, it
was inevitable that some of the authors of western novels
would combine the two.

Several of the writers previously

mentioned have done some work along this line.

The plots

are too complicated to waste time and space in explaining,
but some of the settings and characters are worth mention
ing.
Jackson Gregory wrote Mystery at Spanish Hacienda
with the scenes laid near Yuma.

He opens the story with

the hero, Rapidan, wandering on the,desert crazed with
thirst.

The description of Rapidan1s suffering corre

sponds with the reports of travelers who have followed El
Camino del Diablo, the old road leading east from Yuma.
The hacienda of Luis Alarcon is much like the one formerly
owned by Jose Maria Redondo.

The historical story is

that i
•1-Over 400 persons are said to have perished on this
highway. One traveler reported over sixty-five graves in
a distance of thirty miles.. (From.James M. Barney, "El
Camino del Diablo," Arizona Highways. March, 1943, p. 16.)
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The Redondo Ruins are all that is left of one of
the greatest Spanish ranches in what is now Arizona.
Jose Maria Redondo developed an intricate irrigation
system on his extensive acreage, utilizing the waters
of the Colorado by means of twenty-seven miles of
canals and ditches. From two-hundred to three-hundred
-men were constantly employed. When the United States
land laws were applied, Redondo’s extensive ranch was
broken up. Rumors that Redondo left gold buried be
neath the floors of the hacienda caused an influx of
fortune hunters who dug so many holes that the walls
crumbled from lack of support.%
The time of the novel is suggestive of this period
of large grants; the Spanish characters have the necessary
pride and haughtiness; and Rapidan, the American, follows
through the book providing action and humor.
Spanish Hacienda could have happened.

Mystery at

Since that is more

than can be said for many of the western novels, the book
3
makes a favorable impression.
In Dead Man’s Trail by Hoffman Birney there is
another plot mixing a cowboy with a Latin-American in mys
terious fashion.

Diego Valdez, a cultured Mexican, has

financed his political schemes with the wealth of his Amer
ican wife, Dorothy.

Larry Hill, a college-trained scientist,

mixes his research, love for adventure, and cowpuncher’s
skill in the political brew.

The final chapter brings

just retribution to the evil-doers, and successful
^Arizona - A State Guide, op. cit.. p. 470.
-/Jackson Gregory. Mystery at Spanish Hacienda
(New York: Dodd Mead and Go., 1928J, 293 PP*
~~

..
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happiness to the others. .
The time is the present.

The scenes are first in

Santa Paloma, near Tucson, and later in Dos Cabezas, north
of Tibxiron Island.

The plot is clever but greatly over

drawn; the characterization is good showing Easterners,
Westerners, and Mexicans in their true light; but the book
as a whole adds little to any picture of Arizona life.

k
Consequently, Dead Man's Trail is not useful.
When E.B. Mann wrote Thirsty Range he created a bet
ter mystery than Western, and told another one of those
stories which might be anywhere in the Southwest so long
as it was possible to drive to San Francisco in twentyfour hours.

With no war restrictions on speed, many an

Arizonan has covered as many miles in less time so, what
ever the author's idea, one part of this particular novel
is good enough to appropriate.
Thousands of people all over the United States
5
crowd to the rodeos, and get a particular thrill out of the
bronc riding.

Only those who have felt the lurch of a

^Hoffman.Birney, Dead Man's Trail (Philadelphia:
Penn Publishing Co., 1937), 307 pp.
™"
^There seems no justification for current squabbles
over the pronunciation of "rodeo.w Webster gives the
Anglicized manner first and then the Spanish form. The same
procedure is followed with many other western words, for
example, Los Angeles. Usually people are within their
rights saying."ether" or "ither" so why not join the Irish
man in deciding "ather" will do for "rodeo"? Cowboys call
it ro' deo.
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frightened or vicious horse under them know what it means
to stay on for any length of time.

Mann must have tried

it, for he gives a realistic description of the emotions of
his hero, Larry Day:
The voice from the megaphone beat through the last
hoarse murmurings, "And now, ladies and gentlemen,
Larry Day, oh Hellamile, Chute Number Three! You know
him, folks. You know 'em both! And here they come!"
The gate swung back. The helper leaped aside.
The black horse lunged ahead, three long back-snapping
jumps, the saddle rocking on the apex of his gabled
spine. Day weathered it, his muscles feeling for the
rhythm in the hurricane.
"You’ll ride by the seat of your pants," Pop Greer
had said. Day knew the flyers used that same expres
sive phrase. It meant sensitivity of balance, par
tially, but more than that it meant a close uncanny
oneness between the man and plane, or man and horse.
In a rider, it entailed a sort of prescience whereby a
man’s mind sensed the beast’s next move in time to be
prepared for it. Day had that gift. He used it now,
and he needed it.
The horse dropped sideways and spun, his black mane
flattened by the wrenching turn. He shot aloft, back
arched to a thin peak beneath the bucking shell; came
down to strike unevenly in two side-splitting jolts.
Then up again.
Dust swirled around the pounding hoofs to form a
long.grey fog that cut the man aloof from the earth,
from all reality. He sat marooned upon a high and
lonely seat, a seat that smashed his spine into his
skull with cruel blows. The sunlight faded to a redstreaked blurr. The horse sunfished and weaved,
swapped ends; but always when he struck it was upon
pile-driving, rigid legs through which the shock ran
straight up to the rider’s brain.
An evil snake-like head came up before Day’s eyes
and he beat at it with his fist, sledging the black
horse down again. The jolt of that descent shot
molten pain through Larry’s veins. But it was better
than the backward fall the horse had planned. He
felt his spur wheels rake from neck to flank and knew
he was riding loose and gallantly. fBut not for long!"
he thought, %h y don’t they fire that.gun?"
The bucker screamed and went aloft again, his
body twisting till the saddle leather creaked. They
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came above the cloud of dust and seemed to hang suspend
ed for a time, the black horse writhing until his fore
feet paralleled the ground. Day thought, "He111 never
straighten out after this." And the forward plunge
snapped at his back.
He felt the sledging impact as the fore-feet struck
and after that a sickening foreward drop. He lost the
feel of contact then; struck heavily and rolled. A
gun shot cut across his consciousness then with mocking
tardiness.
He found his feet and staggered up, swaying stub
bornly against a sea-sick world. A rod away the black
horse grunted and lurched up, stood motionless, still
dazed. Day grinned and tasted blood deep in his throat.
A pick-up man flung down beside him and reached out to
steady him.
"You all right, Day?"
"0 K, hope the black.ain’t hurt."
"God damn!” The helper’s oath was reverent. "That
devil bucked himself clean off his feet! I ain’t seen
nary a ride like that since Steamboat used t ’ buck ’em
up at Cheyenne."
Day bent forward and slapped his hat against his
legs. He was conscious now for the first time of the
surf-like roar of voices from the stands. He straight
ened, grinned and made a little shrugging gesture with
his hands.
He turned and walked unsteadily toward the chutes.
His stomach was a leaden ball, white, hot, beneath his
ribs. His legs were numb. He thought, "A man’s a fool
to take that kind of punishment..... that black sure
can pitch!"
If Mann would write an entire Arizona ranch story
as vividly as he has written this brief episode, it would be
excellent.

After this introduction of Larry Day, he makes
'"
6
the rest of Thirsty Range a very entertaining mystery.
■

v .

■

.

In 1907 William MacLeod Raine wrote Bucky O ’Connor
(q.v.) and thirty years later Bucky Follows a Cold Trail.
^E.B. Mann, Thirsty Range (New York: Grosset and
Dunlap, 1935), 281pp.
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But in the more recent novel, Buoky’s surname is Cameron.
He is the nephew of old Cliff Cameron, who was a combination
cattle rancher and banker until his disappearance at the
time of the bank robbery.

Bucky comes back to Toltec to

clear up the-accusations made of his uncle at that time.
From there on it is a mystery story, pure and simple.
Toltec apparently is Tucson from the references to
clubs, hotels, banks, hospitals; and the Cameron Ranch,
the C C, might be any one of the neighboring ranches.

There

are cowpunchers and rustlers mixed in all through the tale,
and some of the ideas which they express are very typically
western.

From here and there through the book one reads:

Cliff Cameron played a losing game for years. He
lost money in cattle and in the bank. Hadn't the least
idea how to run a bank. Too sentimental. Loaned money
to old friends who couldn't make good. Wouldn't
crowd them to pay. Carried them along instead of clos
ing them out.
Cliff just got so hard up he didn't know which way
to turn. He had to mortgage the ranch two years ago
and we have had some bad cattle years. He was so doggoned good-hearted he couldn't foreclose on his
friends, that's how he got in his trouble.
The Red Rock gang hated the ground Cliff walked on.
They never forgot how he shot Sturtevant in the fight
when he caught him branding a CO calf. Those nesters
are the killer type. This looks like a job of theirs.
"We've got to serve notice on them Red Rock rustlers
to lay off Bucky," a wrinkled little old cattleman said
as he slammed his fist down on the arm of the chair.
"I've known his folks ever since I came into this
country forty-five years ago, and there ain't never been
one of them that wouldn't do to ride the river with."
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Above the clip-clop of horse’s hoofs an unmelodious voice sounded. They all listened to the song of the
approaching rider, their eyes fastened on each other.
"We’ve lived in the saddle and ridden trail,
Drink old Jordan, boys;
W e ’ll go whoopin’ and yellin’, w e ’ll all go hellin’
• Drink --- "
Abruptly the song.died. The singer had topped a
little rise and was taking in the scene.... He slid
from the saddle and came forward, a lean, lanky, unim
pressive chap with overalls climbing up the legs of
his high-heeled boots. His face as an amazed question
mark. That hostility was in the air he could see, but
he couldn’t understand what West and his gang were do
ing there. For the moment that was not important. He
pushed the perplexity out of his mind and focused on
one fact. He had ridden into trouble and meant to take
a hand in it.
These are suitable passages about Westerners; the
Easterners were mixed in with the Red Rock gang, headed by
Mike Soretti, and in the final chapter of the book are
brought to justice.

Bucky Follows a Cold Trail is not an

authentic contemporary novel of Tucson, but is good reading
7
for those who like mystery stories.
Hair-Trigger Realm was the effort of Clem Colt to
give a version of the "Bloody Pleasant Valley War."

He

makes the story much more of a mystery tale than does Zane
Grey, and brings in a pardoned gunman from the penitentiary
who has been assigned the task of ending the trouble.

It

is another plot involving the efforts of the governor to
establish some sort of law and order.

It is quite true that

^William MacLeod Raine. Bucky Follows a Cold Trail
(New York! Houghton Mifflin Co. , 193/), 306 pp.
- . .-
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the officials often were driven to extreme measures in
their distress over outlaw activities.
Cash Gannon arrives in the Tonto the night that both
King Jordan of the OD Ranch and Tulare, the sheepman, are
killed.

He traces all clues and finds that the step-son of

Jordan is the worst killer of all.

Cash falls in love with

Tennessee, Jordan's lovely daughter.

The novel is another

of the sort that might have a setting anywhere.

It is a

mystery story primarily, with the sheep and cattle only one
of the causes.

In the end the peculiar young step-son,

Tug, is found to be insane, an inheritance from his father
who went crazy on the "sheep question" and died in the
Phoenix asylum.
On the whole the novel is not worth much considera
tion in spite of the fact that Colt persists in writing
Arizona stories.

Others reviewed here are The Shooting

Sheriff, Five Diamond Brand, Trigger_Talk - none of them
much better than Hair-Trigger Realm.
William Colt MacDonald infers that his "western
mystery” is about Arizona; the time is established by the
style of men's hats - derbies.

The plot is a mixture of

Artexico Cattlemen's Association officers, rustlers from
the Diamond T , a crooked banker with a tubercular
^Clern Colt. Hair-Trigger Realm (New York: Phoenix
Press, 1940), 255 pp.
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assistant, a haughty Englishman who breeds thoroughbred
stock, a beautiful girl, and an heroic cowpuneher.

The

characters are well selected for the period chosen.

The

mystery revolves around a red riding whip suggesting the
title. The Crimson Quirt.
-

The description given of a working cowboy*8 clothes

is better than most.

The black sateen shirt, Oregon

breeches tucked into boot tops, and rolled-brimmed sombrero
are worn more frequently than are plaid shirts and furry
chaps.

For this type of story The Crimson Quirt is above
9

average.
Stewart Edward White1s little mystery The Killer
is a Cochise County yarn told in the first person.

Anyone

with a good imagination could find enough facts to substan
tiate such a tale.

The wiry, fearless jockey described

would set the time of the story during the boom years when
there was a well-organized race track in Tombstone.

The

book has nothing impossible in it; the freakish characters
10
may well have been, and The Killer is not to be scorned.
Once there was a large ranch in Sonora, Mexico,
owned by Don Luis Terrazas where over four hundred thousand
9william Colt MacDonald, The Crimson Quirt (New
York: Doubleday, Doran and Co., 19^2), 268 pp.
..
lOstewart Edward White, The Killer (New York: Dou
bleday, Doran and Co., 1919), 125 pp*
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11
head of cattle were run.

The International troubles be

tween the Mexican and American ranch owners were plentiful
enough for plots for many novels, but C.L. Edholm In his
Cowboy Luck has not made good use of them.
It is only when reading a series of books of one
particular type that the similarity is so conspicuous.

In

each division here of the western novels there is a basic
plot.

Just as kidnapping and gun play were a part of the

outlaw stories, the pretentious Mexican hacienda and its
inmates are used repeatedly in the mysteries.

Edholm fol

lowed the same pattern, successfully setting the time and
describing the locale, but from then on he became deeply
involved in a wierd mixture of the past and present.

With

Don Luis in mind. Cowboy Luck might have been an excellent
mystery tale of the border but it can not be recommended as

12
it is.
There isn't so much sentimentality in the mystery
novels of Arizona ranches, but even with that improvement
the authors have not made the best of the possibilities.
For the past century the state has attracted enigmatical
characters suggesting past lives filled with the unusual H-Arnold and Hale, op. cit.. p. 121.
^C.L. Edholm, Cowboy Luck (New York: Phoenix
Press, 1938), 2 5 6 pp.
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men and women who have come West to forget or be forgotten.
Anything might be in the literary scope of these actual
citizens, and from them a competent writer could find ample
material for appropriate western mysteries.
In the miscellaneous group, stories about horses
or Indians predominate.

Emotions are easily stirred by

tales of the behavior of either the wild stallions or the
well-trained cow pony.

And Indians - well, Indians in fic

tion make the noblest heroes or the most despicable vil
lains of any race of people.
On Arizona ranches the wild horses are a menace to
be dealt with periodically.
1

It is very seldom that any
.

ranch owner takes the trouble to trap and tame a wild stal
lion.

If these animals are brought in at all, it is done

by some adventuresome cowboy more for the thrill of the
catch than for the value of the horse.
On the practical side of the question, there is no
other animal as valuable to the nation at large as the .
working cow horse.

Modern methods of raising cattle have

reduced somewhat the need for so many horses on the ranch,
but nothing yet has taken the place of a good cutting pony.
The best story of how these horses are trained, how they
work, and how they are valued is told in Little Champion
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13
by Ida Berry Riggs, a Cochise County ranch woman.
Two good novels telling a great deal about wild
U
horses are The Canyon King by Cave Leddy
and Hoffman
. ..v...15 ,
Birney*s Steeldust.
Some very true stories are collected
in a volume by J. Frank Dobie entitled On the Open Range.
Bert Campbell wrote a magazine article in 1941 which tells
the history of the quarter horses and how they came to be
17
used for racing.
In what writing has been done.so far
the horses of Arizona have come the nearest to authentic
portrayal.

The authors have been sentimental about them,

yes, but isn't everybody!
There are more Indians in Arizona than in any other
one western state, and it is quite fitting that they should
play a part in the ranch fiction.
has been neglected here!

What a wealth of material

Nothing outstanding has been

written; probably, The Silver Hat by Dane Coolidge is the

13ida

Berry Riggs, Little Champion (New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1944), 144 pp.
*^Cave Leddy, The Canyon King (New York: A.L. Burt
and Co., 1936), 251 pp.
"^Hoffman Birney, Steeldust (New York: Crosset and
Dunlap, 1928), 264 pp.
Frank Dobie, On the Open Range (Dallas: The
Southwest Press, 1931), pp. 102-109.
•^Bert Campbell, "Arizona Quarter Horses," Arizona
Highways. November, 1941, P. 26.
. .
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best.

Two other possible novels are Hidden Blood. mean19
ing heritage, by Tuttle,- .and Edgar Bice Burroughs1 The

Apache Devil.

The Apaches and Havasupais lead all other

20
of the fifteen tribes in Arizona-in the cattle business,
so Burroughs character, Shoz-Dijiji, was properly chosen.

21
Paul Wellman in his Death in the Desert records a story of
Ulzana, and another of Charlie McComas, either of which

22
could be used to substantiate part of The Apache Devil.
Of all the Arizona fiction the Indian stories are
the best, but the novels combining the Indian and ranch
life are few and futile.

Among the young men of the tribes

raising cattle there have always been excellent riders who
made good bronco busters and cowboys.

Many of these fel

lows have worked on white men’s ranches, some few have ap
pealed to romantic white girls, and with it all the Indian
has retained enough of his tribal characteristics to make
him a colorful figure in any novel.

The Apache or the

^®Dane Coolidge, The Silver Hat (New York: E.P.
Dutton and Co., 1934), 2$$ pp.
^W.C. Tuttle. Hidden Blood (New York: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1943), 244pp.
1941, p.

20Janet Moore, "Pow-wow, ” Arizona Highways. June,
32.

^ P a u l Wellman, Death in the Desert (New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1935), p. 2^7, 241-27$.
22Edgar Bice Burroughs, The Apache Devil (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1932), 310 pp.
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Havasupai doesn't change as readily as the cowboy of other
nationalities, so there may still be time for something
worth while to be written about him.
Thanks to Dr. Lockwood of the University, Arizona
has rather recently grown very proud of her pioneers and
their stories.

Notable authors visiting in the state can't

help but hear all about the early days.

These tales made

an impression on Clarence Buddington Kelland which led to
his writing Arizona and Valley of the Sun.
Arizona is just a new and slightly perverted ver23
sion of the narratives by J. Ross Browne and Raphael Pum24
pelly.
Some actual names are used in the novel, some
known facts are accurately retold, so a certain amount of
research was done.

Kelland got the Tucson background for

his book in mind and established the period, but he mired
hopelessly when attempting western characterization.

For

years "Scattergood Baines" has been an intimate friend of
the American public but "Phoebe Titus" doesn't make any
national impression - not much of a local one.

The false

note comes from attributing to one character all the
achievements of many.

Phoebe baked and sold pies, as did

23j. Ross Browne, Adventures in the Apache Country
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1869), pp. 22-28.
'
^Raphael Pumpelly, Across America and Asia (New
York: Leypolt and Holt, 1870), 449 pp.
""
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"Pie" Allen, then she hung a dead Indian by the road just
as King Woolsey actually did.
.

Phoebe as a composite of

25

several pioneers was ruined.
Arizona is not a completely reliable work, but its
influence may lead to the writing of something better along
26
V the same line.
Every so often there is a wave of histor
ical novels; some day it may sweep along a good rousing tale
of Arizona.
Kelland1s second novel about this region was Valley
of the Sun, a story of the development of the Salt River
Valley.

Familiar pioneer names around Phoenix such as

Darrell Duppa, Jack Swilling, and the Adams family are used.
Others included are Major Brown, Captain Bourke, and the
Indian scout, Nantaje.

Once more the story of the fight in

the Salt River caves is told, but gains nothing in the tell
ing.

All names and facts found in the book could have been
27
taken from McClintock*s history of the state,
or from
^ E d w in Corle, Desert Country (New York: Duell,
Sloan, and Pearce, 194-1), p.
registers disgust that
Tucson and motion picture companies should represent
Arizona as authentic.
^Clarence Buddington Kelland, Arizona (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1939), 278 pp.
Z^McClintock, op. cit., three volumes.
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28
Bourke’s On the Border with Crook.
Many writers revel in bringing into their books the
unusual plant, animal, or insect life of Arizona.

It-is

as much'a fad as the use of Mexican words and customs.
Kelland is no exception.

He carefully tells how a mule

dies from eating a Nina de la Tierra, (meaning "A child of
the earth” ), a large spider-like insect so called because
the markings on its back have the appearance of a baby’s
face.

According to the zoologist, however, the Nina de la

Tierra is not a deadly insect.
From an Arizonan’s viewpoint, Valley of the Sun
makes no contribution to the state, but neither is it de
rogatory - merely another harmless little story definitely
29
inferior to the bulk of Kelland’s work.
The best pioneer story is Conquest written by Jack
O ’Connor.

Here are all phases of frontier life so vividly

told that more than one family in Arizona felt they were be
ing exploited.

That is not true; the characters do not

represent particular people, but are symbolic of the class
of pioneers who, conquered the West.

Whether the present

28John G. Bourke, On the Border with Crook (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1891); 491 pp.
—
29ciarence Buddington Kelland, Valley of the Sun
(Harper and Brothers, 1940), 297 pp.
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generation admits it or not, many of the leading citizens of
Arizona owe their wealth and prestige to the dauntless ac
tivities of their sires,dourageous fathers or grandfathers
without false pride#
O ’Connor introduces the drifter, Jard Pendleton,
then takes him through the better part of his life, show
ing how he rose from obscurity and poverty to a prominent
position and wealth.

The scenes are laid in central

Arizona; the time, during and immediately following the
Mexican War.

At that time the territory was a land of op

portunity and Pendleton took advantage of it, investing in
every sort of business that might be profitable.

One of

his enterprises was a cattle ranch, which meant a bitter
fight with the Indians, something that most authors forget
about.
Since few of the writers tell their readers any
thing about the private lives of their characters, the
story of Jard Pendleton’s home life makes the tale far more
realistic and consequently more interesting than most.
The successful pioneer was often just such a man as has
been depicted in this novel:
Jard Pendleton was b o m in a broken-down shanty in
old Virginia. English, Scotch, Irish, French and
possibly a little Indian blood flowed in his veins.
His first ancestors were a London pickpocket and a
prostitute. The son of this pair had achieved immor- '
tality of a sort by being the first citizen of
Virginia to be arrested for miscegenation. The family
had always been poor whites, unlettered,
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disease-ridden, uncouth.
But from some obscure strain Pendleton had inher
ited a restless ambition which drove him from the ster
ile acres that for generations had furnished his an
cestors with half a living. He had learned to read
and write. He was the best shot in Fairfax County....
Lured into the army by a recruiting officer, he went
through the Mexican War with Scott. He came out a
man, used to killing and bloodshed, six feet two and
hard as nails. ... He drifted West, hunting, trapping,
punching cows, and doing odd jobs as the occasion
arose.
Arizona at this time was experiencing something of
a b o o m . . .. Pendleton decided he was to be an Arizonan.
Since he had arrived the place had been kind to him:
money, he felt, was easy to make - here at least.
And money he did make.

He brought in cattle from

Mexico, got contracts with the newly arriving railroad com
pany, freighted, got the control of water on the Salt, and
in every way invested each dollar so that it would bring in
more.

.

The years went by:

Pendleton was nearing fifty now and he was feeling
his years. When he was in town he preferred his buckboard to a horse. It was more in keeping with his
dignity as the richest and most powerful man in the
territory, and it was not so hard on his often weary
muscles.
I
The Pendleton's housewarming was held in April.
It was the most notable event to take place in
Pendleton City's world of fashion since the first train
had run through from California in February. Then
there had been speeches at the station, a reception and
ball at the Pendleton house for Harlihan and the other
Southern Pacific moguls and their wives, and.fireworks
and free beer for the herd.
The house was not only a personal triumph for
Pendleton: it was the pride and envy of the whole coun
try for miles around. With its furnishings it had cost
Pendleton more than twenty-five thousand dollars - a
good round sum in those days. It was three stories
high and contained twenty rooms. Pendleton held that
its towers and turrets and jigsaw work in wood and iron
made it look like a clump of jumping cactus, but his
wif e,MrcIssa, assured him that it was in the best of ^
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taste. He felt satisfied that he had got his money*s
worth.
Surely it was imposing. Built on the slope of the
little butte, in the section where the successful of
the town were beginning to build their homes, it could
be seen from all over town. A solid house. The masons
had dug away the shallow soil and laid their founda
tion on solid rock. In the yard Bermuda grass was
already growing lustily and two iron mastiffs stood
watch. But Pendleton’s pride was the cast-iron blacka
moor to whose outstretched arm the horses were
hitched.,
Indoors the house was the most luxurious in the
territory. There were marble fireplaces and crystal
chandeliers in every room, and all the floors were
covered to the baseboards with heavy Axminster carpets.
There were two bathrooms that boasted of ponderous
zinc tubs and a kitchen with the largest wood range in
the territory, and a curious black japanned kitchen
cabinet covered with swooping gilt swallows.
The furnishing of Pendleton’s own room was the
source of a great deal of friction. Narcissa insisted
on a big double bed of carved walnut, a carved table
with bilious-looking top of liver-colored marble, a
fancy carpet and a what-not. But the prospect of going
to sleep in all that luxury got Pendleton’s dander up.
"Hell, no, Narcissa! I won’t have it. I don’t
want.all that hlgh-falutin? stuff in my room. Gosh!
I ’d be afraid to spit I”
Narcissa turned away in disgust.
"Well, have it your way ... but you needn’t be so
vulgar about it, Jard."
So he brought from.the old stage station the com
plete furnishings of his room there - the skin of the
grizzly, the Navajo -blankets, the Mexican serapes, the
elk’s head, the homemade .chairs, and the cot, the litter
.of revolvers and guns. His room remained a familiar
haven in a strange world, but at the house-warming
Narcissa took pains to shoo all the guests away from it.
. ii

:

It was eight o ’clock.. The guests were beginning to
arrive for the housewarming and Pendleton stood in the
doorway, feeling clownish and uncomfortable in his
first, dress suit. He had got it for the grand ball in
February but he had not got-used to it.
The spring had been rainy and exceptionally warm.
Pendleton could hear the river roaring in the distance.
Seemed as though the river was higher every year.
Sweat ran down his neck. His patent leather shoes
pinched his feet. In a mirror he caught a glimpse of
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his purple meaty face. ...
In the hall a six-piece Mexican string band was
playing sad Spanish waltzes. A grinning Negro mixed
champagne punch in a.big cut-glass punch bowl.
Pendleton heard a step on the stairs and began to
work on the white kid gloves that he hated. Narcissa
would raise hell if he didn't wear them. Every time
she got in a twit it upset the kid.
Yes, it was Narcissa. He heard her giving orders
to the negro and greeting the guests who had already
arrived. Hell of. a business for a man to be engaged
in - posturing in a monkey suit and grinning at folks
you didn't like.
The guests were coming in swarms now. Their bug
gies and carriages littered the street for a hundred
yards on either side of the house. Pendleton greeted
them mechanically, taking comfort from the fact that
most of the men looked as uncomfortable in their dress
suits as he felt...
But it was a triumph for the women. All wearing
new dresses, they skipped happily about the house,
chirping over the furnishings, while the men gathered
in melancholy groups and tried to make conversation.
Some ten years after the house-warming, the last

-

Apache warrior was caught and brought through on the train.
Pendleton went down to see Nan-yah, who had been his sworn
enemy for years.

He, too, now was being taken to Florida to

join the rest of his tribe.

After seeing him

Pendleton climbed into his buggy and drove slowly
to the old stage station. Somehow he vaguely realized
that on that day history had been made.
What changes had taken place in thirty years. God!
but it made him feel old. Thirty years before there
had been hardly two hundred Americans in the territory.
Now it swarmed with them. He had seen the Indians
chased out, killed off and herded into reservations, the
game slaughtered and the cattle brought in. The ter
ritory that had once been so wild and tough was now
fat and tame and you could go the length and breadth of
it and be as safe as you were in the East.
He thought of going home, but the prospect of
Narcissa*s cheerful conversation and the babble of the
three children distressed him. He wanted to be alone.
Narcissa was growing more high-toned every day. She had
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six servants - God knows what the lazy devils did and the house was more uncomfortable and luxurious than
ever. He was ill at ease even before his children.
They were all dark like their mother and spoke with a
Virginia accent.
No end to the woman’s foolishness. She had dug up
a coat of arms for him and told around that he belonged
to an old Virginia family that had fallen on bad luck.
Fancy a low-life like him with a coat of arms and a
family. No one knew what he was better than he did.
But if it pleased her, let her go ahead. ...
He turned his horse toward the old stage station on
the river bank. The place always brought him back to
the days when he was young and gay and lusty - when he
and his friend, Castenada, had fought the unending war
against all the Apaches in the territory.
With a few years of neglect, the old station was now
a ruin. The adobe was eaten away by the wind and rain,
the walls and roof were caved in places, and the win
dows and doors had been carried away by the wood-seeking
Mexicans. The patio was a tangle of weeds, bailing
wire, tin cans, dry cottonwood leaves, and dusty manure
where scrubby half-wild chickens scratched. But in one
corner a rose bush that had been planted by Luz still
grew. The cover of the well had fallen in and the well
itself was choked with debris.
Here was the corner where he had fought off the
buzzards, where he had lain half dead for three days and
nights. Here was the place where he and Castenada
used to butcher the deer and antelope they brought in. '
Through a gaping door he could see the room where in the
past he had lain first with Sal, and then Luz. Part of
the floor had been torn up. It stank with human excre
tions and some one had drawn an obscene picture on the
whitewashed wall.
'
He sat down on the doorsill and lit a cigarette.
The sun was going down and the sounds and smells of the
awakened river life began to creep into the enclosure.
A long California-bound freight train thundered across
the bridge a hundred yards away. When it had passed
he could hear the lapping of the water against the
stones of the ford, and the shrill cries of a killdeer.
A pair of doves lit in the patio, made love for a few
moments among the tin cans and flew away.
He recalled with pleasure how he had broken the
spirit of the Mormon, Stone, during the drouth three
years before. ... There had been fights, men were
killed, and once they had tried to dynamite his dam so
that the impounded water would come down. ... Stone
had visions now and said that Jesus was coming soon,
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that he talked with Him every night. Everyone said
Stone was crazy.
The moon came up from behind the buttes. The bats
were out and began to swoop down into the patio after
the mosquitoes. From somewhere near came the thump of
a guitar and the voice of a Mexican singing softly:
No me mires con tu ojas
Mas hermosas que el sol en el cielo
Que me mires de dicha y consuelo
30
Que me mataJ Que me matal tu mirar.
Pendleton threw away his cigarette and got up slow
ly. He realized that he was both tired and hungry.
Better get home for dinner or he would catch it from
Narcissa.
In these passages Pendleton becomes so very much an
acquaintance of the reader that he can live with the old
pioneer some of his experiences.
It has been said that the best authorities on ranch
life are those men and women who have had generous first
hand associations with the ranchers and their families, but
31
? on a broader cultural scale themselves.
This is true of
Jack O ’Connor.

Born in Arizona in 1902, he has lived long

enough to see many changes - has been one with the people
of the country, and is a fluent writer.

The cattlemen

aren’t potential authors; they don’t see themselves as char
acters.

Other Arizonans must tell their stories.
3°Translated roughly "means:
Don’t look at me with your eyes
More beautiful than the sun in the sky
For you to look at me with happiness and
consolation
It will kill me, it will kill me - your look.
^Arnold and Hale, op. cit.. p. 230.
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Conquest is a frank, candid tale.

As the years go

by the novel undoubtedly will rise in the ranks of good
literature.
:

In the meantime it may be read for sheer en-

32

joyment.
Just why it should be Jack O ’Connor who wrote a
good book is best explained by Erna Fergusson when gener
alizing in Our Southwest.

She says:

The Southwest, it seems to me, has not yet matured
to the point of writing its own literature. Most of
its writers have not had roots that go deep enough to
feed really creative genius. Those who are most
rooted in the life and soil are the Indians and the
Spanish. And they are not ready to write.
... Curiously enough, even the Southwesterners
whose language is English have not yet produced real
literature - with a few possible exceptions. Until
recently they have been too absorbed in living to write
more than personal chronicles. Or they have been, as
Frank Dobie complains, too influenced by professors
who followed Eastern or European traditions as de.pendencies ape the mother country. Only recently have
native writers begun to delve into their backgrounds
for material. So far their best work has been col
lecting, collating, and interpreting. They see clearly
and appreciatively; their books are up to a high
standard of writing, with frequent flashes of insight.
Those few Southwestern writers have dared to place
truths in strong and tragic scenes, and they are the
ones who know it best. The era of strangers recounting
amazing adventures in a foreign land is about to yield
to the age of serious writers, expressing truth as they
see it, and laying scenes in the Southwest, not be
cause they find it picturesque, but because it is what
they know best.33
32ja@k O ’Connor, Conquest (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1930), 293 PP* .
33p@rgusson, op. cit., pp. 372-376.
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ifhen it comes to judging the stories classified
as mystery, pioneer, or miscellaneous, there is nothing
new to say.

With the exception of Conquest there are no

complete novels giving reliable impressions of Arizona.
Parts of each of the books reviewed are very good.

That

part may be a brief description, a conversation between two
cowpunchers, or characterization of a particular type
Mexican.

That isn't enough.

Arizonans feel there is lit

erary "gold in them thar hills” which is still to be pro
duced.
Perhaps Raymond Carlson, former editor of Arizona
Highways, had something worth while when he said:
The finest literature in the world is the unwritten
stories told around the camp fires in cow camps at
night. We know a man who writes books, good books,
really very good books who worked for a cattle outfit
in Arizona for about five years. He contends that any
person wanting to write should get. around the camp fire
and tell his stories. If you don't tell them well, the
boys just walk out on you. When it comes to stories,
he says, a bunch of cowboys around a campfire are about
the finest critics in the world. They know a story
when they see one.35
There is just one flaw in such a proposition.

Too

many of the authors of western stories have gone on their
way, and many of the remaining ones are getting old.

The

34parker, op, cit.. p. 39.
^Raymond Carlson, "The Call of the West", Arizona
Highways. October, 1941, p«-l*
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time has passed for them to be much concerned about any
constructive criticism.

However, the next generation of

western writers may be forced to become earnest students
of the work of Grey or Gregory, Robertson or Raine-- the
campfires are dying out, too.
From various sources have come the names of books
and authors rightfully belonging in this thesis.

Some of

the,novels are reported to be good, and one or two of the
authors are said to have written excellent Arizona stories.
Mary Boyer in Arizona in Literature credits Walt Coburn, •
T.C. Hoyt, the nun L.M. Wallace, and Robert Ames Bennet,
none of whose books has been mentioned previously, with
-36
the writing of worthwhile ranch novels.
Raymond W. Curry in his unpublished thesis,
"Arizona in Fiction," criticizes a number of additional
37
novels dealing with cowboys..
•^Boyer, op. cit., Chap. 17.
^''Raymond W. Curry, "Arizona in Fiction" (unpub
lished master’s thesis, University of Arizona, 1941), 213
pp. Mr. Curry comments on the following novels:
W.C. Tuttle, Rifled Gold; Roger Peacock, Curly; Marie
Cottrell, In the Land of Extremes; Stewart Edward White,
Arizona Nights; Bugene Manlove Rhodes, The Desire^of the
Moth; Henry H. Knibbs, Sundown Slim, Partners of Chance,
The Hidin’ Kid from Powder River, Wild Horses; Marshall
Hall, The Valley of Strife; Hoffman Birney, King of the
Mesa; Walt Coburn, The Ringtailed Ronnyhans; Charles A.
Siringo, The Cowboy Detective; T.C. Hoyt, Rimrock;
Paul Lehman, Valley of Hunted Men; Luke Short, The Feud
at Single Shot; Eugene Cunningham, Whistling Lead; Tom
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Librarians over the state responded to requests
for the names of novels pertaining to their immediate
■
- 38
vicinity, and sent in the titles of many books.
For
various reasons many of these books were not obtainable
some are now out of print, others are not in any local
library, many are too popular to get within a limited
time - therefore such books have not been included in
this manuscript.
37(cont.) Gill, Red Earth; and David Burnham,
Winter in the Sun.
38r o s s Santee, Men and Horses; L.M. Wallace, The
Lure of the West; Robert Ames Bennet, The Cattle Baron;
Rynning, Gun Notches; William Colt MacDonald, I'he Riddle
of Ramrod Ridge, Riders of the Whistling Skull; knight.
The Affair of the Painted Desert; Eugene Manlove Rhodes,
Beyond the Desert; Lemay, Cattle Kingdom; Charles Alden
Seltzer, Treasure Ranch, The Red Brand, Double Cross .
Ranch,.The Raider; Charles H. Snow, Wolf of the Mesa;
Gene Austin, Pride of Piedgian; Lawrence Cardwell,
Mountain Medicine; Wilbur C. Tuttle. Mystery at the J H C
Ranch; a Springerville story, Land of the Free; Jackson
Gregory, Shadows on the Mesa; George Nutting, Borse Thief
Canyon; Tony Adams, Doss of the Big C ; Bradfor'd Scott,
Kie C'owpuncher; E.B. Mann, Gunsmoke Trail; W.C. Tuttle,
tfhe Dead line; Jackson Gregory, The Red law; MacLeod
jRine, Trails End; Don James, Rustlers on the Smoky Trail;
Nelson G. Dye, £>alt River Ranny; Clarence Bud&ington
Kelland, Sugarfoot; Gruber,.Gunsight; Rodney, Riders of
the Chaparrel.
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No doubt there are dozens more Arizona ranch
novels, but to find them is going to take more general
concentrated effort.

The only bibliographies of Arizona
39
are over thirty years old.

39Estelle Lutrell, A Bibliographical List of Books,
Pamphlets, and Articles onjArizona in the University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona (‘Tucson: Press of the Arizona
bally Star. 1913). 60 pp.
........
"THector Alliot, Bibliography of Arizona (Los
Angeles, Joseph A. Munk Collection, Southwest Museum,
1914), 428 pp.

CHAPTER X
.

CONCLUSION
Western fiction has mass appeal; it is escape lit

erature filled with adventure and romance, action, mystery,
and love.

In order to keep their books appealing, authors

have exploited Arizona and the time has come for Arizona
to protest, or accept or discredit the novels.

The second

point is that the folklore of the state needs to he col
lected and preserved.

The nation knows the true New Eng

land type, the Southerner, the lumberman of the Pacific
Northwest, and the California gold miner of *49.
the knowledge has been spread by fiction.

Most of

The nation also

knows the Arizona cowboy from similar sources, but it
doesn’t know him as he is or ever was.

Arizona must right-

fully establish him by assembling the authentic stories of
his life.

Furthermore, if the lore of the ranches is to be

preserved it must be done soon.

The frontier, pioneer,

picturesque cowboy, and rugged western individual are fast
becoming just memories.

When those "memories'* are gone, it

will be too late to assemble the best literature.

So the

work on this thesis has been worth while; it is another
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step in the right direction.
There is adequate documentary material for some of
the novels in the historical accounts and pioneer tales.
For the rest, decisions are based on personal opinion
formed from association with ranchers and their families.
In the first group of outlaw stories written be
tween 1928 and 1935, Zane Grey's Nevada is the best complete
novel.

Grey was very sentimental about his cowboy, Nevada,

but in spite of the mawkish emotion the characterization is
the best of the lot.

Frank C. Robertson's The Man Branders

has several pages about flash floods which are good.

Cer

tainly such floods are a part of every Arizona rancher's
life.

The introduction to Roarin' Rinconada by W.D.

Hoffman is excellent.

The "Old Cattleman" speaks the part

telling a true story of Cochise County in reliable dialect.
In Maverick Makers Dane Coolidge summarizes a cowboy's
opinion of women, and tells of the annual Cowboy Ball in
realistic fashion.

Zane Grey's Arizona Ames has a fair de

scription of a Mormon home, showing- it contrasted against
the average ranch house.

In Mustang Trail Oliver King suc

cessfully portrays a strong Arizona cowboy versus a weak
Arizona bank clerk.

The point is brought out that rugged

conditions will make the strong stronger but completely sub
merge the weakling.

Charles Aiden Seltzer's West of Apache

Pass is the first and only historical novel written by a
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"thriller” author so far as was here discovered.
The second selections of outlaw stories were written
between

1936

commended.

and 1944.

There isn’t an entire book to be

E.B. Mann’s Shootin’ Melody, showing depression

years on a ranch, is the best.

The cattle stealing and

gun play correspond with the time set for the story.

In

Painted Post Outlaws Tom Gunn takes his reader through a
fire scene on a ranch with skillful understanding.„ The
dramatic wife of the nester is a very authentic touch.
J.E. Grinstead’s King of Hualpi Valley has good character
ization of a pioneer ranch owner who is bewildered by
changing times.

The author shows the folly of continuing

the old western customs of hanging a man at will or be
lieving implicitly in all life-long friends.

The women

characters in the ranch fiction are sadly neglected, but
Clem Colt brought the typical old time "Madame" to life
again in Five Diamond Brand.

She is the same generous old

woman who is so well known now in many Arizona towns.

In

Ernest Haycox’s Border Trumpet there is another memorable
feminine character, a ranch girl.

Throughout the book the

girl’s reactions are so strongly portrayed that there could
be no doubt about her being a product of the West.

The only

paragraphs of note in Tex Holt’s Outlaw’s Trap are the de
scriptions of how man and horse suffer if caught on the
desert without water.
cally.

Holt has told this very realisti
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Discriminating against most of the outlaw stories
is "because of the time element.

The plots, setting, char

acters all would have been satisfactory if the authors had
established them correctly.
Range wars, Mormons, and Rangers were the topics
grouped in the third division of the novels.

Badger

Clarkfs Spike hasn't any well-defined plot, but unquestion
ably it characterizes the cowboy the best of any book
listed in this thesis.
knows them.

The author is an ex-cowboy who

William MacLeod Raine 1s To Ride the River With

gives the best picture of two cattle outfits warring.

It

shows how bitter the fight could become and to what extent
the lawlessness often went.

The plot is not exaggerated

when compared with actual happenings.

E.B. Mann*s Stampede

and Claude Rister's Torbidden Ranch are reasonably accurate
in their plots centered around the hatred of the old estab
lished ranchers for the nesters and squatters.

Tom Gunn in

The Sheriff of Painted Post emphasizes a rancher's similar
hatred for an irrigation project detrimental to his cow
business.

Range wars were real, and violent enough to

justify most of the gun play used by the novelists.
There isn't a good book among these about the
Pleasant Valley sheep and cattle war.

Zane Grey's To the

Last Man has some good characters but it is neither a his
torical novel nor a legitimate romance.

Frances. Gillmor's
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Fruit Out of Rook tells the best story showing why all
pioneer ranchers hated and feared sheep*
None of the novels about Mormon ranchers deserves
any special consideration.

Correctly speaking, few of the

-Latter Day Saints were interested in the cattle business,
and the writers who have dragged them into their books
i

............................. ..

-

haven’t contributed anything valuable. Dan Coolidge’s
Hell’s Hip Pocket has the best characterization of an out
law Mormon,
Two Ranger stories, Johnston MoCulley1s Ranger *s
Code and Jay Lucas’ Desert Ranger, may be mentioned but not
for good ranger portrayal.

The first one faithfully shows

the behavior of a ranch girl who has gone to town to work,
and devotes one chapter to an excellent review of a cowpuncher dance.
scenes.

The second one has some realistic desert

It is to be observed that Saturday night dances

and thirst-crazed desert wanderers are rather easily de
scribed by the authors of western stories.
When "East meets West.” Gipsy Clark’s Out Yonder is
far superior to the other novels in this class.
lives the story as it unfolds..
rest are very mediocre.

The reader

In comparison, most of the

In Harold Bell Wright’s A Son of

His Father the Chinese house-boy is the best western char
acter; in Seltzer’s Clear the Trail the only good Arizonans
are the Mexicans; and in Kingdom in the Cactus. another
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Seltzer novel, the building of a church on a ranch is the
most realistic part.

Man tracks by Bennet Foster ranks •

next to Out Yonder, and is far better than the majority of
the ranch tales in any previous class.

The characters

really eat, sleep, and work.
The concluding division is arranged in Mysteries,
Miscellaneous, and Pioneers.

Since cowboys have very lit

tle of the mysterious in their make-up, the combination is
not very successful.

It would be difficult to say how a

eowpuneher would react to hidden murders and intrigue.
Jackson Gregory in Mystery at Spanish Hacienda produces an
amused cowboy, which seems logical.

E.B. Mann in Thirsty

Range divorces his hero from the cow business following a
rodeo scene.

Stewart Edward White in The Killer ingenious

ly arranges to have his character tell years later how he
got mixed up in a mystery.

On the whole the Westerner may

be baffling in some roles, but he isn't a good subject for
any sinister story.
The horses serve best for juvenile readers.

Ida

Berry Riggs* Little Champion about a cow horse, and Cave
Leddy*s Canyon King about a wild stallion are reliable
books.
Pioneer tales may be fictionalized or historical.
If the author sets about making his work a historical ro
mance, he should be consistent in the use of names and dates
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so far as possible.

If the book is pure fiction, no real

characters should be introduced into it.

There are no his

torical romances of Arizona worthy of comment.

Jack

0 rConnor’s Conquest is the only fictionalized pioneer novel
to be remembered.

0 1Connor is an Arizonan who has written

the romantic story of a pioneer's life in realistic fashion.
From this study there are three definite conclu
sions to be drawn:

(1 ) small parts from many of the

stories of the Arizona cattle ranches are worth extracting
and saving in some form; (2 ) only three complete books Badger Clark's Spike. Gipsy Clark's Out Yonder, and Jack
0 'Connor's Conquest - will live on; all three written by
authors who are a part of Arizona; and (3) an Arizona In
stitute of Letters should be founded to assemble and pre
serve the folklore of the state, publicize both top-ranking
and inferior novels about this region, and promote a program
stimulating more Arizonans to write.
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